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No, it’s not summer vacation

but corona holiday.

JOCOSERIOUS

p5 p7 p9Sikkim reports first
COVID-19 case

FM tells banks to extend
loans without fear

Fear stalks people living near
quarantine centres

WORLDWORLDWORLDWORLDWORLD
Confirmed cases 5,351,182

Cured/Discharged 2,183,403

Death 341,218

INDIAINDIAINDIAINDIAINDIA

Confirmed cases 125,075

Cured/Discharged 51,751

Death 3,720

ASSAMASSAMASSAMASSAMASSAM
Confirmed cases 329

Cured/Discharged 57

Death 4

Data as on Saturday

Stranded migrant workers jostle for space in their bid to grab food packets distributed by NGOs at the Palace Ground
in Bengaluru, on Saturday. – PTI

3,000 hit by
State floods

GUWAHATI, May 23:
Around 3,000 people have
been affected in floods in
the two districts of
Lakhimur and Barpeta.
The Jia Bharali river in
Sonitpur and the
Puthimari in Kamrup were
flowing above danger
level, an ASDMA bulletin
said. An embankment
breach was reported near
Nagaon. – Staff Reporter

Air crash toll
KARACHI, May 23:

Ninety-seven people,
including three children,
were killed and two
passengers miraculously
survived a fiery crash
when a Pakistan
International Airlines
plane with 99 travellers
on board plunged into a
densely populated
residential area near the
airport here, the Army
said on Saturday. – PTI

R DUTTA CHOUDHURY

GUWAHATI, May 23: A

large number of youths from

the Northeast are working

in Gurugram in Haryana, a

major economic and health

care hub of the country and

this fact came to light when

a substantial number of

youths of the region applied

to the authorities seeking

facilities to return home

amid the lockdown. Such

people are being sent back

home in four trains.

When contacted by The

Assam Tribune, Director

General of Haryana Police

Manoj Yadava said that so far,

the government of the state

sent back more than two lakh

people to different parts of

the country and around 5,000

are being sent back to the

northeastern region.

Yadava said of the four

Northeast-bound trains two

are for the people of Assam,

while the rest two are for the

people of Manipur, Tripura

and Nagaland. People from

other parts of the region are

also returning on these trains,

but the major chunk of the

people is from these four

states.

The Haryana DGP said

that Gurugram being a health

care hub, some people from

the Northeast coming for

treatment are also stranded

there and efforts are on to

send them back. He revealed

that majority of the youths of

Assam, who have applied for

facilities to return home were

working in the malls and in

the hospitality sector, includ-

ing hotels and restaurants. As

those are now closed, they

are keen on returning home

at the earliest possible oppor-

tunity.

He said a large number

of youths from Manipur

were working in the hospi-

tals located in Gurugram as

almost all hospitals in the

area have nurses and front

desk workers from Ma-

nipur. Youths from Manipur

are also working in the

malls and in the hospitality

sector. On the other hand,

most of those who have ap-

plied to return to Tripura

are students.

People from NE being sent home from Haryana

4 trains arranged for migrant
workers, students, patients

SIVASISH THAKUR

GUWAHATI, May 23: While the State gov-

ernment continues to be on the denial mode

about illegal coal mining in Dehing Patkai Ele-

phant Reserve, disturbing evidence is mount-

ing that large-scale illegal mining is devastat-

ing the prime elephant habitat with tacit sup-

port of the govern-

ment authorities.

A number of con-

servationists this

c o r r e s p o n d e n t

talked to were unan-

imous in their opin-

ion that much harm

had already been

caused to the ele-

phant reserve by

rampant coal mining,

and only a ban on mining can help restore things.

“It does not matter anymore whether the

ongoing mining is legal or illegal. In any case,

there is clear evidence of illegal mining amid

the lush green surroundings of the elephant

reserve,” a member of the Assam Environ-

mental NGO Forum, an apex body of around

20 NGOs said.

Advocating a same approach, conservation

NGO Aaranyak urged the State government

to do away with open cast coal mining in a

phased manner in eastern Assam by creating

Conservationists for mining
ban to save Dehing Patkai

alternative livelihood opportunities for local

people whose livelihood is dependent upon the

ongoing legal coal mining.

“We acknowledge the need for extraction of

coal for the nation’s development but urge user

agencies and the Ministry of Mining to explore

other environment- friendly technologies for

future extraction of coal without affecting bio-

diversity- rich areas.

Non-renewable en-

ergy options like so-

lar power should be

widely promoted to

reduce dependence

on coal-fired power

in the long run in the

Northeast,” it said.

An aerial shot

through drone done

by an NGO that has

gone viral in social

media – stated to be recorded in March just

ahead of the nationwide lockdown – presents

an appalling picture of open cast mining in the

middle of a pristine wildlife habitat. “It is the

Naphai reserve forest in the heart of Dehing

Patkai Elephant Reserve where illegal coal

mining has denuded a vast stretch of greenery.

This has been happening in connivance with

various government authorities,” it added.

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23:
Seventy new cases took
the COVID-19 tally in As-
sam to 329 as the biggest
one-day spike reduced
the doubling rate in the
State to less than three
days. The previous dou-
bling rate was six days
when the cases jumped
from 80 to 160.

The rapid rise in the cases

prompted Health Minister

Himanta Biswa Sarma to re-

new his appeal to those out-

side the State not to return

unless it is necessary.

“Assam is no longer safe.

Those who are planning to

come to Assam seeking safe-

ty should abandon their plans.

People must especially avoid

returning in buses and

trucks,” Sarma said.

Noting that many of the

returnees got infected dur-

ing their return journey, he

also wondered how other

states were allowing people

to return in crowded buses

and trucks.

“The Assam government

is going to write to all such

states and ask them not to

allow transit of such vehicles

which are carrying people in

violation of social distancing

norms. Originating states

should not allow movement

of such vehicles,” the minis-

ter said.

Meanwhile, the Mahendra

Mohan Choudhury Hospital

here has exhausted its capac-

ity to admit COVID-19 pa-

tients. Following the devel-

opment, the State health de-

partment has converted the

Kalapahar TB Hospital to a

fully functional COVID-19

facility.

“The Kalapahar hospital

has started functioning from

this evening. It will work un-

der GMCH from today.

Twenty doctors, 30 nurses,

25 grade IV staff and nine

cleaners have joined duties,”

Sarma said.

Massive spike in
COVID-19 cases

NEW DELHI, May 23: The

Railways has drawn up a

schedule to operate 2,600

Shramik Special trains over

the next 10 days across the

country to ferry around 36 lakh

migrant workers, stranded

due to the COVID-19 lock-

down, to their home States,

Railway Board Chairman VK

Yadav said on Saturday.

He said that the railways has

run 2,600 Shramik Special

trains in the last 23 days carry-

ing around 36 lakh stranded

migrants.

He used graphics to show

how railways had increased

the number of trains from four

on May 1, when the operations

started, to 279 on May 20.

“We have operated 260

Shramik Special trains every

day on an average for the last

four days, carrying three lakh

passengers daily. In the next

10 days, 2,600 Shramik Spe-

cial trains will carry 36 lakh

migrants. We can also run

trains within States, around

10-12 lakh can travel on them,”

Yadav said.

To a question on fares of the

special trains to be operated

from June 1, he said the rail-

ways is charging pre-lockdown

normal fares only. He reiter-

ated that 85 per cent of the

expense of Shramik Special

trains is being borne by the

Centre and the States are only

paying 15 per cent in the form

of fares.

“Unreserved journey has

been stopped for now in the

interest of social distancing.

Trains will be full only as per

designated capacity,” Yadav

said. “It’s a tough situation for

everyone in the world. At-

tempt is to move to normalcy

gradually. We have studied pat-

terns of demand on routes and

trains have been introduced

based on that,” he said.

He assured migrant work-

ers that the railways will con-

tinue to operate the Shramik

Special trains till the time

States require them.

He also said around 5,000

beds in 17 dedicated hospitals

and 33 isolated hospital blocks

have been earmarked for

COVID-19 care. Yadav further

said isolation coaches meant for

coronavirus-infected people

are yet to be deployed. – PTI

2,600 Shramik trains in next 10 days

36 lakh migrants to be ferried
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Academic TV
channel

launched
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23: The

State Education Minister

Himanta Biswa Sarma today

launched a new academic tel-

evision channel, Gyan Vrik-

sha, to compensate for the

academic losses induced by

the COVID-19 pandemic.

The academic channel,

started under Assam govern-

ment’s Samagra Shiksha Ab-

hiyan, would contain study

material from Class I to Class

XII, apart from various co-

curricular and skill develop-

ment activities.

The channel, initially to be

operated through cable net-

work, would be gradually

broadcast through the DTH

operators in a phased man-

ner. For now, the channel will

be available only in Assamese

and gradually contents would

be developed in other lan-

guages.

The minister also advised

all the students to learn from

Biswa Vidya, Assam YouTube

channel, which has also been

developed as a mobile appli-

cation.

Sonowal asks
Rio to reopen
inter-State

border
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23:

Chief Minister Sarbananda

Sonowal talked to his Naga-

land counterpart Neiphiu Rio

over phone on Saturday and

requested him to take steps

to reopen the inter-State bor-

der adjoining Sivasagar and

Charaideo districts which

were sealed by the Nagaland

government in view of detec-

tion of a COVID-19 patient at

Sonari recently.

Sonowal said while fighting

against the pandemic, there is

also a need to continue eco-

nomic activities. He said due

to sealing of the border by the

Nagaland government, the

livelihood of workers engaged

in tea gardens are adversely

affected. Besides, the labour

force working in stone quar-

ries and movement of con-

struction materials have also

been impacted.

Sonowal requested his Na-

galand counterpart to take ex-

peditious measures to reopen

the border so that economic

activities could be carried out

without any disruption.

Rio assured Sonowal that

he would take necessary steps

to reopen the border.

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23:

The CRPF Group Centre in

the 9th Mile area of the city

has been declared as contain-

ment zone after six person-

nel tested positive for COV-

ID-19 yesterday.

Sources said around 98

personnel had returned from

leave on May 17 evening.

They landed here in a special

Air India flight.

“All were first taken to

Sarusajai quarantine camp

where their samples were

taken. Later they were kept

under quarantine at the Ken-

driya Vidyalaya complex in-

side the group centre cam-

pus,” the sources said.

Containment zone tag
for city CRPF centre

Total
cases in

State jump
to 329
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Wanted for Pharmacy,

Pharmacist with licence with

experience, Pharmacy Sales boy

- Exp. in Pharmacy for 1 yr.

contact: 96788-02582/99549-

95356.

SV/P/AP000036/3

Special recruitment drive during

lockdown for retired, educated

housewives, businessmen with

unlimited earning opportunity.

Ph: 7002062205.

SV/P/AC000158/5

Job oppurtunity in Covid time!!

Manjushree Innovations, a

flexible packaging Industry in

Guwahati, is looking for

Dynamic, energetic and

experienced personnel in the

field of Flexible Packaging for

positions in Blown Film,

Printing, Lamination, Slitting,

Extrusion Lamination, Flexo

Operator, Bag Making Operator,

Quality, Maintenance etc.

Experience candidates will be

preferred. Contact: 7002693711.

Mail: hr@manjushreegroup.com

SV/BL000053/3

Excellent opportunity for retired

persons & Ladies, Earnings

45000 + PF & Medical extra.

9864012461.

SV/P/AC000079/8

Required student Counsellor

2020-2021 batch at National

Academy of Fire and Safety

Engineering College Dibrugarh

Assam “ Salary- Performance

“Contact- 9706187451/

9435950639. Resume at

d ibrugarh@nafs india .com

www.nafsindia.com

SV/BL000061/1

SBI Life requires Insurance

Agents. Bright career & huge

earning opportunity. Contact :

94351-10280.

SV/P/SP000106/3

Required an Accountant &

Office Executive for a reputed

firm. Mail your resume at

dekaandassociates@gmail.com

SV/P/SC000001/1

A C&F Company requires

Accountant Male or Female.

Complete knowledge of Tally at

Fatasil-Ambari, Guwahati office.

Mail at -pramodagwl@gmail.

com or 86387-72128.

SV/RP000038/1

Work from home. Urgently

required Retired, Businessman,

Ladies for Guwahati, 45 kpm

#94350-83340.

SV/P/NC000009/1

A LEADING AVIATION &

HOSPITALITY INSTITUTE

BASED IN GUWAHATI IS

URGENTLY LOOKING FOR

DYNAMIC & EXPERIENCED

PEOPLE (M/F), (A) CENTRE

HEAD (F) (B) COUNSELOR

(F) (C) ADMIN INCHARGE

(F) (D) MARKETING HEAD

(M/F) (E) TELECALLER (M/

F) (F) ACCOUNTANT (M/F).

THE CANDIDATE SHOULD

HAVE PLEASING

PERSONALITY, FLUENCY

IN ENGLISH. EXPERIENCE

CANDIDATE WILL GET

PREFERANCE. ONLY

INTERESTED CANDIDATE

SHOULD  SEND THEIR

RESUME WITH PHOTO  AT

skillsnortheast 08@gmail.com

WITHIN 3 DAYS.

SV/P/SP000090/1

A LEADING NGO BASED IN

GUWAHATI IS URGENTLY

LOOKING FOR: (A)

PROJECT LAISONING

OFFICER (M/F) (B)

PROJECT INCHARGE (F)

CANDIDATE SHOULD

HAVE GOOD

COMMUNICATION AND

WRITING SKILLS.

EXPERIENCE. SALARY

NEOGIATABLE. ONLY

INTERESTED CANDIDATE

SHOULD SEND THEIR

RESUME WITH PHOTO AT

:nayiroshni2014@gmail.com

WITHIN 3 DAYS.

SV/P/SP000089/1

Urgently required experience

and non experience EMI

Recovery Agent (Male) (location

– Guwalhati, Nagaon, Tezpur,

Morigaon, Rangia, Hojai) &

Telle Caller (Female) (location

–Guwahati) & Back office

supervisor (Guwahati). For

Uttaran Recovery Agency R.G

Baruah Road, Borah Market, 1st

Floor, Guwahati-05. Contact

Details - 7002410656, 70993-

24844.

SV/P/SP000077/1

Sales Representative required for

sale of Fire Fighting Equipments

at Guwahati office. Minimum

qualification H. S. (Sc) pass.

Applicant with job experience

preferred. Please forward your

CV to firesalesghy@gmail.com

SV/P/NP000037/1

CD/SV/......../1

CD/Edu/......./1

CD/InMemo/......./1

Start your career as Dy. Manager

IT (Salary Rs. 8 lakh PA*) in

Axis Bank on successful

completion of 18 week Banking

Technology Program. Eligibility

: B.Tech all branches 2017

passout onwards having 60% in

all. Batch starting in June. Virtual

Classroom, OJT. Contact :

93657-47674.

SV/P/SP000105/1

Admission going on online

2020-2021 batch, National

Academy of Fire and Safety

Engineering College Dibrugarh,

UGG, AICTE and HRD

approved course and Ministry of

Labour and Employment

Program. Course- Diploma in

Fire Sub-Officer. Contact-

9435950639/9706187451 +

Email- dibrugarh@

nafsindia.com website:

www.nafsindia.com

Edu/BL000060/1

10+ years experienced Tutor

available for Mathematics/

Computer Science/Informatics

Practices (VIII-XII). 94357-

33363.

Tutor/P/AC000070/1

Urgently required Male/Female

home tutors for entire Guwahati.

Mail resume - tutorsguwahati

@gmail.com

Tutor/P/SC000002/1

Individual/Home Tuition (IX-

XII) Physics (CBSE/ICSE) @

Intellectuals, Beltola Bazar

#97064-95883.

Tuition/P/NC000006/8

Special Home Tuitions : Class-

III-XII (12+ years experienced)

Contact : 60012-71363, 91014-

73029.

Tuition/RP000021/8

Special home/online Tuition for

Mathematics Class IX, X, XI, XII.

8638602255.

Tuition/P/NP000041/15

Physics, Maths (XI, XII,

Entrance). B.Sc. (Physics), batch-

Adabari. Home Tuition anywhere.

Online 9401538617.

Tuition/P/AC000080/8

H/Tuition in English (including

complete grammar & writing).

Social Science by S/Teacher,

98640-48003.

Tuition/P/SP000032/6

Home Tuitions Class- V-XII

(CBSE/Council/ICS) @

Scholarship. Beltola. #94351-

14377, 80112-62340.

Tuition/P/SC000025/8

Vidya Home Tuition provides

experienced Home Tutors for

Mathematics/Science (V-XII)

95312-34312.

Tuition/P/UP000007/3

2 BHK (Ground floor) is

available at Santinagar Path near

GATE Hospital. Cont No.

86381-78554, 84866-15195.

TL/P/NP000060/1

Address - Chandmari, Navagiri

Road, 1st bye lane House No.

3B, Ghy-781003, 2 BHK flat

independent Ph. No. 98641-

71336, 70021-50779.

TL/RP000036/1

Commercial Space 600 sq.ft.

residential 3 BHK 3rd/2nd floor

G.S. Road, ABC Phone : 70350-

83100.

TL/RP000035/1

Single-5000/- 1 BHK-11000/- 2

BHK-12000, 3 BHK-15000,

Sixmile, Beltola, Hatigaon

69133-26442.

TL/P/NP000061/1

3 BHK for rent with car parking

Guwahati Club. Contact : 98640-

72019, 80110-81027.

TL/P/NP000059/1

A 2 room house + 1 Store room

with marble floor, attached

bathroom & kitchen available in

Nabagraha area on 1st floor

@7000/- p.m. Electricity & 4

wheeler parking extra. Call :

91011-43313.

TL/P/NP000015/1

Ground floor 1600 square feet

at Sixmile for Residence/Office.

Contact : 70866-39711, 76378-

55078.

TL/P/SC000004/1

4 room AT house 2 toilets,

kitchen, varanda running water

for small Office/family/godown

at Rupnagar, near GMCH. Ph.:

6003799373.

TL/P/SC000033/1

1 room Rs. 3500/-, 2 room Rs.

5500/-, attached bath kitchen,

running water, Juri Complex,

Kalakshetra. 8638445708.

TL/P/SC000032/3

Rent 1 BHK, 2 BHK, 4 BHK at

Beltola, Furnished office

available 40000/-. 7002299128

(Broker).

TL/P/SC000027/1

2 BHK semifurnished ready for

rent. Hatigaon Pipeline, opposite

to Bharat Patrol Pump. Contact:

9864107954.

TL/P/SC000024/1

2 bedroom flat with inbuilt

cabinets/wardrobes/modular

kitchen. Parking available,

Nabagraha Road, Silpukhuri. Rs.

20000/month. Call:

8527989222, 8826355009.

TL/................./1

To-Let for Office/Godown at

Chatribari, ABC (Srinagarpath)

and Sixmile, Ph. No. 86380-

21960, 84738-95018.

TL/P/SP000088/1

3 RCC room at Karbi Nagar,

Bamunimaidam, Ghy-21 H.No.

22, Opp. Amar Nivas. Rent Rs.

9500/- Ph. 98642-68645.

TL/RP000025/1

Two bed rooms, living room,

kitchen, bathroom at Juripar

Path. Contact : 69001-41568,

86382-63145.

TL/P/SP000082/1

2 BHK flat for rent at Tarun

Nagar, ABC 90850-06000.

TL/P/SP000087/1

Advertised by owner - 2 BHK, 3

BHK house or 6 BHK Guest

House available for rent near

Ganeshguri. Call : 70025-

11968.

TL/P/NP000046/1

3 BHK, 3rd floor, road facing,

Jia-Bhorolli Apartment,

Chandmari, Nabagiri Path

near City Bus Stop. Rent : Rs.

18,000/- + maintenance. Contact

: 94350-28047.

TL/P/NP000047/1

2 rooms and kitchen cum dining

room on RCC ground floor at

Rajgarh Road near Bihutoli.

Contact : 88119-01569.

TL/P/NP000050/1

1200 sq.ft. newly built 3 BHK,

1st floor, 24 hrs. water/Lift/Car

parking for small family.

Ambari, Lamb Road, Ghy-1 Rs.

24,000/- Ph.94359-09952.

TL/P/SP000092/2

New - 1st floor fully furnished

with AC 3 BHK flat at Harabala

Road, near Bora Service, G.S.

Road, Guwahati. Rs. 35,000/-

month. Contact : 99579-96854.

TL/P/NP000034/1

Pubsarania house for rent small

service holder preferred 10,500

monthly, 94353-05986, 70021-

48648.

TL/P/SP000083/1

Two rooms with Bathroom,

running water at Ambari (AGP).

Contact : 69001-41568, 86382-

63145.

TL/P/SP000081/1

2 BHK flat for rent at

Bamunimaidam. Call: 97060-

24665, 97060-14599.

TL/P/SP000096/1

RENT TWO ROOMS WITH

LATRINE-BATH BHIMA

BHAWAN, UZAN BAZAR,

NOWJAN ROAD CONT. NO.

94350-03017. RENT : 7500/-

MONTHLY.

TL/BL000055/1

2 BHK 2 attached bathroom for

rent in Sorumotoria, Dr. Zakir

Hussain Road, 91017-89746,

60034-88620.

TL/P/NP000054/2

2 BHK semi furnished flat ready

for rent (with car parking) at

ABC, Tarun Nagar, Ph. 94350-

11404.

TL/P/NP000053/1

2 BHK on 2nd floor for family

near SBI at Jonali Rs. 10,000/-

pm Contact : 94351-94570.

TL/P/NC000010/1

Semi furnished 2 BHK flat at

Rukminigaon for rent Rs.

12,000/- Ph. 70027-94330.

TL/NL000031/1

1 BHK (two parts) at Rupnagar

for family Rs. 10,500/-, Rs.

8000/- (no car parking) Ph.

94350-11205.

TL/P/NP000057/3

Fully secured two room attached

kitchen & toilet at Uzan Bazar Rent

Rs., 10,000/- Dial : 98646-31277.

TL/P/NP000055/1

8 BHK for rent, House No.-8,

Tarun Nagar, ABC, Byelane-1,

PG/Guest house. Mobile No.:

9953671101.

TL/P/AP000032/2

Furnished rooms with TV, AC,

Geyser, open kitchen with

Fridge, Microwave Oven,

Aquaguard and parking facility

available for Company or Bank

Guest house/service apartment in

Dispur locality. Contact:

8811024881.

TL/P/AP000037/2

HOUSE FOR RENT. 3000

SQ.FT. GROUND FLOOR,

65000/ MONTH. RENT FULL

OR IN PART. NO BROKERS

PLEASE. 9435216067.

HOUSE #58 BASHISTHA

ROAD, BELTOLA,

GUWAHATI.

TL/P/AC000133/2

*1/2/3 BHK DELUXE FLATS

WITH SWIMMING POOL

AND ALL MODERN

AMENITIES ARE

AVAILABLE FOR SALE AT

AZARA GUWAHATI.

PLEASE CALL DEBAJIT

BARUAH: 97060-44971,

MONOJ BARUAH- 97060-

47971. Website:

www.baruahconstruction.com

H&F/RL000002/7

Ready to move 3 BHK flats

(Ground floor) at Beltola 55

lakhs. Hatigaon 46 lakh,

including Parking/Transformer.

Ph. 98640-97777.

H&F/P/AP000033/8

*1/2/3 BHK DELUXE FLATS

WITH SWIMMING POOL

AND ALL MODERN

AMENITIES ARE

AVAILABLE FOR SALE AT

KHANA-MUKH  AND SOS

AIRPORT ROAD.PLEASE

CALL  : TULIKA: 86176-

06774, 97060-55971, DHIRAJ:

70029-13857 BARUAH

CONSTRUCTION. Website:

www.baruahconstruction.com

H&F/RL000003/7

Booking going on for 3 BHK at

Ganeshguri near Dispur

Polyclinic Rs. 59 Lakhs. Ph-

8486407371.

H&F/P/SP00095/2

Booking going on for 2/3 BHK

near Ghy Doordarshan @ Rs.

3800/- sq.ft. Contact:

9127581044, 8486407371.

H&F/P/SP000094/2

Residential 2/3 BHK flats/

Commercial space at Chandmari

Colony (Nizarapar)/ Noonmati

(Axom Jatiya Bidyalay.

9864010641.

H&F/P/NP000045/3

BOOKING OPEN: 2 & 3 BHK

DELUXE FLATS WITH

S O P H I S T I C A T E D

INTERCOM, CCTV,

LANDSCAPING ETC. AT

“VIJAYA IMPERIAL

TOWERS”, ADJACENT TO

PROTECH TULIP, NEAR

HOCKEY STADIUM,

BHETAPARA, GUWAHATI.

PROMOTER: VIJAYA

CONSTRUCTION, RERA

REGISTERED PROJECT,

PHONE: 70025-24219, 94357-

34915, 98540-33621.

H&F/P/SP000023/4

40% completed 2 BHK/3 BHK

flat at Kahilipara, Bhagadattapur

at affordable price. Ph.:

9957571616, 9101869964.

H&F/P/NP000042/2

Booking for 3 BHK flat at

Chachal. Dial : 96785-38081.

H&F/P/NP000056/1

Ready 3 BHK at Barsajai (Near

Maharishi Vidya Mandir

School) @3200/- sq.ft. Ph.

91275-81044, 84864-07371.

H&F/P/NP000052/1

One 3 BHK (1800 sq.ft.) tip top,

1st floor Hatigarh Chariali for rent

@18,000/- pm 86381-25283.

H&F/RP000033/1

Pent house 1534 & 1349 sq.ft.

for sale at Kahilipara, Janakpur

Road. Ph.: 9967186927.

H&F/P/SC000028/1

Mahindra Verito for sale in good

running condition. Contact :

88110-97941.

M&S/P/SC000003/1

Choose your partner “North-East

No-1”, Matrimony. Never

Married/ Divorcee/Widow/Any

Caste/Age, Community/Religion.

Any place of North-East, contact

for Bride/Groom outside of

Assam/India. Sanjyog

Matrimony, Guwahati, Ulubari.

@ 8638153087.

Mat/P/SC000023/1

A Reliable Matrimony Centre,

“Sandhani” Guwahati (AIDC),

Jorhat (Borkatoky Market),

Dibrugarh (Chiring Sapori).

9101707706, 8011630847.

Mat/P/SP000097/1

Bengali beautiful and fair Girl,

25 years, BE/MBA, working as

a Government Employee, own

property in Guwahati, seeks a

Boy from a good family.

6002008134.

Mat/G/P/SC000018/1

Bengali/Kulin Kayastha/28/5'/

M.Sc./B.Ed./DELEd/qualified in

D a n c e / M u s i c / A r t / K V

Contractual Teacher/Guwahati/

prefers Govt. Service.

9435325313.

Mat/G/P/SC000019/1

Bengali, good looking/General/

25-5'3''/M.Tech (IIT)/Asst.

Engineer/Caste no bar.

7576026601, 8822230669.

Mat/G/P/SC000020/1

Bengali/General/Caste no bar/28/

B.Tech/Assam Govt. Employee

# 9613766785.

Mat/G/P/SC000021/1

Brahmin/Assamese/30/5'4''/

MBBS, MD/Doctor at Govt.

Hospital/Direct contact #

9613435785.

Mat/G/P/SC000022/1

Assamese Hindu Bride of all ages

Doctor’s/Govt. Officer/Teacher/

Asst. Professor/Bank Officer/

Engineer’s & MBA’s, working

Indian Metrocity. Contact:

ADAMS (M) 8638253628.

Mat/G/P/UP000016/1

Assamese Hindu, 29, 5'4'', Slim,

fair & preety BE (Civil),

Assistant Engineer, State Govt.

Department presently working in

Guwahati. Contact (M)

6000486706.

Mat/G/P/UP000017/1

Alliance invited for Kalita Girl,

27, 5'5'', MA from M.S.

University Baroda. Asst.

Professor. Only daughter. Father

Rtd. Officer. Contact (M)

8876361596.

Mat/G/P/UP000018/1

Age 30, Kalita, Govt. Engineer,

Ghy (2) 26, Kalita, Masters, Pvt.

job, Ghy, Jakhalabandha (3)

36+, Kalita, Clinical

Phychologist, Central job,

Tezpur (4) 28, Kalita, M.Sc./

B.Ed., persuing M.Ed, Ghy.

Sandhani. 9101707706.

Mat/G/P/SP000102/1

Age 32, Kalita, BDS, MNC,

Bangalore (2) 27, Kalita, LLM,

MNC, Delhi (3) 24+, Kalita, MA

(English), MNC, Baroda (4) 32,

Kalita, B.Tech, MNC, Delhi.

Sandhani. 9101707706.

Mat/G/P/SP000103/1

Hindu/Odia Girl/41 years/5'3''/

MA/ presently working under

PNRD. Contact: 6003194970.

Mat/G/BL000052/1

Age 29, Brahmin, MBA, Govt.

job, Ghy (2) 26, Surjyabipra,

Brahmin, M.Sc./persuing, Ph. D,

Jorhat  (3) 29, Brahmin, M.Sc.,

MNC, Pune. Sandhani.

9101707706.

Mat/G/P/SP000104/1

Alliance invited for Assamese

Brahmin Girl 28 yrs. English

toper doing Ph. D. Pls. Contact:

87249-77418.

Mat/G/P/SP000075/1

Assamese Ahom Girl, age 37

years, Master Degree, working

under Assam Govt. project,

residing at Guwahati. Contact

directly. 9101770959,

7578953256.

Mat/G/P/AP000031/1

Very fair & pretty Assamese

Hindu Girl, 39, 5'4'', MA, B.Ed,

Teacher Govt. School in

Guwahati. Caste bo bar. Contact

(M) 8638253628.

Mat/G/P/UP000019/1

31 yrs Assamese Kalita Boy, ME/

M.Tech, working as a

Mechanical Production

Engineer. Father being Rtd.

Central Govt. Employee. Single

child from a well known family

of Assam. Looking for a well

educated Girl from a well known

family. 9365383668.

Mat/B/P/SC000007/1

Assamese Kalita Boy, 32 years,

M.Phil/Ph. D (NET qualified),

working as a Govt. Professor,

parents are both Govt.

Employee, looking for an

educated Girl from a well

educated family. 7670002624.

Mat/B/P/SC000008/1

Assamese/General Kalita/28,

5'6'', very fair, Junior Engineer

in Govt. PSU, earning 7 LPA,

Guwahati settled parents. 70028-

71907.

Mat/B/P/AP000030/1

Age 31, Bengali, M.Tech, Govt.

Engineer, Ghy & age Bengali

B.Tech, MBA, Bangalore,

Sandhani. 9101707706.

Mat/B/P/SP000098/1

Age 33, Ahom, B.Tech, MNC,

Bangalore (2) 30, Ahom,

B.Tech, MNC, Bangalore (3) 32,

Ahom, LLM, MNC, Hyderabad

(4) 31, Kalita, LLB, MNC, Delhi.

Sandhani. 9101707706.

Mat/B/P/SP000099/1

Age 38+, OBC, MBBS/MD,

Govt. job, Jorhat (2) 32, Kalita,

B.Tech/MBA, Bank Officer,

Ghy (3) 32, Kalita, M.Tech,

MNC, Ghy. Sandhani. 91017-

07706.

Mat/B/SP000100/1

Age 30, Brahmin, Govt.

Engineer, Ghy/Tinsukia (2) 32,

Brahmin, M.Tech, MNC,

Bangalore (3) 31, Surjyabipra

Brahmin, B.Tech/MBA, MNC,

Mumbai (4) 46, Surjyabipra

Brahmin, Divorcee, Graduate,

Service, Ghy (5) 29, Brahmin,

M.Tech, Govt. job, Ghy.

Sandhani. 9101707706.

Mat/B/P/SP000101/1

Assamese Hindu Groom’s of all

ages & Caste Doctor’s/Asst.

Professor/Bank Officer,

Engineer’s working Govt.

Department/Oil Sector/Railway

etc. *ADAMS (M) 6000486706.

Mat/B/P/UP000012/1

Assamese Hindu Engineer

Groom’s of all ages & Caste

B.Tech, MBA/M.Tech/B.Tech,

working MNC in Delhi/

Bangalore/Mumbai/Hyderabad

& Abroad. Contact * ADAMS

(M) 6000486706.

Mat/B/P/UP000013/1

Alliance invited for Kalita Boy,

33, 5'8'', BE, MBA, Engineer,

working Infosys (MNC) in

Bangalore. Father Rtd. Govt.

Officer. Contact (M)

8638253628.

Mat/B/P/UP000014/1

Match for Ahom Boy, 33, 5'7'',

BE (Civil) from Assam

Engineering College, Engineer

working in Guwahati. Caste no

bar. Guwahati residence. (M)

8876361596.

Mat/B/P/UP000015/1

Bengali Boy, 32 years, B.Tech,

APSC cleared, working as a

Government Officer, own

property in Guwahati, looking

for a simple and educated Girl.

6002008134.

Mat/B/P/SC000009/1

Assamese Brahmin Boy, 34

years, MBBS/MD, working as a

Govt. Doctor, well known family

of Assam, looking for well

educated Girl. 9163027336.

Mat/B/P/SC000010/1

Assamese/General, 45, MCA,

working KVS School, Caste no

bar, early marriage @

8638153087.

Mat/B/P/SC000011/1

Assamese/OBC/30, 5'7''/B.Tech

(IIT)/MBA (IIM)/Engineer in

Metro/Ghy resident. #

8011641568/ 7002215049.

Mat/B/P/SC000012/1

Bengal i /Brahmin/30/5 '7 ' ' /

M.Tech/Central Govt. Officer #

9613766785.

Mat/B/P/SC000013/1

Kalita/Assamese/31/5'5''/MA,

B.Ed., NET, Ph.D/Professor in

Govt. College # 9613435785.

Mat/B/P/SC000014/1

Hindu Assamese, 31, BE (NIT)/

MBA (IIM), Central Govt.

Officer, Caste no bar.

8471887480.

Mat/B/P/SC000015/1

(a) Kalita, Assamese/32, 5'11'',

BE, MBA in IIM Lucknow/

Engineer MNC/ (b) 31 yrs, BE,

MBA, IOCL Engineer #

9854152573.

Mat/B/P/SC000016/1

46, Assamese, Kalita, 5'9'',

B.Tech/MBA, working in (OIL).

8471887825.

Mat/B/P/SC000017/1

PG for Girls/Boys/Working at

Bhangagarh/Zoo Tiniali/

Silpukhuri. 8638816702 single

room.

PG/P/AC000157/8

Self-cooking Boys/Girls Zoo

Road & Silpukhuri. All facilities,

Ph. 97074-58284, 98640-

58738.

PG/P/SP000091/1

1 Bigha myadi land

(Lankeswar, Jalukbari)

Plottingwise 11 Lakhs/Katha.

#60018-25795.

L&P/P/RC000001/15

Land (with building) for sale at

Chatribari (Near Hotel Raj

Mahal. Contact: 9864010641.

L&P/P/NP000044/2

3 storey RCC building with land,

Main road, Rehabari, Guwahati.

Contact : 93809-50698.

L&P/P/AC000064/3

For sale Commercial first plot 2

katha 10 lecha of Mother Teresa

Road (Near Gitanagar Thana),

Price 1.60 Cr. per katha, Ph.

86388-90240.

L&P/P/SP000084/1

1K 5L myadi residential land for

sale at Town Majarati, Nagaon.

Price 18.0L/katha. Ph.:

9101565198.

L&P/P/SC000030/1

Interested to buy land & building

at Guwahati. Ph.: 80110-

40758. Email :

r.globalmedia.s@gmail.com

L&P/P/SC000034/1

Land for sale at Chandmari

Colony (1440 sq.ft.). Contact

No.: 9101084694,

9930261701.

L&P/P/NP000063/1

Natonal Highway 1st plot

(Myadi) Total 7 Bighas for sale,

only serious buyers call 98642-

58267 (Near Paper Mill).

L&P/P/NP000058/3

Commercial building (G+2) with

basement parking facilities

available for rent/lease at Jonali,

RGB Road near Guwahati

Central. Contact : 70021-13529.

L&P/BL000051/1

Eri/Cotton/N95 masks, PPE kits,

Disinfectant Booths - Aasmitas,

Guwahati. 9864095920,

9706015920.

Busi/P/SC000035/3

Chow Chow (Noodles)

Industries in running condition

for rent/sale. Contact : 94358-

70280, 70023-97508.

Busi/RP000032/1

Twinkle Essentials your online

store of Grocery and Vegetables

www.twinkleessentials.online or

call Whatsapp 76648-11518

Today’s offer - Sugar Rs. 27/

kg.

Busi/P/NC000008/1

We are a reputed supplier of PPE

Kit with SUPRA, ISO and CE

certification. We also deal with

infrared thermometers,

Automatic No touch hand

sanitizer. Please contact:

Suryashakti Enterprises, J.S.

Complex, G.S. Road, Ulubari

8810329671/7002639568.

Busi/BL000050/1

For rent approx. 600 sq.ft. (170

+ 205 + 217) at 1st floor on VIP

Road, Narengi (Near Ganesh

Mandir). Contact : 94351-

43969, 86381-02561.

CS/RP000031/7

Commercial Space (130 sq.ft.)

for rent at Chandmari Bus Stop.

Contact: 9864010641.

CS/P/NP000043/2

Commercial space at Beltola &

Residential flat DPS, Lokhra for

rent. Ph: 9864091296/

7002326089.

CS/P/SC000026/4

Commercial place of 1500 sqft

to 5000 sqft in ground floor,

available for rent in T.R. Pukan

Road, Chowkidinghee,

Dibrugarh. for details please

contact @ 7084877777. Ashish

Chandra.

CS/BL000062/1

GROOM  WANTED

BRIDE  WANTED

(CLASSIFIED ON PAGE 6)

COMMERCIAL PLACE OF

1500 SQ.FT. TO 5000 SQ.FT.

IN GROUND FLOOR,

AVAILABLE FOR RENT IN

T.R. PHUKAN ROAD,

C H O W K I D I N G H E E ,

DIBRUGARH. FOR DETAILS

PLEASE CONTACT @

7084877777. ASHISH

CHANDRA.

CS/P/BL000063/3

Showroom space 3600 x 4 sqft

with all facilities at NH-37,

Lokhra. Ph: 9967186927.

CS/P/SC000031/1

Two-storied building 11,000

sq.ft. with spacious compound

at Bhagadattapur, Kahilipara,

Ghy. Contact Ph. 99540-08629.

CS/P/SP000086/1

800 sq.ft. Commercial space for

rent at A.T. Road, Bharalumukh,

Bharalumukh Branch. Contact :

98640-93230.

CS/P/NP000049/1

Get your airconditioner serviced

before summer sets in! Best and

authentic AC repairing and

servicing in Guwahati

and Kamrup Rural Area! Contact

70052-09490, 70862-75092

Rep & Servicing/BL000044/7

Repair Laptop Chiplevel pickup

and delivery from home.

+916901746237 only Guwahati

jurisdiction.

Rep&Servicing/P/NC000007/1

Home service TV, Fridge, AC,

Geyser, Microwave, Inverter,

Washing Machine etc. Shambhu.

98640-73804.

Rep & Ser/P/SC000005/8

ONLINE CLASS SOFTWARE

SOLUTIONS &

DEVELOPMENT FOR

SCHOOLS, INSTITUTES,

COACHING CENTERS ETC.

CONTACT (+91) 9706211724,

9706448885, 7635998656,

www.nanoinformatics.in.

Software/P/AL000012/4

For rent 500/1000/1500/2500/

4000 sq.ft. in Bhangagarh. No

security deposit. Contact-

9678802582/9954995356.

OS/P/AP000035/8

Rent for official spice. Six Mile,

Ghy-22. Contact No-

7002367480.

OS/P/NP000048/2

Office Space of 700 sq.ft. for

rent at Rajgarh 2nd bye lane.

Contact No. 99572-72586.

OS/P/NP000051/1

1200 sq.ft. and 500 sq.ft. only

for small office, Jonali Path, R.G.

Baruah Road, Guwahati. 94351-

16175.

OS/RP000034/1

Save yourself from dust and

infection! For sanitization and

professional cleaning of home,

office and commercial place

please contact : 70052-09490,

70862-75092.

Sanitization/BL000045/7

Begin your startup, business for

Consultancy. Call : 98647-54289.

Consultancy/RP000037/1

Contact for Online Tender

Upload (E-Tender), Provident

Fund (PF), ESIC, Digital

Signature Ph. 95083-82006.

Consultancy/P/SC000006/4

Reputed Pharma company

immediatly requires Promotion

cum Distributors in the North

Eastern Region for its Pharma

Products & Hand Sanitizers etc.

Interested Parties Please Contact

Whatsapp No: 7399528635,

Mail id : duttaranjan302@

gmail.com

D&D/P/SP000093/1

Home Nursing Care, Baby

Care. Patients Care. Contact:

8638895299, 86387- 22884.

Nursing/P/AP000019/15

We provide patientcare/

oldagecare/domestic maid at

home. Contact: 6913331735.

Nursing/P/SP000085/4

Rhino Packers, Sixmile

M:98644-69464, Local shifting

M:94018-22253 (All India),

Packers & Transportation

Household Goods.

P&M/P/AC000113/30
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KOLKATA, May 23: The

death toll due to Cyclone Am-

phan in West Bengal has ris-

en to 85, as angry Kolkatans

resorted to protest and road

blockades in various parts of

the city over the administra-

tion’s failure to restore nor-

malcy even after three days.

With normal life thrown

out of gear by the region’s

worst weather disasters, the

authorities scrambled in var-

ious parts of the state to re-

store normalcy.

West Bengal Chief Minis-

ter Mamata Banerjee was

scheduled to visit Cyclone

Amphan-hit South 24 Parga-

nas district today and take

stock of the situation.

Lakhs of people were ren-

dered homeless as Cyclone

Amphan cut a path of destruc-

tion through half-a-dozen dis-

BENGALURU, May 23:

The four cosmonauts short-

listed for Gaganyaan, India’s

first manned space mission,

have resumed their training

in Russia, after it was put on

hold due to COVID-19 scare.

Russian space corporation,

Roscosmos in a statement said,

“Gagarin Research and Test

Cosmonaut Training Centre

(GCTC) on May 12 re-

sumed training of the In-

dian cosmonauts under the con-

tract between Glavkosmos,

JSC (part of the State Space

Corporation Roscosmos) and

the Human Spaceflight Centre

of the Indian Space Research

Organisation (ISRO).”

All four Indian cosmonauts

were in good health. “GCTC

continues to observe anti-epi-

demic regulations according to

which sanitary and hygienic

measures are carried out at all

AIIMS preparing
database of
serious patients

RISHIKESH, May 23:

AIIMS, Rishikesh has

started preparing a

database of patients

suffering from critical

illnesses in view of their

higher vulnerability to

COVID-19, officials said.

“People suffering from

critical ailments are more at

risk of contracting coronavi-

rus than people in general.

We have begun preparing a

database of such patients to

keep a watch on them in

particular and save them

from getting infected,”

nodal officer for COVID-19

cases at AIIMS in Rishikesh,

Madhur Uniyal told this

news agency.

Diabetics, people on

dialysis, those suffering

from coronary disease, lung

infection or kidney disease

fall into the category named

co-morbidity, he said. – PTI

NEW DELHI, May 23:

“Idd is a festival of love and

hugging your friends and

neighbours, but now you can-

not even shake hands due to

coronavirus” says Old Delhi

resident Akram Qureshi,

summing up the sombre

mood ahead of one of the main

festivals of the country.

Eid is likely to be celebrat-

ed in the country on Monday

after sighting of the Moon.

The scare of the pandem-

ic, lockdown restrictions as

well as mass exodus of mi-

grants from the city have

deprived Idd of the usual

festivity.

All the mosques in the city,

including Jama Masjid and Fa-

thepuri Masjid, are closed

due to the pandemic. Alvida

Namaz which is a congrega-

tional prayer at mosques in

the month of Ramzan was of-

fered by people at their

NEW DELHI, May 23:

The nationwide lockdown

will no longer help India in its

fight against COVID-19, and

in its place community-driv-

en containment, isolation and

quarantine strategies have to

be brought into play, leading

virologist Shahid Jameel said.

The recipient of Shanti

Swarup Bhatnagar Prize for

Science and Technology also

stressed that testing should

be carried out vigorously to

identify coronavirus hotspots

and isolate those areas.

“Our current testing rate

at 1,744 tests per million pop-

ulation is one of the lowest in

the world. We should deploy

both antibody tests and con-

firmatory PCR tests. This will

tell us about pockets of ongo-

ing infection and past (recov-

ered) infection. This will pro-

vide data to open up gradual-

ly and let economic activity

resume,” Jameel told this

news agency in an interview.

He stressed that testing

has to be dynamic to contin-

uously monitor red, orange

and green zones and change

Cyclone Amphan toll
rises to 85 in Bengal

tricts of the state on Wednes-

day, flattening houses, uproot-

ing thousands of trees and

swamping low-lying areas.

According to official sourc-

es, around 1.5 crore people

of the state have been direct-

ly affected and more than 10

lakh houses destroyed due to

the cyclone.

Although electricity and

mobile connection were re-

stored in some parts of Kolk-

ata and North and South 24

Parganas districts, many ar-

eas continued to remain in

darkness as power poles had

been blown away and com-

munication lines snapped.

Several roads and houses

in Kolkata, Howrah and North

and South 24 Parganas dis-

tricts continue to remain wa-

terlogged as hapless citizens

came out on the streets

against the administration’s

“apathy and ineffectiveness”.

People in various parts of

Kolkata staged protests and

blockades since Friday night

demanding immediate re-

sumption of power and wa-

ter supply, three days after

Amphan ravaged the state.

Firhad Hakim, chairman of

the Kolkata Municipal Corpo-

ration’s board of administra-

tors, assured the people that

normalcy would be restored

in a week, as government offi-

cials were working round the

clock to improve the situation.

“More than 5,000 trees

have been uprooted. We have

already cleared several

roads,” Hakim said. “We are

in touch with the private pow-

er supply provider and had

asked them to restore supply

as early as possible.” – PTI

Virologist doubts efficacy
of further lockdown

these based on that data.

About community trans-

mission of COVID-19 in In-

dia, Jameel said the country

reached that stage long ago.

“We reached community

transmission a long time ago.

It’s just that the health author-

ities are not admitting it.

Even ICMR’s own study of

SARI (severe acute respira-

tory illness) showed that about

40 per cent of those who test-

ed positive for SARS-CoV-2

did not have any history of

overseas travel or contact to

a known case. If this is not

community transmission,

then what is?” he posed.

Lockdown bought India

time in its fight against coro-

navirus, but continuing it is

unlikely to yield any further

dividend, Jameel said.

“Instead, community-driv-

en local lockdowns, isolations

and quarantines have to

come into play. Building trust

is most important so that

people follow rules. A public

health problem cannot be

dealt with like a law-and-or-

der problem.” – PTI

Indian cosmonauts
resume training in Russia

the GCTC facilities, social dis-

tancing measures are applied

and the presence of unauthor-

ised persons is restricted; all

employees and cosmonauts

must wear medical masks and

gloves,” it added.

Roscosmos also tweeted a

picture of the cosmonauts

wearing space suit bearing

the Indian flag.

Four Indian Air Force fight-

er pilots are currently under

training in Moscow, and are

likely to be potential candidates

for the Gaganyaan project.

The Rs 10,000-crore am-

bitious project is expected to

be launched in 2022, the year

of the 75th anniversary of In-

dia’s Independence

Roscosmos further said,

this week the GCTC special-

ists are providing theoreti-

cal classes on the basics of

astrogation, the basics of

manned spacecraft control

and the Russian language to

the Indian cosmonauts.

The contract for the train-

ing of Indian cosmonauts be-

tween Glavkosmos and the

Human Spaceflight Center of

ISRO was signed on June 27,

2019, and their training in

Russia started on Feb-

ruary 10, 2020. Since

the end of March, due to the

outbreak of COVID-19 infec-

tion, a lockdown was recom-

mended for the Indian cosmo-

nauts which they carefully ob-

served, it said.

Earlier, officials had said that

after the training in Russia,

the cosmonauts will receive

module-specific training in

India, where they would be

trained in crew and service

module tasks. – PTI

Gaganyaan mission

Amid lockdown, Idd
festivities lack gaiety

homes on Friday.

The Namaz of Idd is also

going to be offered by peo-

ple indoors instead of visit-

ing mosques and iddgahs.

“People have been re-

quested by us to stay indoors

in view of the coronavirus

even during Ramzan. They

should offer Namaz of Idd at

home instead of visiting the

mosques,” said Shahi Imam

Mufti Mukarram Ahmed.

Although shops have start-

ed opening as restrictions

have been relaxed in lock-

down 4.0, but the buzz and

hustle of Idd is conspicuous-

ly missing.

The old Delhi area sur-

rounding Jama Masjid is well

known for its food for Sehri
and Iftar to break fast during

Ramzan and shopping for the

festival. Now only a few

shops, mostly of essential

items, are open. – PTI
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he funny bone is rather un-

predictable. What tickles in

one language could be a

damp squib in another. Wit

often comes with some local flavour

which gets lost in translation. When

a non-native exploits that successful-

ly, the thrill is unique. This story cen-

tres around one such incident.

Assam, like all states, has two hospi-

tality houses at New Delhi. For no ap-

parent reason, one is called the Assam

House; the other Assam Bhawan. The

system is presided over by a Resident

Commissioner (RC for short). Apart

from simply residing, the RCs also oc-

casionally liaise with the GoI apparatus

at Delhi. These RCs either reside in

Duty and residency

MESSAGE FOR TODAY

We learn from every natural disaster. We learn

something from it so we can respond to the next

one better.

– MALCOLM TURNBULL

More than 70 years af-

ter independence, why

has Assam remained eco-

nomically underdevel-

oped?

Economic development

of any country or state de-

pends largely on its Govern-

ment policies and entrepre-

neurial abilities of its peo-

ple. Assam economy had

flourished during the Brit-

ish rule due to the British

entrepreneurs. They came

from far away land and de-

veloped the tea, timber, oil

and coal industry, starting

from scratch, with zero in-

frastructure. They devel-

oped the railways and river

ways and Assam was pros-

perous. After their depar-

ture, entrepreneurship de-

clined. It is a fact that en-

trepreneurship has been

less prevalent among the

local population.  Due to

various agitations and anti-

business mindset of locals,

private investment has

been very low in the state.

It is very fashionable to op-

pose any private business

initiative by the people of

the state. Such an atmos-

phere does not exist in most

he current controversy be-

tween India and Nepal over

a road built on the way to

Mansarovar pilgrim site is

once again highlighting the deep in-

roads in their bilateral ties. This new

round of border dispute has just start-

ed this month when the Home Min-

ister Rajnath Singh inaugurated a link

road on the Kailash Mansarovar route

in Pithoragarh (Uttrakhand) leading to

Lipulekh in Nepal. As per the official

statement of the Foreign Ministry of

Nepal, this link road falls within the

sovereign territory of the country. On

the other hand, the Government of In-

dia claims that this new road lies com-

pletely within the territory of India.

In fact, it is an already existing road

and now with new construction ma-

terials, India has simply made the road

pliable for the pilgrims of the Kailash

Mansarovar Yatra, and both for the lo-

cal people and the traders.

What is more distressing is that for

the first time in history Nepal’s Parlia-

ment, it has taken a serious note on

the present border dispute. In his ad-

dress to the Parliament, he highlight-

ed that Nepal would bring back at any

cost ‘the Kalapani-Limpiyadhura-Lip-

ulekh area’ which is now a part of the

Indian territory. The Nepali Cabinet

immediately issued a fresh map includ-

ing all the above three areas as part of

the country’s territory. Such severe

confrontational stand by Nepal demon-

strates the arrogance of its newly

emerged political class against India.

It has been felt that Kathmandu is

acting tough on Delhi simply because

Beijing is backing. Precisely, Delhi

needs to be cautious about Beijing’s

India encirclement game. China’s rise

is not quiet and peaceful  as its leaders

are repeatedly sloganeering around the

globe. Nepal to be peaceful, demands

equidistance from both India and Chi-

na. Kathmandu’s increasing coziness

with Beijing is fast propelling a chord of

suspicion in Delhi. But with such occa-

sional misunderstandings or so to say

T
emerging differences on territorial

claims, both the neighbours are simply

pushing each other into unnecessary

blame game. And Nepal’s cravings for

an umbrella of Chinese economic, mili-

tary and diplomatic patronage would be

nothing but to ensure a new power com-

petition between two trans-Himalayan

nuclear powers only. Such power games

will have geo-political impacts as well.

Apart from occasional border contro-

versies between Nepal and India, both

the countries are critical for their sta-

bility, tranquility and development. But

what has added extra uneasiness to In-

dia was no other than strong Chinese

interaction with Nepal. Though a very

tiny land-locked state, yet Nepal shares

a long border area of 1236 kilometers

with China and 1690 with India. This

rightly underlines the ever significant

geo-strategic location of the Himalay-

an Kingdom. For China, as Nepal bor-

ders with its Tibet province, a point of

long discord with the mainland China,

Beijing’s power corridors have always

been watchful over activities on this

part of its Western frontier.

In the last one and a half decade, In-

dia’s all South Asian neigbhours have

started flaunting the ‘China Card’ to

hasten the over-lordship of the

former.Clearly, Delhi must learn how

to live with small neighbours. It’s time

for India’s diplomacy to give way to

accommodate the sensitivities of these

nations such as Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,

Maldives, Nepal, Bhutan and of course

Afghanistan. With Pakistan, India’s

decade long animosity is well-known

to the rest of the world. And, for India

it is purely difficult to speak out to even

any democratic regime (whenever

comes to power) in Islamabad, as they

have all been remote-controlled by Pa-

kistan’s deep state i.e. the Military. But

the rest of the neighbouring nations

should be in Delhi’s reach so as both

to maintain stability, security and to

bolster India’s rapid march towards the

newly emerged global power calculus.

China’s overtures (China Rise) to

South Asia, and particularly, reaching

out to the Indian Ocean Rim (IOR) na-

tions, is absolutely because of two

reasons-one, that is Delhi’s diplomatic

apathy and ineffective political lead-

ership in reaching out to all these

neighbours for long in the past unlike

the Modi era; and two, Beijing’s grow-

ing economic clout and military mod-

ernization accompanied by a gradual

advancement in key information and

communication technologies, rather

emboldened it to adopt a policy of In-

dia encirclement.Many pundits opine

that it is a long-drawn plan of China’s

so-called ‘Pearl of Strings’ policy only.

When it comes to reaching out to

Nepal, China’s cheque book diploma-

cy and debt trap in the name of devel-

opment and friendship should nowhere

be undermined by the Nepalese polit-

ical elite. Cornering India for the time

being is fine, but then pushing the en-

tire nation into the long arm of the

masked socialists of mainland China

would be a total disaster for Nepal in

future. Modi Government’s initial out-

reach to Nepal under the ‘Neighbour-

hood First’ policy managed to hit the

right notes both among the ruling par-

ty and the opposition in that country.

But gradually, this camaraderie has fall-

en apart, both because of differences

of opinion among the domestic politi-

cal constituencies and for Delhi’s pre-

occupation with other irritants such as

cross-border terrorism from Pakistan.

This course of action needs to be

corrected to invest more time with

sensitive frontier nations like Nepal.

Nevertheless, Kathmandu’s ever

growing cooperation and dependence

on Beijing would not be in favour of

maintaining its independence in for-

eign policy making and keeping long-

term friendly ties with Delhi. Though

China is offering transit route to Ne-

pal today, yet decade long and even

unconditional transit through India

was indeed utilized by that country

both for sustaining and for remaining

afloat as an independent nation.

“Fight against terrorism is not the responsibility of securi-

ty forces alone It is the duty of every citizen to fight this evil.

All Indians must always remain united to defeat the scourge

of terrorism.” – VENKAIAH NAIDU, VP

HHHH

“I have requested the Prime Minister to pay a visit to the

affected areas of the state, mainly the coastal districts situated

along the Bay of Bengal and its surrounding areas.” –

MAMATA BANERJEE, CM, West Bengal

HHHH

“The corona disease will not be eradicated shortly. It’s

necessary to accept it as a part of life.” –SHARAD PAWAR,

NCP president.

HHHH

“The centre has no strategy .... you can call people from

abroad but not help the migrants walking on the streets...”

– SANJAY SINGH, AAP leader.

HHHH

“Canada’s Parliament meets virtually while India’s cannot

even permit committee meetings with much smaller

numbers.” – SHASHI THAROOR, senior Congress leader

HHHH

“Assam government follows a policy of ruthless

quarantine, whether a person comes by air, rail or road.

Fourteen days’ quarantine is a must.....”– HIMANTA

BISWA SARMA, Health Minister, Assam
HHHH

“The Assam government is committed to protect the

environment and biodiversity of the state and will not

compromise with its stand in the name of development

initiatives.” – SARBANANDA SONOWAL, CM, Assam

HHHH

“I’m very worried about the extent of the catastrophe we’re

facing.... the government must consult opposition talent.... it

can’t all be done by the PMO.” – RAGHURAM RAJAN, Indi-

an economist.

HHHH

“More than anything, this pandemic has fully, finally torn

back the curtain on the idea that so many of the folks in charge

what they are doing.” – BARACK OBAMA, ex-US President

Courtesy: THE HINDU

Voices of the WEEK

n  Dr Makhan Saikia

Indo-Nepal border dispute

other states. That is why

most big business houses of

India and abroad are reluc-

tant to set up any business

in Assam. The anti-business

mindset prevalent among

the political and social lead-

ers must change if the state

wants economic develop-

ment. Without private in-

vestment we cannot expect

sufficient job creation. Govt

of Assam must now aggres-

sively promote its Start Up

Policy and encourage our

technically qualified and

experienced youth working

outside the state to come

back home and set up their

entrepreneurial ventures.

What are the sectors

that have good potential

in Assam to develop and

create employment?

Due to its location, Assam

may not be able to attract

many big industries that

typically prefer to be near

either the raw material

source or the market. The

Northeast with a population

of about four crore with in-

creasing buying power is a

good market for day to day

necessities. In particular,

agro processing, horticul-

ture, fishery, animalhus-

bandry, poultry, piggeries

are the sectors that can

flourish based on the local

demand. They also create

large employment. The

state needs to focus on

these sectors and assist the

existing micro and small

entrepreneurs engaged in

these to overcome the vari-

ous issues faced by them.

These sectors are challeng-

ing and only the people al-

ready involved in these sec-

tors know what practical dif-

ficulties they face. Political

and bureaucratic leadership

must interact with the grass

root level entrepreneurs to

understand their problems.

What is the potential of

bamboo sector in Assam?

Bamboo is abundantly

available in Assam and bam-

boo processing is an indus-

try with promise in Assam.

NRL is currently setting up

a bamboo-based bio-refin-

ery. There will be huge

bamboo requirement for

this unit. Agarbatti stick

making industry can create

employment for thousands

in Assam. At present 90%

of Agarbatti stick require-

ment of India is met through

import primarily from Viet-

nam. If the import duty on

Agarbatti sticks is increased

from current 10% to 30%,

this will enable Indian agar-

batti industry to compete

with Chinese and Vietnam-

ese companies and will open

the doors for creating em-

ployment of lakhs across

the country.

How can the local

MSME sector take bene-

fit of the fiscal stimulus

package announced by

Government of India?

The major package for

MSME is the additional

bank finance and collateral

free loan. Past track record

of banks in extending re-

quired amount of loan in

time has not been encour-

aging. The Chief Minister

and Finance Minister of As-

sam have taken the right

step to interact with the lo-

cal bank heads recently.

Without constant pressure

and monitoring by the state

government, the promised

bank finance will remain a

dream for the MSME. At

the same time, the borrow-

ers must realize that bor-

rowed money has to be re-

paid and must be spent ju-

diciously for productive pur-

poses only. If the borrowers

and lenders are not vigilant

enough, there is possibility

of large-scale default in the

coming years. Financing

unviable business is bad for

both the entrepreneur and

the bank.

What can the state

government do to boost

the industrial sector?

All industrial ventures need

good industrial infrastructure.

At present, we do not have

enough industrial estates and

parks in the state. There is an

urgent need to set up indus-

trial estates in every subdivi-

sion of the state geared to-

wards MSME near the major

towns. For the large sector,

there should be a few larger

Industrial Parks. All industri-

al estates must be provided

with good road and rail con-

nectivity, 24 hours uninter-

rupted supply of power and

water. All the relevant depart-

ments of the state have to

work in close coordination

with the state industries &

commerce department under

the Chief Secretary to ensure

that every existing and future

industrial estate is provided

with such basic amenities.

Cost of land and service charg-

es should be reasonable. An-

other infrastructure is band-

width, which is vital for the

growth of IT industry, that

employ a large number of our

youth in the metros, while not

taking off in the state.

What financial assist-

ance is required by In-

dustry from the Govern-

ment?

Government of India and

Assam should release all

promised subsidies to the

industries promptly. It is

very sad that disbursement

under the North East Indus-

trial Development Scheme

(NEIDS) 2017 has been a

paltry rupees two crore in

3 years of the Scheme.

How can the migrants

be provided jobs when

they return in lakhs to

the state?

Many of the migrants

have been engaged in the

construction sector. In

Assam,many large con-

struction projects are going

on. Some examples are

NRL expansion, 4 lane of

National Highway, bridges

over river Brahmaputra, oil

exploration projects, gas

pipeline to connect North-

east to national grid, etc.

The total value of such ma-

jor projects would not be

less than rupees one lakh

crore. However, progress in

most projects in Assam is

pathetically slow. To expe-

dite, a special cell should be

created, under an experi-

enced Retd./serving IAS of-

ficer in the Chief Minister's

Office. The Chief Secretary

can have a Quarterly Re-

view meeting on the

progress of such projects

and Chief Minister can ex-

pedite these projects by

conducting a Half Yearly re-

view meeting. Close moni-

toring and timely assistance

with various clearances and

other issues by the state

government can speed up

these projects.The state

government should take up

with relevant ministries of

Govt of India any assistance

these projects need.Such an

approach will speed up the

projects. That will not only

create direct employment

but also boost many ancil-

lary economic activities.

Abhijit Barooah, Managing Director of Premier Cyrogen-
ics Ltd. is a leading industrial entrepreneur of the State deal-
ing in industrial gases manufacturing and technical service
provider to oil & gas industry. A graduate in Chemical engi-
neering from IIT, Delhi, he is presently Co Chairman of CII
Northeast council, Director, AIDC, Chairman Governing Board,
Jorhat Engineering College, among others.

Shantanu Thakur
........................................................

sarkari quarters, or in their private hous-

es; very rarely in the Bhawans.

During the time I was serving as a

sort of a butler to the GoA set-up in

Delhi, I had a turbaned gentleman as

the RC. He somehow was of the opin-

ion that his duties also included a

post-lunch siesta in the Bhawan it-

self. How else would he know if the

facilities were satisfactory? Very

much to the point, sir, I would put in.

As his trusted aide, he had once

called me aside and said: you should

also do this sometimes, you know, not

every day of course, but occasional-

ly, may be as a part of the room in-

spection and all that rubbish. But,

don’t let the staff ever know, you

must not – that could be real bad; I

speak from experience, he said.

One day, after lunch-hour, I needed

to consult him on an emergency. The

RC was not in his room. His staff said

they had no idea where he could be. A

faithful band of partners in crime. I

went looking for him in the bed-rooms;

floor by floor. In one of these, a grey-

haired man in a half-sleeved baniyon

and striped shorts – the kind you see

in prison-wear – with hair flowing well

below his shoulders was pottering

around. Realizing my mistake, I apol-

ogized and quickly withdrew. Just as I

was about to close the door, a clear,

familiar voice from inside bemoaned:

“Aahok, Thakur, aahok. Eitu moiye!”

(‘Come, Thakur, come. This is me’.)

T
From THE PAST

Different Strokes
Anecdotes full of wit and humour with

a finishing punchline having a word
count of 360 words may be sent to
differentstrokes@assamtribune.com

‘Set up industrial estates in every sub-division’

HARASSMENT TO INDIANS BY UK

CONCERN AND ANGER IN RAJYA SABHA
NEW DELHI, May 23: India’s “serious concern” at the “harassing and humiliating”

treatment being meted out to Indians by the United Kingdom was voiced by Sri Suren-
drapal Singh, Deputy Minister for External Affairs, in the Rajya Sabha today.

He told an indignant House that the Government of India was in touch with the Brit-
ish Government on the question, with a view to reaching a satisfactory solution of these
problems. Government would consider, if necessary, other measures to ensure that this
discrimination against British passport holders of India origin was eliminated and also to
ensure that Indian visitors and entrants into the United Kingdom were assured of proper
treatment. Sri Singh was making a statement in response to a calling attention motion by
two PSP members, Sri Mulka Govinda Reddy and Sri Banka Behari Das, on the report
that the Government of India would request the British Government to introduce a
regular visa system to regulate travel from either country.
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Added burden
Amphan, the most powerful cyclone ever to form in the

Bay of Bengal, made landfall last Wednesday between

Digha in West Bengal and Hatiya in Bangladesh, with winds

of up to 185 km per hour and a storm surge of around five

metres. The hardest-hit region was West Bengal, which

bore the cyclone’s brunt, but the impact too was felt in

Bangladesh, where 500,000 families are expected to be

rendered homeless, as also in the coastal areas of Odisha.

Timely warning and evacuation had resulted in less than a

hundred lives being lost, but the damage to infrastructure

has been enormous, with West Bengal alone claiming

damage of around one lakh crore. This makes the Rs 1000

crore package announced by the Centre to assist that State

appear to be grossly inadequate. One can well imagine the

travails the people in the affected areas are being subjected

to, since this monster cyclone could not have come at a

worse possible time, with administrations having to

simultaneously battle the Covid-19 pandemic which is yet

to reach its peak in India and Bangladesh, and is proving

to be a major disruptive factor in the rescue, clean up and

rehabilitation efforts. The inability of those affected to

maintain norms such as social distancing makes viral

outbreaks extremely likely.

That Amphan looms as an added burden at a critical time

is underlined by the downturn that is being experienced

by the Indian economy which has already been hard hit by

the Covid-19 pandemic. The bleak scenario makes it

unlikely that the Centre would be induced into opening its

purse-strings any further despite the protesting chorus

being emitted by West Bengal. Given the massive

devastation being wrought in West Bengal, an ancillary

offshoot of cyclone Amphan in Assam might be overlooked,

though the challenge posed during a pandemic is equally

grim. Incessant rain in catchment areas in Assam, a result

of the unloading of the huge amount of moisture being

carried by the cyclone, has caused several rivers to

overflow their banks and brought on the first wave of floods

in the State. The Beki River in the Barpeta District is in

spate, the floods having been aggravated by Bhutan

releasing excess water from the Kuricchu Hydro-electrical

Project. Similarly, other rivers like the Jia Bharali, Borpani,

and Barnadi have been flowing above danger level in last

24 hours. It may be noted that although the Assam

Government had commenced the repairing of damaged

embankments the process was disrupted by the pandemic,

which means that the first wave of floods might cause more

breaches and a larger chunk of the population might be

affected, an outcome which will no doubt add to the

administration’s burden.

Flood relief
The advent of the monsoons will test the disaster

management efficacy of the government’s response

mechanism in a manner not witnessed before. This is

because the State will have to battle at the same time the

double whammy in the form of floods and the novel corona

virus contagion. Facilitating adequate and hygienic space

for sheltering a huge number of flood-displaced people at

a time when the spread of the contagion is also likely to

peak will be extremely challenging in these troubled times.

Merely heaping the flood-affected in cramped, makeshift

spaces as has been the routine practice will amplify the

dangers of a massive spread of Covid-19 manifold and

addressing this concern will be the biggest challenge for

the authorities. We will be needing much more sheltering

space such as government school buildings, fields, etc., as

the need to keep people in strict adherence to social

distancing norms cannot be compromised with. At the

same time, space crunch will be a big issue given that a

large number of government buildings and fields have

already been transformed into quarantine centres to cater

to the needs of thousands of people requiring quarantine.

 The immediate need for the district administrations is to

identify and prepare flood relief camps and ensure that the

norms of social distancing and hygiene are maintained

properly. The ASDMA has prepared some guidelines for

the purpose and those must be implemented in letter and

spirit for providing succour to the flood-affected masses and

for preventing any surge in the contagion due to deficient

flood relief preparedness. Regular health check-up of the

relief camp inmates is another imperative as is the urgency

to have matching facilities for women, children, the sick

and the elderly. It also has to be ensured that various service

providers have unhindered access to the relief camps. With

recurring floods continuing to expose our lack of

preparedness even as we search for a permanent solution

to this perennial menace, a lot of thrust has to be accorded

on the measures to be taken before, during and after floods.

(pjbaruah_at@yahoo.com)



People engage in chats sitting on railway tracks with little concern for their personal safety, in a slum area near the Guwahati
Railway Station on Saturday. – Photo: Samarendra Sarma
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LOCAL FORECAST:

Generally cloudy sky with

few spells of rain or

thundershower. Maximum

and minimum temperatures

are most likely to be 27°C

and 22°C respectively on

Sunday.

TEMPERATURE:

Max 27.0°C
Min 22.0°C

WEATHER

GUWAHATI
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23: In order to ca-

ter to the large number returnees from

outside the State, new quarantine cen-

tres are coming up in Kamrup (Metro)

district, creating a panic situation among

the public in the city.

Medical safety has become a cause of

serious concern especially for the peo-

ple living adjacent to the quarantine cen-

tres. Locals alleged that the district ad-

ministration did not consult or discuss

with people of surrounding areas before

setting up such centres. In some cases,

the authorities concerned have not put

up any notice in front of such centres,

leaving people of nearby areas in the dark.

“Recently one positive case was re-

ported from a hotel located near my

house which the district administration

has been using as a quarantine centre.

Unfortunately, I came to know about its

existence only after an ambulance came

to the hotel to shift the patient to hospi-

tal,” a resident of Uzanbazar area alleged.

Locals of other areas of the city have

Fear stalks people living
near quarantine centres

also echoed similar allegations and de-

manded of the district administration to

properly demarcate a quarantine centre

and to carry out extensive mass aware-

ness in the locality.

There are also reports that staff of

hotels which are functioning as quaran-

tine centres are moving freely outside,

without any medical precaution.

Reacting to the issue, Kamrup Metro

Deputy Commissioner Biswajit Pegu said,

“We are trying our best to create aware-

ness among the public before setting up a

quarantine centre. Yes, we are getting some

complaints as everyone is worried about

their health. Our officials are in the field and

relentlessly trying to fix such issues.”

Till Friday, more than 6,400 people had

been kept under institutional quarantine

in various facilities arranged by the dis-

trict administration. The number of re-

turnees is increasing exponentially eve-

ry day, so more quarantine centres would

be needed in the district soon.

Apart from the Sarusajai Indoor Sta-

dium (around 800 capacity), till date

around 130 quarantine centres have been

set up in the district, which include

Maniram Dewan Trade Centre (around

350 capacity), Delhi Public School

(around 350 capacity), Kaziranga Eng-

lish Academy (around 250 capacity), hos-

tel of NPS International School, guest

house of State Institute of Panchayat and

Rural Development and Shilpgram along

with a number of community halls, dhar-

amsalas and around 110 hotels.

The district administration plan to req-

uisition a number of college and university

hostels, remaining hotels, guest houses and

other facilities soon as the demand for quar-

antine space is amplifying every day.

Locals alleged that the

district administration did

not consult or discuss

with people of

surrounding areas

before setting up

quarantine centres

Webinar on
yogic solution to
current health

challenges
CITY CORRESPONDENT

GUWAHATI, May 23: A

two-day international webinar

on ‘Health challenges arising

in COVID-19 pandemic and

lockdown period and their yo-

gic solutions’ was organised

recently by the Department

of Yogic Science and Naturop-

athy, Mahapurusha Srimanta

Sankaradeva Viswavidyalaya.

More than 950 students, re-

search scholars, faculty mem-

bers and common people par-

ticipated at the webinar.

The main objective of the

seminar was to provide an in-

ternational platform to all the

stakeholders to get benefit

from the guidance, views and

experiences of yoga experts,

to make people aware about

the benefits of yoga and allied

sciences during this pandemic

and lockdown period and to

know how to practise yoga and

use alternative therapies.

CITY CORRESPONDENT

GUWAHATI, May 23:

The Guwahati Municipal

Corporation (GMC) officials

today inspected several

meat shops located at Uzan-

bazar, Sarabbhati, Ganeshgu-

ri, Kachari Basti, Hengrabari

Road, Borbari Chariali and

Sixmile areas and realised a

fine of Rs 20,000 for violat-

ing several norms.

A source in the GMC

said, “A team from the Cor-

poration, including joint

commissioner Siddhartha

Goswami along with the

police, inspected the poul-

try and mutton shops in

these areas. A mutton shop,

M/s Bablu Market,  at

Sarabbhati was fined an

amount of Rs 15,000 for not

slaughtering the meat at the

GMC authorised slaughter-

house. The team also seized

the meat. One poultry shop

Several meat shops
fined by GMC for
violating norms

at Ganeshguri Kachari Bas-

ti area was fined Rs 5,000.”

Moreover, the GMC team

under the guidance and super-

vision of its commissioner

Devajyoti Hazarika today con-

ducted a survey regarding il-

legal parking, loading and un-

loading of vehicles at Panba-

zar, Fancy Bazar, Machkhowa

and Athgaon areas.

Three teams were con-

stituted zone wise – Cen-

tral Zone, West Zone and

South Zone.

 “Altogether, 178 shops

were inspected during the

survey. Majority of the

shops on SS Road at Fancy

Bazar did not renew their

trade licences. They were

directed to renew the same

immediately, otherwise, the

GMC will take strict action

against them. The team also

inspected placing of dustbins

by the shops,” a GMC noti-

fication stated.

PRANJAL BHUYAN

GUWAHATI, May 23: A team of re-

searchers at the Indian Institute of Tech-

nology Guwahati (IIT-G) has successful-

ly developed a graphene-based super-

hydrophobic material which can separate

oil and water.

Hydrophobic materials are known as

non-polar materials with a low affinity to

water. This characteristic makes such

materials water repelling.

Dr Uttam Manna, Associate Profes-

sor in the Department of Chemistry, IIT

Guwahati and his team have developed

the material and it can separate oil and

water from both oil-in-water and water-

in-oil emulsions.

“The hydrophobicity of materials is

largely governed by the physical archi-

tecture and the chemical composition.

Therefore, such materials can be ration-

ally created by combining low-surface-

energy materials with hierarchical

roughness. This is exactly what our group

has done,” said Dr Manna.

The research group manipulated graph-

ene, which is a form of carbon, to have

super-hydrophobic properties suitable for

IIT-G team develops material that
can separate oil and water

separation of oil from water in emulsions.

The team developed a simplistic meth-

od to produce graphene oxide-polymer

composites with hierarchical topography

and low surface energy chemistry in the

confined space.

“Such graphene oxide species showed

confined super water repellence. We

deposited iron oxide nanoparticles on the

two dimensional nanosheets, which

made the entire material magnetically

active. Our graphene oxide composites

were able to separate oil from water in

emulsions with high efficiency. What was

unique was that the separation could be

brought about even under extremes of

potential of hydrogen (pH), salinity and

surface active agent or surfactant con-

taminations as is seen in real life scenar-

ios. Our graphene oxide species was ca-

pable of selectively soaking up tiny

crude-oil droplets in oil-to-water emul-

sions with high absorption capacity as

well as coalescing larger oil droplets of

emulsions from water-in-oil emulsions,”

said Dr Manna.

The team’s work recently got pub-

lished in Chemical Science, the journal

of the Royal Society. The research paper

was authored by Dr Uttam Manna, along

with his research scholars Avijit Das,

Sarajit Naska and Kousik Maji.

There are many industrial and envi-

ronmental applications for oil-water sep-

aration techniques.

Dr Manna said that further functional-

isation of the chemically and magnetical-

ly active two dimensional nano-interface

could help in the development of inter-

faces with new features and capabilities

for different applications related to en-

ergy and healthcare, among other things.

He added that materials with extreme

water repellence capacity are considered

best for removing oil from water, and

they are being extensively studied for

applications such as water purification and

self-cleaning surfaces.

“However, the problem with super-

hydrophobic materials is that they are

generally not scalable or have poor me-

chanical and chemical stability. In addition,

the conventional spongy super-hydropho-

bic materials are less appropriate for sep-

arating oil-in-water emulsions due to poor

accessibility of the dispersed oil droplets

to the oil absorbing super-hydrophobic

interface,” said the research team leader.

GUWAHATI, May 23:

Royal Global University

(RGU) has started a webinar

speaker series on the topic

‘The new normal for educa-

tion sector post lockdown’, ac-

cording to a press release.

Starting the deliberations

on May 22, RGU Vice Chan-

cellor Prof SP Singh said the

corona pandemic has made 1.3

billion students worldwide ad-

just to the fear of the disease

which has put them indoors,

away from their favourite

classroom and playfield. In the

Indian context, he pointed out

how faculty have taken on the

pandemic full on by teaching

from home and completing the

syllabuses in time. Post lock-

down are unknown times

where the University Grants

Commission has laid down

guidelines to follow for exam-

inations, admissions and con-

ducting classes in hybrid

modes. SWAYAM, SWAYAM-

PRABHA and other such on-

line modes of imparting class-

es are here to stay but the best

modality confirming to social

distancing and abiding by the

health regulatory guidelines

will be followed for compliance

and safety, he said. He

stressed, ‘Work for home and

work from home’.

Chairperson (Academic)

RGU, Prof AK Buragohain

emphasised that humanity has

to learn to co-exist with the

virus and retrospectively, it

now seems that when UGC

had asked all higher education

institutions to be prepared

with the robust SWAYAM

platform by December 2019,

it was propelling higher edu-

cation to be prepared for any

pandemic. All libraries across

India are connected under IIT-

K, providing online study ma-

terial for both faculty and stu-

dent, he said. He further stat-

ed that social institutions will

forever be required as they

instill values and virtues since

‘Wheels of civilisation roll out

of institutions’. There are ap-

prehensions galore prevent-

ing critical thinking but “we

have to embark upon research

to find solutions”, he said.

Prof KK Baruah opined

that technology-driven edu-

cation cannot replace brick

and mortar education. Online

and offline education is the

new niche and students have

to be taught to be psycholog-

ically fit to adapt to the new

world order.

Prof Krishna Barua cited

the example of developed

countries inculcating new HR

policies of recruiting person-

nel based on their online and

offline verbal and non-verbal

communication.

Gautam Sarma stressed

that post lockdown does not

mean that the virus has gone

away but people must learn to

live with it until a vaccine is

found. History is replete with

survival tactics from wars,

famines, natural calamities and

human-created dubiousness.

Institutions can create a trans-

parent barrier maintaining so-

cial distancing and sanitization

for teaching, he added.

Prof Pradip Jyoti Mahanta

spoke on the yeoman’s serv-

ice RGU is rendering in bridg-

ing the gap by organising we-

binars and classes and stressed

that scientists and education-

ists must strategise education

post COVID-19.

Prof Amarendra Rajput

shared his views on how cri-

sis had created new inven-

tions, new ideas and newer

vistas, but not despair. Rem-

edies and alternatives have to

be found so that all stakehold-

ers benefit, he said.

All speakers in the webinar

fielded questions on examina-

tions, job opportunities, prac-

tical classes and psychological

issues. They opined that mu-

sic, yoga, history, family time

and an open mind to adapt one-

self to changing situations will

be the new normal.

The opening webinar,

moderated by Arpee Saikia,

Assistant Professor of Royal

School of Business, was at-

tended by more than 600 vice

chancellors, academicians, fac-

ulty, students and staff of dif-

ferent universities and

schools from across India, the

release added.

RGU starts webinar speaker series

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23: A number of

organisations and women’s rights groups

have come out in support of the Guwaha-

ti-based woman journalist who was alleg-

edly made to resign from a private news

channel on account of her pregnancy.

After the incident came to light

through various social media platforms,

several rights groups have written to the

channel’s management demanding res-

toration of the journalist’s rights with im-

mediate effect.

North East Network and Asom Mahila

Sangha in a joint communiqué to the man-

aging director of the news channel have

stated that such an act violates the rights

and entitlements of working women as

envisaged in the Constitution of India and

the Maternity Benefit Act of 1961.

“It has come to our knowledge through

various social media portals and posts that

the woman journalist who was working

with your channel for more than a dec-

ade, has been asked to resign from her

position on account of her pregnancy.

“We urge you to inquire into the mat-

Rights groups back pregnant
scribe asked to resign

ter with immediate effect and restore

her rights. We are also informed that on

earlier occasions, women have contin-

ued with their services in your office af-

ter childbirth. Moreover, given the cur-

rent extraordinary pandemic situation,

it is highly crucial to uphold labour rights

in a workplace,” the women’s rights

groups stated in their letter, which has

been sent with the consent of the ag-

grieved scribe.

The Assam State committee of Stu-

dents’ Federation of India (SFI) has also

expressed concern and deep anguish

at retrenchment and job cuts in the

media industry. Particularly referring

to the incident of the pregnant journal-

ist, the organisation condemned the

discriminatory and unfair treatment to

the woman reporter.

All India Democratic Women’s As-

sociation (AIDWA) Assam State Com-

mittee and Sadou Asom Pragatisheel

Naari Sanstha have also taken up the

matter with the news channel’s man-

agement. The organisations have asked

the channel authorities to not just re-

store the job of the reporter but also

to ensure that she gets six months of

paid maternity leave.

“Media stands for the rights of others.

It is not expected from a responsible or-

ganisation to abandon a woman employ-

ee on account of her pregnancy. It goes

without saying that along with the right

to work, motherhood is also the right of

every woman. Apart from curtailing her

financial independence, such a step would

also exert huge mental pressure on her,”

the women’s rights groups asserted.

North East Network and Asom Mahila Sangha in a joint
communiqué to the managing director of the news
channel have stated that such an act violates the rights
and entitlements of working women as envisaged in the
Constitution of India and the Maternity Benefit Act of 1961.

Protective kits
given to GMC

cleaners
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23: The

North East Society for the

Promotion of Youth and Mass-

es (NESPYM) has given some

reusable hand gloves and cot-

ton reusable masks to the sa-

fai karmacharis of the Guwa-

hati Municipal Corporation

(GMC) for use during dis-

charge of their municipal

cleaning works.

Swarup Bhatta and Dr

Chiranjeeb Kakoty of NE-

SPYM handed over the pro-

tective kits to GMC Commis-

sioner Devajyoti Hazarika for

distribution among the safai

karmacharis, in his office

chamber on Friday.

The safai karmacharis are

indispensable for maintaining

the sanitation status of any

place. In Guwahati, these

workers are engaged in

household collection of gar-

bage in various wards within

the GMC area. Their vulner-

ability to various infections

because of improper or non-

use of protective gear is very

high, according to Dr Kakoty.

Donation
CITY CORRESPONDENT

GUWAHATI, May 23: DJ

Agro Industrial Project Private

Limited managing director Dip-

jyoti Mahanta donated Rs 5 lakh

to the Chief Minister Relief Fund

and Rs 10 lakh to Assam Arogya

Nidhi on Thursday.

Mahanta handed over the

cheque of Rs 5 lakh to Chief

Minister Sarbananda Sonowal

and the cheque of Rs 10 lakh to

Health Minister Dr Himanta

Biswa Sarma.

Guwahati Metropolitan

Development Authority vice-

chairperson Mukuta Deka

also was present at the time

of the donations.

Mental health helpline
for general public

GUWAHATI, May 23: After launching Dhara Helpline,

a mental health support helpline for corona warriors, Gu-

wahati-based NGO Global Pandemic Response Forum has

announced that the helpline is now open for the general

public affected by the pandemic.

To support the general public, Global Pandemic Re-

sponse Forum has opened Dhara Helpline service on

+912239560964 and calls are available 24 hours a day.

Dharitri Nath, project head, Dhara Helpline said, “We

have been making efforts to make mental health counselling

accessible to all, especially women and children, and the

opening of the helpline for the general public was a natural

progression for us. Counselling at Dhara Helpline is availa-

ble in English, Hindi, Assamese, Bodo, Marathi, Khasi, Ben-

gali, Garo and Tamil. While the Dhara Helpline to the corona

warriors will remain free, we have added a ‘Pay as you wish’

option for the general public to make the initiative sustaina-

ble. The good thing about the Dhara Helpline is that it is

open to all and accessible from anywhere in the country.”

Nath added, “Recently, the Director General of WHO

made a worldwide appeal to immediately increase access

to mental health services. A major component of our coun-

try’s response to the coronavirus pandemic will need to

include support for the masses with their mental health

needs immediately.”

There is an active team of around 150 psychologists

from across India working in the helpline. All the counsel-

lors are working from home and contributing pro bono to

this effort. – City Correspondent

Hospital’s unique
sterilisation techniques

GUWAHATI, May 23: A team of biomedical engineers

of Apollo Hospitals Guwahati has come up with some

unique designs of UV sterilization box to disinfect daily

utility objects at the hospital.

The Apollo Hospitals Guwahati is committed for the

safety of all its patients and healthcare workers including

the doctors from all sorts of infections.

In the UV chambers for sterilization, UVGI disinfection

method has been used to kill or inactivate the microorgan-

isms and pathogens. Items like stethoscopes, protective glass-

es, medical equipment accessories, mobile phones, wallets,

cash, patients’ documents, face shields, etc. can be kept for a

pre-decided period to sterilize using these chambers.

The hospital also has developed Aerosol Acrylic boxes

under the guidance of its doctors to be used at ICU and

during OT which keep the surgeons, doctors and other

medical professionals safe from the infected aerosol com-

ing out from the patient’s mouth. Aerosol acrylic boxes

can be used as a personal protective device mainly to

protect the surgeons and doctors from the risk of trans-

mission of COVID 19. – City Correspondent

NGO’s online
coronavirus
awareness
initiative

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23:

Vasudharini, an NGO dedi-

cated to the development of

women and children, has

taken an initiative to in-

crease awareness about

coronavirus through various

online programmes.

In a recent such activity, the

NGO conducted an online

awareness programme en-

gaging a number of renowned

doctors. Dr Sandeepa Sarma,

senior medical officer, Gov-

ernment of Assam; Dr Kumar

Partha Pratim, ENT special-

ist, GMCH and Dr Dhiren

Dutta, IVF specialist of IHR,

Assam explained the disease,

its transmission and how peo-

ple can protect themselves

from the virus. Along with

explaining the best practices

in the present situation, the

doctors also spoke about the

safest ways to take care of

one’s family.

During the programme Vas-

udharini also paid tribute to all

the healthcare workers for

their dedicated work to human-

ity during the pandemic. Mem-

bers of the NGO from various

parts of India and abroad partic-

ipated in the programme relat-

ed to coronavirus.

E-workshop
on May 30

CITY CORRESPONDENT

GUWAHATI, May 23: The

Assam Law Colleges Teach-

ing and Non – Teaching Staff

Association (ALCTNTSA)

will organise an e-workshop

on the topic ‘online commu-

nication’ on May 30 with an

aim to assist the teachers

adopt the information com-

munication technology tools

and various other online

modes of the teaching-learn-

ing process.

The workshop will have

experts from the Teaching

Learning Centre, Tezpur Uni-

versity as resource persons

to guide through the techni-

cal sessions and professor Dr

Subhram Rajkhowa, dean, fac-

ulty of law, Gauhati Universi-

ty will attend the event with a

keynote address.

The Association also recent-

ly contributed an amount of Rs

4,50,000 to Assam Arogya Ni-

dhi to help the State fight the

coronavirus pandemic.



20,000 sq.ft. Warehouse for rent

on Tripura Road, Beltola close

to the Highway. For details

contact 98640-25070, 98641-

04552.

Warehouse/P/AP000038/1

2500 to 98,000 sq.ft. Industrial

Shed/Warehouse, Godown at

Khanapara, Beltola, Lokhra,

Amingaon, Changsari, Mirza.

94354-03986.

Godown/P/AC000050/30

Godown 17000 ft available at

NH-37, near ISBT. ph:

9967186927.

Godown/P/SC000029/1

Godown for rent (5000 sq.ft.) at

Pamohi, Guwahati. Contact :

94357-32772.

Godown/P/NP000036/1
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TENDER NOTICE NO. 02  OF 2020-2021.
Sealed Tenders are invited affixing non-refundable

Court Fee Stamp of worth Rs. 8.25 (Rupees Eight &
paisa Twenty Five) only, eventually to be drawn up in
PWD F-2 Form are hereby invited from the Registered
Contractors of Class I(C) category under PHED, Assam
& Class II category under Tezpur (PHE) Circle, Tezpur
for the works as mentioned in ANNEXURE-I, under the
jurisdiction of Mangaldoi (PHE) Division, in Darrang
District. The Tender will be received up to 14.00 Hr. of
05/06/2020 and the same will be opened on the same
date and hours in presence of the Tenderers or their
authorized agents who would like to be present.

Details of works along with the detail tender paper
may be seen and obtained during office hours on all
working days from the office of the undersigned up to
12.00 Noon of 05.06.2020 on payment of Rs. 200.00
(Rupees Two Hundred) only for each Tender paper, in
the form of IPO duly pledged to the Superintending
Engineer (PHE), Tezpur Circle, Tezpur. If due to certain
unavoidable circumstances the Tender paper could
not be received on the above mentioned date, the same
shall be received and opened in the next working day
and time as indicated above.

Sd/-Superintending Engineer (PHE)
Janasanyog/C/831/20 Tezpur Circle, Tezpur

TENDER NOTICE NO. 1 OF 2020-2021.

Sealed Tenders are invited affixing non-refundable Court

Fee Stamp of worth Rs. 8.25 (Rupees Eight & paisa Twenty

Five) only, eventually to be drawn up in PWD F-2 Form are

invited from the Registered Contractors of Class-I(C) category

of North Assam Zone (PHE), Tezpur and Class-II category

under Tezpur (PHE) Circle only for the works as mentioned in

the Group List under the jurisdiction of Biswanath Chariali

Division. The Tender will be received up to 2.00 P.M. on

03.06.2020 and the same will be opened on the same date and

hours in presence of the Tenderers or their authorized agents

who would like to be present.

Details of works along with the detail tender paper may be

seen and obtained during office hours of all working days from

the office of the undersigned up to 12:00 Noon on 02.06.2020

on payment of Rs. 100.00 (Rupees One Hundred) only for

each Tender paper, in the form of IPO duly pledged to the

Executive Engineer (PHE), Biswanath Chariali Division.

Sd/- Superintending Engineer (PHE).

Tezpur Circle, Tezpur.Janasanyog/C/833/20

No. NRR 3/2020/21

PRESS NOTICE INVITING TENDER
Deputy Commissioner, Nalbari on behalf of Governor

of Assam invides sealed tenders from interested firms/

traders of open market for supplying items as Gratuitous

Relief (G.R) during flood/natural calamities/other

disturbances for the year 2020-2021. Details may be

seen in the office of the undersigned from 26.05.2020

to 29.05.2020 during office hour. The last date of receive

of Bid document is 01.06.2020 at 2.30 PM.

Sd/- Deputy Commissioner

Janasanyog/C/837/20 Nalbari

BERLIN, May 23: New coronavirus

cases dropped to zero in China for the

first time on Saturday but overwhelmed

hospitals across Latin America , both in

countries lax about lockdowns and those

lauded for firm, early confinement.

The virus hit a reopened church in

Germany and possibly a restaurant, too.

The pandemic's persistence stymied au-

thorities struggling to keep people safe and

revive their economies at the same time,

disrupting the Memorial Day weekend in

the United States and collective celebra-

tions around the Muslim world marking

the end of the holy month of Ramadan.

Virus cases drop to zero in China but surge in Latin America
In countries with weak health care

systems, impoverished populations and

not enough clean water, fighting the vi-

rus is increasingly difficult.

“I'm a mother, if I don't go out and sell,

my children won't have food to eat. I am

obliged to go out and come here to sell

the products despite the danger that we

are in,” said Nagnouma Kante, a market

vendor in the capital of Guinea.

Turkey imposed its toughest lockdown

measures yet starting on Saturday for the

end of Ramadan, and Yemen's Houthi

rebels urged believers to use masks and

stay inside as authorities around the Mus-

lim world try to contain infections at a time

usually marked by days of multigenerational

feasting and collective prayer.

Elsewhere, many governments are

easing restrictions as they face historic

recessions brought on by the global bat-

tle against the virus. In just a few months,

the pandemic has killed at least 338,000

people worldwide and infected more

than 5.2 million, according to a tally kept

by Johns Hopkins University.

In Germany, which has drawn praise

for its handling of the virus, seven peo-

ple appear to have been infected with

the coronavirus at a restaurant in the

northwest of the country.

 It would be the first known such case

since restaurants started reopening in the

country two weeks ago, with precautions

including a 2-metre (6-foot) distance be-

tween tables, masks for waiters and an

obligation to take the name, address and

phone number of guests so that possible

infections can be traced.

And in the southwestern city of Frank-

furt, a parish leader says that several

members of a congregation have tested

positive for the coronavirus after attend-

ing a church service on May 10. Six are

hospitalised, news agency DPA quoted

the Evangelical Christian Baptist congre-

gation as saying.

 The church canceled all gatherings and

is now holding services online.

Religious services have been allowed

in the region since May 1, with condi-

tions that include a 1.5 metre (5-foot)

distance between worshippers and the

provision of disinfectant.

The new infections are not seen as a

threat to Germany's overall virus strategy,

and Chancellor Angela Merkel said on

Saturday that the country had “succeeded

so far in achieving the aim of preventing

our health system being overwhelmed.”

 As deaths and infections surge across

Latin America, experts note the limits of

government action in a region where

millions have informal jobs and many

police forces are weak or corrupt and

unable to enforce restrictions.

Brazil and Mexico reported record

numbers of infections and deaths almost

daily this week, fueling criticism of their

Presidents for limited lockdowns. But in-

fections also rose and intensive-care units

were swamped in Peru, Chile and Ecua-

dor, all countries lauded for imposing

early and aggressive business shutdowns

and quarantines. – AP

WASHINGTON, May 23:

NASA is seeking US citizens

for an eight-month study on

social isolation in preparation

for missions to Mars and the

moon.

The international space

agency is preparing for its

next spaceflight simulation

study and is seeking healthy

participants to live together

with a small crew in isolation

for eight months in Moscow,

Russia.

Participants will be staying

in a lab located in Moscow, and

they will experience

environmental aspects similar

to those

astronauts are

expected to

experience on future missions

to Mars that will have crew

members from different

nations.

NASA is looking for highly

motivated and healthy

individuals between the ages

of 30 and 55 who are fluent in

both English and Russian.

They must also have an MS,

PhD, MD or have completed

military officer training.

The space agency will

consider other participants

with a bachelor’s degree and

other qualifications such as

military or professional

experience.

They will study the

psychological and physiological

effects astronauts are likely to

face as a result of isolation on

long missions.

NASA seeks candidates
for 8-month isolation

According to NASA,

participants will experience

environmental aspects similar

to those astronauts are

expected to experience on

future missions to Mars.

A small international crew

will live together in isolation

for eight months conducting

scientific research, using

virtual reality and performing

robotic operations among a

number of other tasks during

the lunar mission.

The research is being done

to study the effects of isolation

and confinement as

participants work to complete

simulated

space

missions.

Results from ground-based

missions like this help NASA

prepare for the real-life

challenges of space exploration

and provide important

scientific data to solve some of

these problems and to develop

countermeasures.

Participants will be

compensated, and there are

varying levels of pay

depending on whether you’re

associated with NASA.

This study builds on a

four-month study conducted

in 2019. The SIRIUS-19

analog mission had six

participants – two US

citizens and four Russians –

isolated in a metal habitat

that acted as their

spacecraft, lunar lander and

home. – IANS

UK PM under pressure
to sack top aide for
lockdown breach

LONDON, May 23: British Prime Minister Boris Johnson

is under pressure to sack his top aide after reports that he

breached the coronavirus stay-at-home lockdown rules by

travelling to his parents’ home.

Dominic Cummings, who is Johnson’s Chief Strategy

Adviser at No. 10 Downing Street, had developed coronavirus

symptoms around the same time the UK Prime Minister

tested positive for the deadly virus at the end of March.

According to UK media reports, he and his wife travelled

from London over 260 miles to his parents’ home in Durham,

north-east England, during that time.

In a statement, Downing Street on Saturday said

Cummings believed he “behaved reasonably and legally”

and that his actions were in line with the coronavirus

guidelines.

The government’s strict social distancing rules in place at

the time called on people not to travel as part of measures to

contain the spread of COVID-19. And, the advice for anyone

with coronavirus symptoms remains to self-isolate at home

and not leave “even for essential supplies” for seven days.

A member of the public is understood to have seen

Cummings and made a complaint to the local Durham police,

a joint investigation by the Guardian and Mirror newspapers

revealed. – PTI

JERUSALEM, May 23:

After entering the record books

last year as Israel’s longest-

serving Prime Pinister,

Benjamin Netanyahu will once

again make history when he

becomes the country’s first

sitting leader to go on trial.

Surrounded by security

guards, Netanyahu is set to

march into Jerusalem’s

district court for arraignment

on a series of corruption

charges on Sunday.

The stunning scene will

push Israel into uncharted

political and legal territory,

launching a process that could

ultimately end the career of a

leader who has been

undefeatable at the ballot box

for over a decade.

Netanyahu has been

charged with fraud, breach of

Israel’s Netanyahu,
unbeaten in elections, is

going on trial!
trust and accepting bribes in a

series of cases. He is accused

of accepting expensive gifts,

such as cartons of champagne

and cigars, from wealthy

friends and offering favours to

media moguls in exchange for

favourable news coverage of

him and his family.

In the most serious case, he

is accused of promoting

legislation that delivered

hundreds of millions of dollars

of profits to the owner of a

major telecom company while

wielding behind-the-scenes

editorial influence over the

firm’s popular news website.

Netanyahu has denied the

charges, claiming he is the

victim of an “attempted

coup?” by overaggressive

police, biased prosecutors and

a hostile media. – AP

JOHANNESBURG, May 23: A

powerful Muslim body in South Africa

has cautioned the community members

about Eid turning into a “super-spreader”

of the deadly coronavirus, urging them

to forego the traditional ways of

celebrating the festival.

The Muslim Judicial Council of South

Africa (MJCSA) issued a statement on

Friday, calling on Muslims to not to

engage in the traditional ceremonies and

prayers associated with Eid.

The community members will have to

forego their usual practice of meeting for

communal prayers at open spaces or visits

to cemeteries, friends and family on the

festival due to the COVID-19 restrictions.

“Eid can potentially become a super-

spreading event, which results in many

Eid has potential of becoming a ‘super-spreader’
of COVID-19: S African Muslim body

more people dying, especially if people

disobey lockdown regulations and start

visiting family (as) it will lose its effect if

people start visiting each other at home.

“Please avoid physically getting

together as it puts yourself and your

family at risk,” the statement said.

The country has been under a

nationwide lockdown since March 27.

The President had last month announced

a five-phase plan to gradually ease the

lockdown imposed to combat the spread

of the coronavirus in the country.

For over a century, Muslims in the

country’s first colonised city, Cape Town,

have gathered in large numbers on the

beach front to eagerly await the sighting

of the new crescent moon to signal the

end of Ramadan and the advent of Eid

the following day.

This would also have been the case

this Saturday, but now the MJCSA has

called on Muslims to stay away,

apparently for only the second time since

the tradition started. Elders recall that

the only time there had been a break

was during the Second World War.

Cape Town is in the Western Cape

Province, which has become the epicentre

of the coronavirus in the country.

“The Western Cape is in an exponential

phase with the number of COVID-19

cases and deaths. Already there are

reports of some hospitals filling up rapidly

with critically-ill COVID-19 cases. We

have seen a younger spectrum of people

dying compared with international

figures,” the MJCSA said. – PTI

US laser weapon
that can destroy

aircraft
mid-flight!

WASHINGTON, May 23: A

US Navy warship has

successfully tested a new high-

energy laser weapon that can

destroy aircraft mid-flight, the

Navy’s Pacific Fleet has

announced.

Images and videos provided

by the Navy show the

amphibious transport dock ship

USS Portland executing “the

first system-level implementa-

tion of a high-energy class solid-

state laser” to disable an aerial

drone aircraft, the Navy said in

a statement on Friday.

It did not give a specific

location of the laser weapons

system demonstrator (LWSD)

test, saying only that it occurred

in the Pacific on May 16.

Navy ships face an increasing

number of threats in conducting

their missions, including

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles,

armed small boats, and adversary

intelligence, surveillance and

reconnaissance systems.

 The US Navy has been

developing directed-energy

weapons (DEWs), to include

lasers, since the 1960s. – PTI

Nepal’s
coronavirus cases

climb to 584
KATHMANDU, May 23: A

total of 36 new COVID-19

cases have been reported in

Nepal, taking the number of

coronavirus infected patients

in the country to 584, the

health ministry said on

Saturday.

Twenty seven people aged

between 16 and 50 years

tested positive from Banke

district, while four men aged

between 20 and 27 years were

infected from Baitadi district

on Saturday afternoon, the

Ministry of Health and

Population confirmed.

Similarly, one man aged 33

from Jhapa, another 19-year-old

man from Bardia, two men and

a woman from Surkhet have

tested COVID-19 positive, the

ministry said in a statement.

So far, 70 people have been

successfully cured from the

disease. Three people, two

men and a woman, have died

from the disease.

A total of 45,959 people have

been tested for the coronavirus

across the country. In Nepal,

the most vulnerable age group

for the coronavirus infection is

between 21 and 40 years which

accounts for 37 per cent of the

infected people.

Twenty four per cent of the

infected people are aged

between 31 and 40 years,

whereas 20 per cent of the

infected are between the age

group of 11 and 20 years. – PTI

Visitors wearing mask to curb the spread of the coronavirus taking shelter from a sudden rainstorm in Beijing on Saturday.
– AP/PTI

(Contd from page 1)

A forest official with long ex-

perience of working in the re-

gion told The Assam Tribune

that coal mining had been

widespread inside the elephant

reserve for years and unless

some checks were made, the

State’s only stretch of rain for-

ests would suffer irreversible

damage. “While there has

been illegal rat-hole mining,

given the well-being of this

unique biodiversity hotspot,

continuation of legal mining

will be just as bad and will spell

doom for it,” he said.

The official added that the

mining areas expanded sub-

stantially inside the elephant

reserve over the years and it

must stop in the greater in-

terest of the forest and its wild-

life. “There is a system for re-

claiming forests lost due to

coal mining but little of the sort

has been done. In any case,

only a ban on coal mining can

save it from further degrada-

Conservationists ...
tion,” he said.

The Centre recently took

strong exception to illegal coal

mining for over ten years in for-

est areas of Digboi Division –

compartment No. 2 of Namphai

RF, Tinkapani RF, Tipong RF/

PRF, Tirap RF/PRF, Lekhpani RF

and Saleki PRF. All these areas

form part of the Dehing Patkai

Elephant Reserve and are con-

tiguous to Dehing Patkai Wild-

life Sanctuary.

Meanwhile, as part of their

intensified efforts to stop coal

mining, the Assam Environ-

mental NGO Forum has de-

manded a specific statement

from Chief Minister Sarbanan-

da Sonowal on illegal mining in

the elephant reserve and on the

permission granted to Coal In-

dia Ltd by the National Board

of Wildlife to use 98.59 hectares

of land of Saleki PRF which is

inside the elephant reserve.

“We demand that the Chief

Minister come up with a state-

ment on these disturbing de-

velopments. We are also criti-

cal of the decision of the State

government to grant permis-

sion to Oil India Limited to car-

ry out drilling operations in at

least seven places of Dibru

Saikhowa National Park. Al-

though OIL had clarified that

they will use ERD (extended

reach drilling) technology, on

an earlier occasion their drill-

ing attempt inside the national

park had created chaotic con-

ditions with devastating ef-

fects,” it said in a statement.

Many other NGOs and pro-

testers have also urged the

Prime Minister, the Union

Minister of Environment, For-

est and Climate Change, the

Chief Minister, and the NBWL

to stop all current and future

coal mining projects at Saleki

and the whole of Dehing Patkai

Elephant Reserve, stating that

both legal and illegal coal ex-

traction was having catastroph-

ic consequences for the eco-

system of the entire region.

People from ...
(Contd from page 1)

The DGP said recently he also came across an

interesting case where a family of seven persons

from Assam was stuck in Hisar, Haryana due to the

lockdown. He said one Purna Kanta Bora and six

other members of his family were stuck in a

village where they went to attend a function in the

residence of a family member.

They went there on March 20 and before they

could plan their return, the lockdown started on

March 24 and they were in trouble. Bora, who

worked in a tea garden in Sonitpur district,

became more worried when he read in newspa-

pers that the tea gardens started functioning in

Assam.

Yadava said he came to know about the plight of

the family when their story appeared in a newspa-

per. “I immediately sent police personnel to the

place where they were staying and got their

details. They were brought to Gurugram by a

police vehicle and they boarded a Guwahati-bound

train on May 21, he added.

The DGP further said that the highest number of

migrant workers sent from Haryana was from

Bihar and their number was more than one lakh.

They were engaged in construction, industrial and

agriculture sectors.

Massive ...
(Contd from page 1)

The new patients detected today

will be screened and the more

serious patients admitted to the

GMCH. The others will be treated

at the Kalapahar TB Hospital.

As many as 50 cases were today

reported from the city’s Sarusajai

quarantine centre where returnees

hailing from different districts have

been put up.

Dima Hasao district – which did not

have a single case so far – also

entered the COVID-19 map,

reporting seven positive cases during

the day. Four new cases are from

Morigaon district, two each from

Cachar and Nalbari and one each from

Nagaon, Golaghat and Jorhat.

Eight people from Hojai who were

in the Sarusajai quarantine centre

also tested positive, besides one is

from Dhubri who was also in

quarantine.

Meanwhile, three  COVID-19

patients were discharged in the

State today.

Moon mission
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Forecast for North Eastern

States: Rain/thundershower is

very likely to occur at most

places over Arunachal Pradesh,

Assam and Meghalaya and at

many places over Nagaland,

Manipur, Mizoram and Tripura.

Warning: Heavy rain is very

likely to occur at isolated places

over Arunachal Pradesh, Assam

and Meghalaya.

Temperatures :

 Max (°C)  Min (°C)

Dibrugarh 25.6 22.2

Tezpur 24.8 22.9

Silchar 34.0 25.0

Dhubri 28.4 23.4

Jorhat 25.9 22.6

N Lakhimpur 23.9 21.5

Shillong 24.6 –

Cherrapunjee 22.4 17.4

Aizawl 26.6 17.2

Kohima 25.6 17.0

Pasighat 24.6 22.0

Itanagar 23.8 21.1

Imphal 30.9 20.4

Agartala 36.2 27.2

WEATHER

NORTHEAST

Sikkim reports
first COVID-19

case
A CORRESPONDENT

GANGTOK, May 23: Sik-

kim today reported its first

COVID-19 case with a man

who returned from Delhi re-

cently, testing positive.

Health Secretary Dr Pem-

pa Bhutia said the patient is 25

years old and had returned to

the State on May 17. He had

been under quarantine at the

Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya

at Rabong in South Sikkim.

He has now been admitted

to the COVID-19 ward at the

STNM Hospital here.

Authorities are tracing all

his contacts and they will be

sent to quarantine and tested

for COVID-19, Dr Bhutia

said. Till detection of this case,

Sikkim was the only State in

the country which was free

from the novel coronavirus.

The patient’s swab sample

was sent to the North Bengal

Medical College in Siliguri and

the test report was received

today, after which all necessary

measures have been taken by

the State Health Department.

CORRESPONDENT

IMPHAL, May 23: One more man was

found positive after he was tested for

COVID-19 at the Virus Research and Di-

agnosis Laboratory (VRDL) here, Manipur

Health Department officials said today.

With the new detection, the total

number of confirmed cases in Manipur

has now increased to 27. However, the

current active cases stands at 25 as the

first two patients, who were confirmed

positive on March 24 and April 2, had

recovered and were released from hos-

pital last month.

Dr Kh Sasheekumar Mangang, Addi-

tional Director of the Manipur Health

Department, in a press release, said that

the new case of COVID-19 was detected

last night. The patient is a 26-year-old

male belonging to Imphal West district.

He had left Chennai by train on May 10

and reached Jiribam on May 13, the press

Manipur COVID-19 cases reach 27
release stated. His sample was collected

on May 19. The patient is now admitted

to the COVID care facility of the RIMS.

“All individuals in the same quarantine

centre have been tested and found nega-

tive. As many as 112 samples were test-

ed last night at the VRDL, RIMS,” the

release added.

Meanwhile, the second train from Chen-

nai carrying around 1,571 stranded people

of the State arrived at the Jiribam Railway

Station, 220 km from here, today.

Soon after their arrival, the passengers

left Jiribam following medical screening,

for their respective destinations in 43

buses. Meanwhile, another special train

carrying people from Manipur left New

Delhi this afternoon, sources said. The

train is scheduled to arrive at Jiribam on

May 25.

Chief Minister N Biren Singh today

chaired a meeting with officials of the

JNIMS, RIMS and Institute of Biore-

sources and Sustainable Development,

Manipur, to discuss plans and strategy to

tackle returnees flooding the State, the

need to increase the volume of COVID-

19 tests, and other issues of frontline work-

ers engaged in fighting the pandemic.

COVID-19 positive cases have been on

the rise after the arrival of stranded res-

idents of the State, from other parts of

the country. According to official reports,

more than 10,000 people have already

returned to Manipur from different

States.

On Wednesday, 16 returnees, includ-

ing 10 women, had tested positive for

COVID-19, who are now undergoing

treatment in COVID-19 wards of gov-

ernment hospitals here.

Chief Minister Biren Singh had on Fri-

day told reporters that the primary task

of the State Government is to prevent

any possible community transmission of

the novel coronavirus.

CORRESPONDENT

DIMAPUR, May 23: The

Opposition Naga People’s

Front (NPF) Legislature Par-

ty today asked the Nagaland

Government to take the issue

of testing of returnees with all

seriousness and keep them un-

der strict observation.

The party said the returnees

should not be sent to their re-

spective districts before ascer-

taining their health status.

Thermal screening alone

should not be the basis on which

a person is determined as pos-

itive or negative, it added.

“With the BSL-3 laborato-

ry established in Kohima, our

State should be capable to test

everyone so that it remains

safe and protected,” the party

said after a meeting held at the

residence of Opposition lead-

er TR Zeliang here.

The party alleged that little

has been done on the ground

for the safe return of stranded

people. “We make a fervent

All Nagaland returnees
should be properly

tested: NPF
appeal to the Chief Minister

and his colleagues to kindly

take serious note of the suf-

ferings of the stranded people

and arrange appropriate

modes of transportation at the

earliest,” the party said.

It said while the neighbouring

States have been doing a com-

mendable job to bring back their

people, Nagaland is still in a state

of confusion. The party demand-

ed that the funds received from

the Central Government to fight

COVID-19 need to be used judi-

ciously while maintaining trans-

parency and accountability.

The NPF said it was distress-

ing that the burden of imple-

menting and maintaining home

quarantine has been passed on

to village councils. The village

council members are not med-

ically sound to follow the proto-

col in managing people in quar-

antine centres, it pointed out.

The party said apart from the

meagre grant-in-aid, the State

Government has not allocated

any funds to the village councils.

CORRESPONDENT

DIMAPUR, May 23: The

Nagaland Government has

sponsored travel of migrant

workers from Dimapur to

Motihari in Bihar in a Shramik

Special train. The special train

carrying 1,600 migrant work-

ers left the Dimapur Railway

Station this evening.

Dimapur DC Anoop Kinchi,

Commissioner of Police Rothi-

hu Tetseo and other officials

saw off the migrant workers.

Altogether 339 migrant

workers had arrived at the

Dimapur District Sports

Complex in 15 buses from

Kohima and another 158 of

them, came in five buses from

Mokokchung. After thermal

screening and verification of

documents, they were issued

the train tickets.

Manoj Kumar Paswan, an

autorickshaw driver who has

been living in Nagaland for

more than 15 years, appreci-

ated the people of Nagaland for

taking care of them all these

years. He thanked the State

Government for bearing all the

journey expenses to Bihar.

“I will definitely return to

1,600 migrant workers leave for Bihar from Nagaland

Documents of migrant workers being verified at the Dimapur District Sports Complex in
Nagaland, prior to their departure to Bihar. – Photo: Correspondent

Nagaland once the lockdown is

completely lifted and the situa-

tion becomes normal,” he said.

Before their departure, all

the migrant workers were

given food packets and a bot-

tle of water each at the rail-

way station.

Online platform: The first

World Help Group (WHG) on-

line platform was launched for

Mon district at the National In-

formatics Centre located in the

Mon DC’s office on Friday.

The founder of WHG Foun-

dation, Nimith Agarwal, said

the foundation developed the

online platform in response to

the COVID-19 crisis to cater

to the needs of the individuals

and families on essential re-

quirements such as food, ra-

tions and basic medicines.

At present, the platform is

operating in India and 15 oth-

er countries.

The Mon district adminis-

tration has tied up with the

WHG Foundation to ensure

that the poor and downtrod-

den communities get help

and assistance through this

platform.

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

SHILLONG, May 23: Over 9,000 peo-
ple who were stranded outside the State
have returned to Meghalaya and more
are on their way as special trains have
been arranged for their travel by the State
Government and the Railways.

Deputy Chief Minister Prestone Tyn-
song has said that over 9,000 people have
arrived so far, including the latest batch
of 1,403 people who arrived from Ben-
galuru in a special train.

Most of these people have been sent
to home quarantine, while some have
been kept in community quarantine cen-
tres. Just one among these returnees had
tested positive. This individual, who ar-
rived from Chennai, was asymptomatic
and is currently undergoing treatment in
West Garo Hills district.

Several people from Telangana are
scheduled to arrive soon. “A special train
carrying 231 people from Telangana will
reach the Guwahati Railway Station this
evening,” the Deputy Chief Minister ear-
lier today. Moreover, a special train from
Haryana carrying 139 people will reach
Guwahati on Sunday afternoon.

“We have arranged for two more spe-
cial trains from Delhi on May 27,” Tyn-
song said, urging the people stranded in

9,000 stranded people return to Meghalaya
the national capital to take these trains to
return home.

“People in and around New Delhi can
call 01123014341, 01123014451 or
9968262299 to come back,” he said, add-
ing that a train will depart from Jaipur
on May 26. The Deputy Chief Minister
said the State Government was in touch
with its counterparts to arrange trains
from Mumbai and Pune. “We urge the
people stranded in these places to be
patient,” Tynsong said.

Apart from trains, there is a likelihood
of resumption of air service between

Kolkata and the Umroi Airport next
week, Tynsong said. He said talks are on
to resume flights by next week.

Meanwhile, the Chief Secretary and the
Deputy Commissioner will work out the
details on the possibility of opening two
main markets in the State capital – Iew-
duh (Bara Bazaar) and Police Bazaar. The
two markets have been closed ever since
the lockdown began.

“The State Government will take a de-
cision on opening these markets on Mon-
day after the Chief Secretary and the DC
submit their reports,” he added.

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

SHILLONG, May 23: Meg-

halaya Chief Minister Conrad

Sangma today visited the Beth-

Bethany Hospital in Shillong reopens

any Hospital here, which reo-

pened after being closed for

over a month following detec-

tion of the first COVID-19 case

of the State.

Dr John Sailo Rynthathiang,

the 69-year-old founder of the

hospital who had contracted

COVID-19, passed away in the

hospital on April 15. He was

the first COVID-19 patient in

Meghalaya. After Dr Sailo’s

demise, the hospital and its

second campus at Nongpoh in

Ri-Bhoi district were sealed.

“I thank the entire Bethany

Hospital team who responded

to the pressure in a positive

and cooperative manner. I also

thank the network and the

community which supported

the Government and the Beth-

any Hospital during the time,”

the Chief Minister said.

Sangma was joined by Dr Sai-

lo’s widow and other family

members in paying tribute to

the deceased. Sangma said the

biggest tribute to Dr Sailo would

be for the medical team to con-

tinue with the good work and

fulfil his vision for the people.

Meghalaya Chief Minister Conrad Sangma lighting a lamp to
mark the reopening of Bethany Hospital, in Shillong on
Saturday. – UB Photos

Senior scribe
Varioustar
Nongsiej

passes away
STAFF CORRESPONDENT

SHILLONG, May 23: Sen-
ior journalist Varioustar
Nongsiej, who was also the
Editor of a local daily of Meg-
halaya, passed away last night.

Chief Minister Conrad Sang-
ma, in a condolence message
today, said he was “deeply sad-
dened” by the demise of the
senior journalist. “Nongsiej
has displayed utmost profes-
sionalism with his factual and
objective reporting,” Sangma
said in the message.

Members of the Shillong
Press Club also offered their
condolences in a meeting held
here this afternoon.

Nongsiej was the Editor of
the local daily, Kynjatshai and
U Peitngor.

Khandu opens
two strategic

bridges
CORRESPONDENT

ITANAGAR, May 23: Aru-

nachal Pradesh Chief Minis-

ter Pema Khandu today

opened two strategic bridg-

es that will facilitate faster

movement of the Army to

the McMahon Line, the Sino-

Indian border.

The bridges – one over the

Tawangchu river in Tawang

district and the other over

Sukha Nallah in West Kameng

district – were constructed by

the Border Roads Organisa-

tion (BRO).

Khandu said in his inaugural

speech that the 50-metre Ta-

wangchu bridge and the 45-

metre Sukha bridge would al-

low faster movement of civil-

ians and the military to the Mc-

Mahon Line.

The Chief Minister lauded

the BRO for securing the coun-

try’s borders and providing

employment and business op-

portunities to the locals

through their investment in

roads and bridges.

On fears being expressed

by the locals on the possibil-

ity of coronavirus entering

Arunachal Pradesh through

Army, Central paramilitary

and BRO personnel, Khandu

said these forces have their

own SOPs, which are being

followed strictly as briefed to

the State officials.

Later in the afternoon, the

Chief Minister inaugurated the

full-fledged Jang Police Station

at Jang, an ADC headquarters

in Tawang district, in the pres-

ence of Tawang MLA Tsering

Tashi and others.

Manipur CM
warns returnees

failing to
quarantine

IMPHAL, May 23: People

returning to Manipur from

various parts of the country

and abroad will have to un-

dergo mandatory quaran-

tine, failing which they will

be arrested and put in jail,

Chief  Minister N Biren

Singh has said.

Singh said those found vio-

lating the protocol would be

prosecuted under the Nation-

al Disaster Management Act,

2005.

“This is a very serious issue.

Returnees flouting the proto-

col will be arrested and put in

jail,” Singh told reporters. He

said returnees testing negative

for novel coronavirus would

be allowed to be home quar-

antined.

“Our primary task is to pre-

vent community spread of the

disease,” the Chief Minister said.

However, those facing in-

convenience during home

quarantine will be accommo-

dated at community quarantine

centres, he said. Urging peo-

ple not to panic over the re-

cent rise in the number of ac-

tive cases to 24, Singh said his

Government is fully prepared

to handle the situation.

He said 200-300 samples

are being tested every day at

laboratories in the State-run

RIMS and JNIMS hospitals and

700-800 samples are being col-

lected daily. – PTI

Meghalaya Deputy Chief Minister Prestone Tynsong and Health Minister AL Hek
addressing a press conference in Shillong on Saturday. – UB Photos

CORRESPONDENT

AIZAWL, May 23: The coro-

navirus-induced financial crisis

has forced the Mizoram Gov-

ernment to defer payment of

salaries to its employees.

Chief Minister Zo-

ramthanga, who also holds the

Finance portfolio, told media

persons here today that the

Cabinet has adopted austerity

measures, including defer-

ment of salaries.

Pointing out that the salaries

alone cause a cash outflow of

about Rs 290 crore a month,

Zoramthanga said the Cabinet

has recommended deferment

of 15 per cent of the gross sal-

aries for Group A, 10 per cent

for Group B and 5 per cent for

Group C and D employees

from June to August.  The sal-

aries of All India Services

officials on deputation to the

State Government will also

be deferred, but the police

and Health department em-

ployees will be exempted.

Zoramthanga said the defer-

ment of salaries would reduce

the monthly cash outflow by

about Rs 35 crore.

Mizoram Govt to defer
salaries of employees

The Cabinet also decided to

increase VAT on high speed die-

sel and motor spirit from 12 per

cent to 14.5 per cent and 20 per

cent to 25 per cent respectively

from June 1. As a result, diesel

will cost Rs 62 per litre and pet-

rol Rs 69.87 per litre.

Home and Taxation Minis-

ter Lalchamliana, who was also

present in the press confer-

ence, said even after the hike,

fuel prices in Mizoram would

still be one of the lowest

among the NE States. With

this, the department hopes to

earn additional revenue of Rs

9.3 crore per year, he said.

With the drastic decline in

funds received from the

Centre, like post-devolution

deficit grants, share of taxes

and GST, the Cabinet has

also considered budgetary

cuts, namely a 25 per cent cut

in office expenses, 35 per

cent in domestic travel ex-

penses of all departments,

excluding Health and police

Departments, and Deputy

Commissioners, 15 per cent

cut in supplies and procure-

ment of materials for all de-

partments except Food and

Civil Supplies Department,

25 per cent in minor works

and 15 per cent in major

works, among others.

Zoramthanga said this budg-

etary cut would result in saving

about Rs 190 crore. “Priority will

be given to expenditure under

major/minor works which can

create stimulus for the economy

and labour-intensive works to

create more jobs,” he said.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

BSF’s COVID-19 preparedness
SILCHAR, May 23: Border Security Force’s Additional

Director General (Eastern Command) PK Singh paid a visit
to the Frontier Headquarters, BSF Mizoram and Cachar, at
Masimpur recently. The ADG took stock of the prepared-
ness against COVID-19, and effective border domination by
BSF. He interacted with officers in Barak Valley, Mizoram,
Manipur and Nagaland through video conference. He
praised the BSF officials for helping needy people along
the border through distribution of ration, medicines, masks,
sanitizers, and potable water. – Staff Correspondent

Interim bail plea rejected
MORIGAON, May 23: Gauhati High Court Chief

Justice Ajoy Lamba has rejected the interim bail petition
of Juri Phukan, Principal Secretary of Tiwa Autonomous
Council (TAC), in a corruption case filed by one Babul
Bordoloi at the Morigaon PS, alleging embezzlement of
approximately Rs 34 crore meant for development
schemes. Bordoloi lodged the FIR on June 12, 2018. The
FIR alleged that Chief Executive Member Paban Manta
and Principal Secretary Juri Gogoi were involved in these
financial anomalies. Earlier, Manta prayed for interim bail,
but the High Court rejected it. – Correspondent

Hospital construction delayed
NALBARI, May 23: Due to the lockdown, construction

of the Nalbari Medical College Hospital at Dakshin Gaon
near Ghograpar has been delayed. Though construction
was earlier expected to be completed by February 2021,
sources said only 30 per cent work has been completed.
Sources from the construction company said the new
target has been set for December next year. Nalbari
Deputy Commissioner Bharat Bhusan Dev Choudhury
also took stock of the construction work of the medical
college hospital being built at an estimated Rs 400 crore.
– Correspondent

Containment zone
MUSHALPUR, May 23: After detection of a COVID-

19 positive case on May 21, an area of 500-metre radius
at Subankhata has been declared as a containment zone
by the Baksa district administration. A youth named
Tilak Lama who came from Bengaluru on May 15 and
was in institutional quarantine at Kokrajhar was sent
here for home quarantine along with three others. When
the reports of another test confirmed the youth to be
COVID-19 positive, he was immediately shifted to
Barpeta Medical College Hospital by the Baksa adminis-
tration. The others have been put in institutional
quarantine. – ANN Service

CM on inspection
DIBRUGARH, May 23: Following the detection of a

COVID-19 case in Dibrugarh district, Chief Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal on Friday inspected a few educational
institutions identified as quarantine centres. Sonowal visited
the quarantine centres at Manohari Devi Kanoi Girls’
College Hostel in Khalihamari, as also the DHSK College
campus. He also visited Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya
Hostel, Dikom and Assam Vidyapith HS School, Chabua.
Sonowal was accompanied by Dibrugarh MLA Prasanta
Phukan and DC Pallav Gopal Jha. – Staff Correspondent

ACMS protest
DIBRUGARH, May 23: The Assam Chah Mazdoor

Sangha (ACMS) on Friday participated in a nationwide
strike called by 10 central trade unions against the
suspension of labour laws by some States during the
lockdown period. Plantation workers led by ACMS staged
demonstrations in tea gardens and submitted memoranda
to the Chief Minister. The workers opposed the decision
to increase the working hours from 8 to 12 by the State
Cabinet. ACMS secretary Rupesh Goalla said that if the
government fails to respond positively, the tea garden
workers will launch a stir. – Staff Correspondent

New labour policy opposed
SIVASAGAR, May 23: The INTUC, Sivasagar district

unit has demanded rescinding the amendment to the
existing labour laws. INTUC general secretary Purnakan-
ta Buragohain submitted a memorandum to Union
Minister for Labour and Employment Santosh Kumar
Gangwar through Sivasagar Deputy Commissioner
Lakhinandan Gogoi, demanding continuation of all
provisions of the 1926 Labour Acts, setting up industries
for engagement of skilled and unskilled labourers,
retaining 8-hour working time, and assessment of the loss
sustained by the working class during the lockdown and
adequate compensation. – Correspondent.

Tiger carcass found
DERGAON, May 23: A carcass of a two-year-old male

Royal Bengal tiger was found near the Janata anti-poaching
camp under Burahpahar range at the Kaziranga National
Park on Friday.  Upper Assam Wildlife Division’s Divisional
Forest Officer (DFO) Ramesh Chandra Gogoi said the skull
injuries confirm that the death occurred due to a territorial
fight between two tigers. He said the carcass was
cremated following the standard operating procedure of the
National Tiger Conservation Authority. – Correspondent

Coal-laden trucks seized
GOSSAIGAON, May 23: Police from the Simultapu

outpost seized three coal-laden trucks (HR-46-D-9561,
UP-51-AT-6920, UP-53-ET-5826), which were on their
way from Meghalaya to West Bengal on NH-31(C) on May
21. Police said the trucks were plying without legal
permits and valid coal loading papers. The trucks were
taken to the Simultapu police outpost, and the drivers
were taken into custody. – ANN Service

254 held for lockdown violation
HAILAKANDI, May 23: As many as 23 vehicles were

seized for violating the lockdown in Hailakandi district on
Friday. Official sources said 298 vehicles – 236 two-
wheelers, 21 three-wheelers and 41 four-wheelers –
have been seized since the beginning of the lockdown. A
total of 51 cases have been registered and 254 people
arrested. The total fine realised under the MV Act is Rs
2,54,900, and fine for not wearing mask is around Rs
35,000, officials said. – Correspondent

OBITUARY

Munindra
Bhuyan

ANN SERVICE

D H E -

MAJI, May

23: Munin-

dra Bhuy-

an, retired

assistant

teacher of

Bishnupur

Te k j u r i

High School in North Dhema-

ji and a resident of Tekjuri

Kathani village, died on May

20 at his residence following a

diabetes-related disease. He

was 64. Bhuyan was associat-

ed with several social and cul-

tural activities in the area. He

leaves behind his wife, one son

and two daughters.

Senada Moran
CORRESPONDENT

DOOM-

DOOMA,

May 23:

S e n a d a

Moran of

Rangajan

Na-Gaon

h e r e

passed away on Friday at her

residence. She was 53 and

was suffering from a critical

ailment.  She was the mother

of journalist Manoranjan Mo-

ran. Her death was mourned

by organisations including As-

sam Union of Working Jour-

nalists, Janambhumi Employ-

ees’ Union, Tinsukia and

Doomdooma Press Club and

APCU Tinsukia District Com-

mittee. She leaves behind her

husband, two sons and two

daughters.

Rehana Ahmed
GUWA-

HATI, May

23: Alhajain

R e h a n a

Ahmed, a

resident of

Noonmati

area of the

city, passed

away on May 16 at a local nurs-

ing home. She was 65.

An alumni of TC Girls’

High School and Handique

Girls’ College, she worked

as a High School teacher and

retired as assistant headmis-

tress of Guwahati Refinery

High School. She was an ac-

tive social worker. She leaves

behind her husband, two

sons, daughter-in-law and a

grandchild.

CORRESPONDENT

RANGIYA, May 23: Fol-

lowing incessant rainfall over

the last two days, the water

level of the Puthimari river

has been rising above the

danger level, thereby posing

serious threat to hundreds of

people on both banks.

Several villages, including

Mashukucki,  Hahara, Nakul,

Khoirabari, Kekerikuchi are

located on the both sides of

the Puthimari river.

Due to the rising water

level and the strong current,

a dilapidated wooden bridge

at Kekerikuchi village near

Puthimari is also under

threat. The bridge is the only

mode of communication for

people from both sides. The

rising river water has wors-

ened the condition as depos-

its on the wooden pillars of

the bridge are posing a threat

of it being washed away.

A little further from the

wooden bridge lies an under-

construction RCC bridge,

whose loose materials are

also being carried away by the

water current, and are get-

ting deposited at the wood-

en bridge.

People from the nearby

villages have come out to

clear the deposits, with a

view to save the wooden

bridge even at the risk of

their own lives. The people

have now urged the PWD to

take early action before the

bridge is washed away.

ANN Service from

Goreswar adds: Several vil-

lages in Tamulpur civil subdi-

vision in Baksa district, like

Niz-kasula, Chenigaon, Gan-

dhibari, Nagrijuli, Kauli and

Kumarikata, have been flood-

ed following incessant down-

pour for the past few days.

Residents of several villag-

es have been forced to set up

temporary shelters on high

land after floodwaters en-

tered their houses and farm-

land. The water levels of the

Puthimari and Barnadi rivers

flowing through Tamulpur

subdivision have crossed the

warning mark.

As per information re-

ceived here, the river water

levels here have increased

due to heavy rainfall in the

hills of neighbouring Bhutan

for the last several days.

Bhutan releases water from

the Kurishu dam into the

Puthimari and Barnadi riv-

ers, posing serious threat to

the Tamulpur civil subdivi-

sion area.

Villages under threat from
rising river waters

The rising water level of the Puthimari river, as seen on Saturday. – Photo: Rangiya Correspondent

Wearing masks resembling the novel coronavirus, volunteers spreading awareness on
COVID-19 in a marketplace in Dhubri on Saturday. – Photo: Irfan Khondker

Assam man helps out in performing last rites of
COVID-19 victim’s body in New Delhi

SANJOY KR HAZARIKA

DERGAON, May 23: At a time

when social distancing has become the

norm during this coronavirus pan-

demic, an Assamese engineer has set

an example by receiving the body of

a COVID-19 patient, who was of no

relation to him, at New Delhi, 13 days

after the patient’s death.

Dibyajyoti Dutta, Senior Technical

Director at the National Informatics

Centre (NIC), Government of India,

in the national capital and the general

secretary of the Assam Association

received the body of Ajit Saikia (60)

of Mahmaiki village of Bokakhat in

Golaghat district, who died of COV-

ID-19 at the Lok Nayak Jai Prakash

Narayan (LNJP) Hospital  on May 7.

The victim had gone to the Rajiv

Gandhi Super Speciality Hospital for

sponsibility to help out our own peo-

ple,” he said.

Dutta, a 54-year-old engineer orig-

inally hailing from Khelmati in North

Lakhimpur district, has been staying

in New Delhi since 2006.

He also mentioned the initiative of

Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda

Sonowal, Health Minister Dr Himan-

ta Biswa Sarma, Tourism Minister

Pallab Lochan Das, officials of Assam

Bhavan, and volunteer Swaswat Sai-

kia during the entire episode.

 The residents of Bokakhat in par-

ticular and Assam in general have ex-

pressed satisfaction over the help

rendered by Dutta during this tragic

time for the family.

Meanwhile, Ajit Saikia’s widow

Banti Saikia and her neighbour,

Kankan Bora arrived at Bokakhat on

Friday.

The campus of three panchayat offices, Puthimari,
Chawalkhowa and Mowamari, located at Ward No.1 in
Mangaldai submerged after rains on Saturday. –
Photo: Mayukh Goswami

the treatment of his wife Banti Saikia

with his neighbour Kankan Bora. Lat-

er, all three got infected by COVID-

19. Ajit Saikia was shifted to LNJP

Hospital and the other two were quar-

antined at a hotel.

Though Ajit Saikia died, the hospi-

tal authority did not inform the fami-

ly members of the victim and no one

was there to receive the body.

Later, Dutta along with Jaydip Shuk-

la of Assam Bhavan managed to find

out the body from the morgue and

took it for last rites to the Nigam-

bodh Ghat.

Talking to this correspondent,

Dutta said that though at the outset

there was a sense of shock, but as a

duty to the Assamese people, he even

touched the body in the course of

identification and on way to the cre-

mation site. “I feel that I have a re-

RTI activist alleges
corruption in Forest

dept over coal mining
AJIT PATOWARY

RTI and environment ac-

tivist Rohit Choudhury

has alleged that largescale

corruption was taking place in

the office of the State’s Prin-

cipal Conservator of Forests

and the Head of the State’s

Forest Force (PCCF & HoFF)

on matters related to coal

mining in the Digboi Forest

Division.

In a complaint lodged with

Assam’s Additional Director

General of Police (Vigilance

and Anti-Corruption) on Feb-

ruary 6, 2020, Choudhury al-

leged that over the last sev-

eral years, rampant illegal coal

mining was taking place in the

Namphai and Tinkupani Re-

serve Forests, which are thick

rainforests with rich biodiver-

sity, with the collusion of cor-

rupt forest officials of Assam.

“These Reserve Forests of

Digboi Forest Division, which

were known once for their

exceptional biodiversity, have

been reduced to sources of

illegal coal mines with depots

and loading points every-

where. It is reported that

these RFs are inhabited by

wild elephants and in utter

disregard to the conservation

of the mega herbivores, ram-

pant mining of coal, using

heavy machinery has been

going on with complete

knowledge of forest officials

of Digboi Forest Division and

Assam Forest Department

and this has been going on for

quite a long time in return for

the pecuniary benefits from

mining mafia,” Choudhury

said in his complaint.

Choudhury urged the

ADGP to investigate the

matter and take necessary

action against all those who

are part of these illegal min-

ing activities.

In his complaint, he also said

that he had filed an RTI appli-

cation on September 24,

2019 with the office of the

PCCF & HoFF requesting for

a copy of the enquiry report

filed by the officers after a field

visit on July 3 and 4, 2019 to

the Digboi Forest Division.

But he was denied a copy

of the report by the office of

the PCCF & HoFF, citing

Section 8(h) of the RTI Act,

2005. The office of the PCCF

& HoFF argued that “the en-

quiry report in question is

only (of) a preliminary inves-

tigation, and process is also

underway for further de-

tailed inquiry. In view of this,

sharing the PE report at this

stage may impede the proc-

ess of further enquiry.

Hence, the report could not

be shared as per Sec 8(h) of

RTI Act, 2005.”

Choudhury said Section

8(j) of the RTI Act, 2005 states

clearly, “the information,

which cannot be denied to the

Parliament or a State Legis-

lature, shall not be denied to

any person.” In reply to his

first appeal dated October 31,

2019 also, the office of the

PCCF & HoFF had again de-

nied him the report citing the

same reason and same Sec-

tion of the RTI Act.

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

SILCHAR, May 23: In an

interesting twist in the

COVID-19 scenario, a man

from Karimganj district

came to Silchar Medical

College and Hospital

(SMCH) with abdomen

pain, but later turned out to

be COVID-19 positive.

While Health Minister

Himanta Biswa Sarma

mentioned it in a tweet on

Friday, the location of the

person was confirmed by

the district Health depart-

ment later at night. As many

as nine COVID-19 positives

cases were detected in

Barak Valley on Friday.

Talking to The Assam

Tribune, Silchar MP Dr

Rajdeep Roy said, “The

patient, aged around 45

years, from Karimganj

district has reportedly no

travel history. He came to

the hospital on Thursday

with severe pain in his

abdomen and a team of

doctors including an

associate professor in the

Department of Surgery

were treating him. While

the doctors were preparing

for his surgery, the patient’s

swab sample was collected

for COVID-19 test as a

precautionary measure, and

the sample turned out to be

positive. The patient was

shifted to the COVID-19

ward. The doctors and

paramedical staff have been

kept in isolation.”

Roy said the Health

Minister asked him to sit

with the medical fraternity

at SMCH along with Cachar

Deputy Commissioner

Keerthi Jalli regarding the

developments and they had

an elaborate meeting to how

to contain the spread of the

virus at the hospital.

Sources in the district

administration on Saturday

said the Department of

Surgery at SMCH had been

made into a containment

zone and around 20 persons

in the medical team

including doctors, nurses,

paramedical and cleaning

staff have been sent on

institutional quarantine.  As

many as 13 patients who

were under treatment in

the Department have been

relocated to another

building.

Man with abdomen
pain found to be
COVID-19 positive

CORRECTION
On Page 8 of The Assam

Tribune dated May 23, in
the news item, ‘Jagat
Chandra Mahanta: a trib-
ute’, the date of demise
appeared as March 14 in-
stead of May 14. The inad-
vertent error is regretted.

CORRESPONDENT

MANGALDAI, May 23: In

Darrang, 82 returnees who

were kept in institutional quar-

antine after their arrival by

train have been allowed to go

home after all of them tested

negative on Friday. However,

they were advised to observe

14 days of home quarantine

along with their families as per

Health department protocol.

The total number of return-

ees by trains has gone up to

447 with the entry of 20 new

passengers on Friday. They

have been kept in several

makeshift quarantine centres

and hotels.

Darrang Deputy Commis-

sioner Dilip Kumar Borah has

urged the people of the Mus-

lim community to refrain from

community prayers on the oc-

casion of Id. In this connection,

he convened a meeting of Is-

lamic religious leaders on

Thursday and sought their co-

operation.

On Wednesday, while inter-

acting with the media for the

first time after assuming of-

fice as the new Deputy Com-

missioner, Borah expressed

apprehension of running short

of essential goods, especially

beds for quarantine centres.

Through the media, he ap-

pealed to the public to extend

help by donating their addition-

al single-size beds for use in

quarantine centres. “We all

know Fancy Bazar to be the

business hub of the State, es-

pecially for a district like Dar-

rang, and now the place has

been declared as a containment

zone. This has affected the sup-

ply of  beds to our quarantine

centres. I appeal to the people

to donate such additional beds

to the district administration,”

Borah said.  “One bed will ca-

ter to the need of three differ-

ent persons in three different

phases,” he maintained.

Stressing the need of stabil-

ising the local economy

through smooth implementa-

tion of government schemes

like MGNREGA, flood con-

trol, road construction, etc., he

said the chain of money flow

from government accounts to

farmers, marginal labourers

and small entrepreneurs only

can boost the economy.

The Deputy Commission-

er, Additional Deputy Com-

missioners Navajyoti Oja and

Kalpana Deka, District Public

Relations Officer Manimala

Gogoi and Joint Director of

Health Services Dr Ruplal

Nunisa also discussed several

issues related to the COVID-

19 pandemic.

Public urged to donate beds
for quarantine centres
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NEW DELHI, May 23: Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman today
said banks have been asked to extend
loans automatically to eligible borrow-
ers without fear of 3Cs – CBI, CVC
and CAG.

She said clear instructions have
been given in a meeting with CEOs
and MDs of public sector banks and
financial institutions on Friday that the
banks should not be scared to extend
loans as 100 per cent guarantee is be-
ing given by the government.

In case of default, the individual bank
or official will not be hauled up, she
said in a conversation with BJP leader
Nalin Kohli uploaded on the party’s
social media platforms.

“Yesterday, I reiterated that by say-
ing, if a decision goes wrong, and if
there is a loss, the government has
given 100 per cent guarantee now. It
is not at all going to be on the individ-

Extend loan to all eligible borrowers
without fear of 3Cs: FM to banks

ual official and on the bank, and there-
fore without fear they should take this
automatic route in the sense, every-
body eligible for additional term loan
and additional working capital should
be given,” she said.

As part of the Rs 20.97-lakh crore
comprehensive economic package,
the government announced the Emer-
gency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme
(ECLGS) worth Rs 3-lakh crore for
the MSME sector, hit hard by the
coronavirus crisis.

It is being said that the genuine bon-
afide decisions in the banking sector
are being impacted because of the
worry of undue harassment by 3Cs –
Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI),
Central Vigilance Commission (CVC)
and Comptroller and Auditot General
(CAG).

The Finance Ministry has taken sev-
eral steps to allay those fears includ-

ing withdrawing some of the notifica-
tions which were causing fears among
bankers, she said.

“...concerns these banks have had
in their minds earlier, and may have
even now are absolutely well found-
ed. In fact, through my last 7-8
months, I have spent at least three
different times with the banks to say
that the fear of the 3Cs as they refer
to the CBI, CVC, and also the CAG
should not be in their minds,” she said.

When asked about criticism about
leaving many critical sectors including
hospitality, auto and civil aviation in the
economic package, Sitharaman said the
government has not taken a sectoral
approach but a holistic approach.

“Except agriculture and the power
sectors where reforms would be un-
dertaken, other than that I have not
come up with any sectoral reference.
What has now become to be called as

MSME package, it includes MSME,
and also aims at touching others (sec-
tors) too, ...So the sectors that you
are referring to can also benefit
through this,” she said.

It is based on the understanding that
any enterprise “with a certain expo-
sure to the bank and with a certain
invested capital, or with a certain turn-
over if they need additional term loan,
additional working capital in order to
buy their own material to restart, in
order to be able to pay some fixed
cost, it can take that route,” she said.

She expressed hope that from June
1, liquidity would start flowing from
banks without any new collateral.

During the meeting with bankers,
the Finance Minister said it was em-
phasised that the loans should be sanc-
tioned in a simple manner and if possi-
ble digitally to avoid any physical con-
tact. – PTI

MUMBAI, May 23: The Re-
serve Bank, which has been oper-
ating from a war room at a secret
facility here since March 19 with
skeletal staff, has increased the de-
ployed manpower to 150 now, as
the monetary authority continues
to insulate the nation’s financial
system from the disruptions due
to the coronavirus pandemic.

The facility, part of the RBI’s
business contingency plan (BCP),
was up and running within 24 hours
of the central bank taking a deci-
sion to this effect. The war room
was being manned by just about
120 most critical staff from the
RBI, along with 60 key personnel
from its 600-people-strong work-
force of its external vendor and
around 70 facility staff.

As the lockdown has been ex-

RBI fortifies war room with more manpower as COVID-19 rages on

A worker sanitizes an area near railway ticket counters after authorities allowed resumption of
ticket booking services, during the ongoing COVID-19 nationwide lockdown, in Guwahati on
Saturday. – PTI

tended, the RBI deputed an addi-
tional 30 staff recently, taking the
total strength to 150, a central bank
official told PTI on Friday.

Mumbai was shuttered almost
a fortnight before the national lock-
down from March 25. Taking into
consideration the criticality of the
situation, RBI Governor Shak-
tikanta Das took the decision to
set up a war room on March 18.

Since mid-March, only around
10 per cent of staff have been at-
tending the central office that hous-
es around 2,000 people, according
to RBI union sources.

Addressing the media on Fri-
day, wherein the RBI cut the repo
rate by 40 basis points to 4 per
cent, Governor Das profusely
thanked the staffers manning the
war room.

“I would like to thank my col-
leagues who have been working
tirelessly in our fight against the
COVID-19. A special word of
praise for our team of over 200
officers, staff and other service
providers who are working 24x7
in isolation to keep the essential
RBI services available to the na-
tion,” Das said.

He also praised the selfless
work of doctors, healthcare and
medical staff, police and law-en-
forcement agencies, functionar-
ies and personnel in government
and private sector, banks and
other financial institutions and
their families.

The war room operation is so
controlled for the sake of security
and health of the personnel as also
of the system. The BCP manual

allows only half of the deputed staff
to be present at any given time,
with the rest on standby.

“This is the first-of-its-kind
BCP implementation by any cen-
tral bank and is also the first in
our history as even during the
World War II, we did not have
any such facility,” an RBI official
had told PTI in March.

The most critical RBI functions
like debt and reserve manage-
ment, and monetary operations
are being run from the war room
now. On a normal day, these criti-
cal operations are handled by
around 1,500 employees.

The war room also operates
other RBI data centres that run
critical systems like SFMS (struc-
tured financial messaging system),
RTGS and NEFT, e-Kuber that

handles the Centre’s and States’
transactions, inter-bank transac-
tions, market and monetary poli-
cy instruments operations, treas-
ury operations, currency invento-
ry and distribution management,
RBI website, e-mail and over 35
other applications.

“This BCP model is a first in
the financial system perhaps any-
where in the world as the normal
BCP is for software and hardware
problems, fire or other natural ca-
lamities and no one has such a plan
as RBI has put in place to fight the
pandemic.

“What is also unique is that no
national institution or central bank
has a BCP for pandemics where
people also maintain social distanc-
ing in accordance with established
protocols. This includes donning

hazmat suits too,” the official had
explained.

On a normal day, the Reserve
Bank, that handles billions of trans-
actions, is served by around 14,000
employees across the central of-
fice and 31 regional offices.

The three most critical func-
tions moved to the war room –
debt management, reserve man-
agement and monetary operations
– are handled by around 1,500
people on a normal day.

Explaining how they operation-
alised the war room, the official
said first they hired the facility ex-
clusively to accommodate around
120 RBI personnel and around 60
IT service providers who are sup-
ported by around 70 facility staff.
All these people are isolated with-
in the secret facility on a continu-

ous basis and cannot move out ex-
cept for extreme contingencies.

Under the minimum staffing plan
of the BCP playbook, two batches
are formed and the second batch is
kept on standby. A backup replace-
ment pool is also in place. All the
staff at the secret location are in
hazmat suits, the official added.

Again, this is for the first time that
vendors have been put on the loca-
tion as on normal days they work
onsite and stay back round the clock.

These systems, operated
through multiple data centres,
have to stay live notwithstanding
any exogenous disruption, the of-
ficial noted.

The BCP playbook is designed
to ensure that all critical functions
of the financial system continue
the function round the clock. – PTI

BUSINESS REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 23:
Heralding the auto sector’s
road to recovery in a post
COVID-19 time, Maruti Su-
zuki India Ltd (MSIL) has
completed over 1,000 car
deliveries across North-east
India since restarting retail
operations progressively
from May 4.

The milestone of 1,000 ve-
hicle deliveries in over two
weeks is indicative of the pos-
itive sentiment and custom-
ers’ confidence in Maruti Su-
zuki range, a statement by
MSIL said here today.

The company has put in
place comprehensive stand-
ard operating procedures
(SOPs) for its dealerships
across the country to pre-
vent spread of COVID-19,

Maruti Suzuki delivers 1,000 cars

in NE after lockdown relaxation

ensuring highest level of hy-
giene and sanitization across
all its showrooms for the
safety of its customers and
employees, it said.

“We are happy to serve the
customers, who were waiting
to drive home their favourite
car. We are delighted to bring
happiness to customers by
way of their personal trans-
port. A personal transport
brings the flexibility and safe-

ty for the full family.
“The company has put in

place comprehensive norms
to ensure that their car buy-
ing experience is complete-
ly safe. These norms are
based on guidelines from the
Central and State govern-
ments,” the statement quot-
ed Shashank Srivastava, Ex-
ecutive Director (Marketing
& Sales), Maruti Suzuki In-
dia, as saying on achieving the

milestone.
He further said, “We would

like to encourage our custom-
ers to digitally choose and
book their car and take advan-
tage of the convenience of
home delivery of their new
vehicles.”

The company, which regis-
tered a commanding market
share over 57 per cent in the
North-east region in FY2019-
20, could further fortify its

leadership in the region dur-
ing these trying times due to
the unfaltering customer in-
terest in the wide range of
Maruti Suzuki models, ac-
cording to the statement.

The landmark figure of car
deliveries was achieved at
over 96 per cent of Maruti
Suzuki’s Arena, Nexa retail
outlets and commercial
showrooms which have re-
sumed operations so far.

NEW DELHI, May 23:
The Finance Ministry has
ruled out GST waiver or de-
ferment to businesses as part
of the economic relief pack-
age to help them cope with
the situation arising in the
wake of COVID-19 pandem-
ic and the resultant nation-
wide lockdown.

In discussions within the
ministry, it has been said that
goods and services tax exemp-
tion or deferral is not required
as it would not have given any
benefit to industry but serious-
ly impact the revenues of both
the States and the Centre.

With the Centre announcing
a mega relief package of Rs 20-
lakh crore as part of the Atmanir-
bhar Bharat Abhiyan, there have
been oft-repeated demands for
the GST waiver, this time for a
period of six months. The argu-
ment given is that GST exemp-
tion would lead to revival of de-
mand due to reduction in prices
and hence benefit in the fight
against COVID-19.

The government has provid-
ed exemption and moratorium
on payment of various taxes and
debt as part of the package.

Contrary to what is being

Finmin rules out GST waiver
or deferment to businesses

suggested, government
sources said on the condition
of anonymity that GST ex-
emption would seriously jeop-
ardise the industry’s interests
and not result in any signifi-
cant gains to consumers.

Therefore, there is no point
in exempting businesses from
this tax that would lead to
blocked input tax credit (ITC),
resulting in increase in manu-
facturing cost and a higher

price for consumers.
“Hopefully, the Centre is

not considering the demand.
Exemption of GST on the fi-
nal product is never a good
idea. It distorts the value
chain. It does not necessarily
lead to reduction in prices. In
fact, it adversely impacts do-
mestic industry,” Najib Shah,
former Chairman, Central
Board of Indirect Taxes and
Customs (CBIC), told IANS.

The issue for GST exemp-
tion has surfaced particularly
with respect to items needed
in the fight against the pandem-
ic: ventilators, personal protec-

tion equipment (PPE), COVID-
19 test kits, sanitizers, etc.

At present, the liability of the
inputs “be it 5 per cent or 12
per cent or 18 per cent” is more
than offset when discharging
the 5 per cent or 12 per cent
GST liability on PPE or venti-
lator, with the entire liability be-
ing ‘paid’ by the credit of taxes
accumulated at the earlier stag-
es of manufacture.

If GST is exempted, this
credit facility will be unavaila-
ble, leading to higher final
price of the equipment.

In the past also, when the
GST exemption on sanitary
napkin was allowed, it led
to similar hardship for do-
mestic manufacturers of
sanitary napkins. Later, do-
mestic industry complained
of adversity.

It is also equally important
to keep in mind that GST
waiver provides much larg-
er incentive for imports be-
cause imports do not come
with any baggage of input side
taxes compared with the do-
mestic supply. GST provides
a level-playing field to domes-
tic industry vis-a-vis the im-
ports. – IANS

Coping with

COVID disruptions

NEW DELHI, May 23: In-
dia will try to restart a good
percentage of international
passenger flights before Au-
gust, Civil Aviation Minister
Hardeep Singh Puri today
said, three days after an-
nouncing resumption of do-
mestic flights from May 25.

Amid the coronavirus pan-
demic, a few States have ques-
tioned the necessity to restart
domestic services from Mon-
day, he admitted, adding that
some hesitation was expected
even as the Centre has been
trying to meet their concerns.

The minister, while address-
ing a Facebook Live session,
clarified again that  Aarogya Setu
app is not mandatory for air pas-
sengers and they can instead
give a self-declaration form.

Puri said during the ses-
sion, “I can’t put a date on it
(restarting international
flights). But if somebody says
can it be done by August or
September? My response is
why not earlier depending on
what is the situation.”

When asked about the min-

Will try to restart int’l
flights before Aug, says

Aviation Minister
ister’s announcement on re-
suming international services,
Vistara said it will await instruc-
tions and guidelines from the
Civil Aviation Ministry. Other
airlines did not respond to PTI
when asked about this matter.

“I am fully hopeful that be-
fore August or September, we
will try to start a good per-
centage of international civil
aviation operations, if not
complete international oper-
ations,” he said.

“We must have a more am-
bitious goal (regarding inter-
national flights). Why not start
them by mid-June or June-end
or in July,” he added.

All scheduled commercial
passenger flights have been
suspended in India since March
25 when the Modi government
imposed a lockdown to contain
the coronavirus pandemic.

The minister said that the
Vande Bharat Mission, which
began on May 7, would be able
to bring home a total 50,000
Indians, who have been
stranded abroad, by the end
of this month. – PTI

NEW DELHI, May 23:
Multilateral lending institu-
tion Asian Development Bank
(ADB) on Friday promised to
extend all help to member
countries to combat the im-
pact of COVID-19 pandemic
as its board approved finan-
cial statements through the
first-ever virtual annual meet-
ing at Manila.

“Our immediate priority is
to provide vital support to
developing member countries
as they con-
front the COV-
ID-19 pandem-
ic and return
their economies to a path of
sustainable growth,” said
ADB President Masatsugu
Asakawa in his remarks to the
meeting.

The approval to financial
statements and allocation of its
2019 net income came at the
first stage of the 53rd annual
meeting of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the ADB.

The second stage of the
annual meeting, including
seminars with Governors and

Banks may not
extend second
moratorium to
all customers
NEW DELHI, May 23:

Banks may not extend second
moratorium to all their cus-
tomers amid gradual resump-
tion in business activity and
rising asset quality risk
emerging from longer-dura-
tion loan forbearance.

Sources said that banks are
evaluating their loan portfolio
with regard to customers who
availed moratorium of inter-
est repayment during the first
instalment period of March 1
to May 31. Fresh extension
on moratorium will be offered
only to certain clients with
good track record and healthy
business operations.

“Unlike the first round,
banks will now be extending
the moratorium selectively
(1m-3m) basis to new/old cus-
tomers, while good custom-
ers too will be reluctant, giv-
en the higher interest cost and
some pick-up in business ac-
tivity,” said Emkay Global in
a report prepared after talk-
ing to several bankers on the
fresh announcements by the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI).

Bankers are indicating that
instead of the 3-month morato-
rium, forbearance on asset clas-
sification or selective restructur-
ing (mainly for SME) would
have been a better solution, with
business activities resuming
gradually. Longer moratoriums
are acceptable for long-tenure
loans like mortgage, but not for
short-tenure loans, and also dis-
rupts credit discipline even for
relatively good customers in the
long run, the brokerage said in
its report on the basis of com-
ments from bankers.

It is now expected that that
salaried class, which was rela-
tively reluctant in the first
round, may opt for a moratori-
um in the second round due to
rising job losses/pay cuts. – PTI

ADB promises all
help to member

countries
other senior government of-
ficials, members of the pri-
vate sector, representatives of
international organisations
and civil society organisations,
youth, academia, and the me-
dia, is scheduled for Septem-
ber 18-21, 2020 in Incheon,
Korea.

ADB has been supporting
its members as they address
the effects of COVID-19
through its $20-billion re-
sponse package which was

announced on
April 13, 2020.

ADB has
also adopted a

series of measures to stream-
line its operations for quicker
and more flexible delivery of
assistance.

“Our choices and efforts
today will determine wheth-
er we can overcome the cur-
rent healthcare and economic
crises,” said the Chair of the
Board of Governors, and
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Economy and Fi-
nance of Korea, Hong Nam-
Ki. – PTI

Combating impact

of COVID-19

NEW DELHI, May 23: In
order to meet the temporary
liquidity mismatch arising out
of COVID-19 outbreak, Ca-
nara Bank has announced ‘Ca-
nara Credit Support’ for all of
their borrowers who have
been affected by COVID-19.

The Canara Credit Support
is extended as a quick and has-
sle-free loan to overcome the
temporary liquidity mis-
matches for payment of stat-
utory dues, salary/wages/elec-
tricity bill, rent.

The bank has sanctioned
nearly 6 lakh loans amounting
to Rs 4,300 crore under agri-
culture, SHGs and retail cate-
gories. The bank has also sanc-
tioned more than Rs 60,000
crore of advances to the cor-
porates and MSMEs from
March till date.

The government has an-
nounced emergency credit line
of 20 per cent of the outstand-

Canara Bank releases
emergency credit

for MSMEs
ing credit as on February 29 to
MSME borrowers having Rs
25 crore outstanding with an
annual turnover up to Rs 100
crore. The credit line is 100
per cent guaranteed by the
Central government. The fa-
cility can be availed up to Oc-
tober 31 at the convenience of
the borrower and as per the
terms and conditions.

All standard accounts includ-
ing SMA 0 and SMA 1 are eli-
gible to avail this facility. About
10 per cent of existing fund-
based working capital limits or
Rs 150 crore whichever is low-
er is extended under this facili-
ty. This limit is over and above
the eligible maximum permis-
sible bank finance to the unit. The
facility is given for a period of 24
months with 6 months morato-
rium. The loans are priced very
competitively with no process-
ing charges, no margin and no
additional security. – IANS

GoAir operations
MUMBAI, May 23: Budg-

et carrier GoAir is likely to
resume domestic flight serv-
ices from June 1, owing to cer-
tain “operational and regula-
tory” issues, sources said on
Friday. By Friday, except
GoAir, all other Indian air-
lines, including national carri-
er Air India, had commenced
bookings for their domestic
flights. – PTI
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Across
2 Capital of Gujarat

(11)
7 Volley of shots (5)
8 Eagle’s nest (5)
9 Like or resembling

a lion (7)
13 Fill with holes or

cavities (9)
15 Lively and volatile

(9)
18 A combo of eight

instrumentalists
(5)

20 Mess attendant (7)
21 Farewell (5)
22 Unfavourable (7)
25 Keeping troubling

or worrying (7)
27 Endeavours (7)
28 Authoritative doc-

trine (5)
32 Give birth to a calf

(5)
35 Put into other

words (7)
40 Training school (7)
41 Despotic or cruel

rulers (7)
42 Church levy (5)
43 ___ off : took

away, especially
by force? (7)

44 Turkish inn (5)

Know your DAY
By JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Sunday, May 24, 2020:

Expressive and opiniated you will want to take a bit of a rest or retreat
this year. In this state you will find your best ideas ever. Your finances
improve when your judgement lessens. If single, you get into dating and
enjoy choosing several different types of people. If attached, you express
a more serious side and still need to recover from a past hurt. PISCES
loves your more dramatic side.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You’ll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-
Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

ARIES (March  21-April 19)
HHH Your schedule is full. Do not let yourself become scattered.

Concentration is the key to success. It is very important that you

return all calls and emails promptly. Tonight: An awareness of the habits

repeated by siblings and neighbors helps you cope with them.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
HHHH You treasure your possessions. Security is important. Oth-

ers are attracted to you and will be very kind. Purchase new clothes

and add art or music to your home. Money stretches further and your

standard of living is better. Tonight: Accept invitations and seek favors.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
HHHH You are weary of the details of daily routine and long for

expansion. Keep a cheerful outlook and be aware of how associ-

ates are affecting you. These energies, accenting social responsibility and

consideration toward others set the tone today. Tonight: The adventurer

within you awakens.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
HHHH You feel idealistic. Time spent alone with animals or in a

place of serene natural beauty is healing. You have a new perspec-

tive on an old heartache and feel ready to move forward. Tonight: You might

want to just luxuriate and take a nap.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
HHH There are changing relationships in your social circle. Wait

until the alliances are more settled before voicing your allegiance.

Today brings a new insight into those close to you. A partner makes

important choices. Tonight: Be discreet about what you say and to whom.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
HHHH Today your environment feels more friendly. Use creative

ideas and add a touch of beauty to future professional duties. Do

not indulge in gossip. Loyalties are changing, and family politics are espe-

cially volatile. Tonight: An elderly family member needs time with you alone.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
HHHHH Stimulating conversation expands your ideas and helps

you plan the route to achieve certain goals and objectives. Your high

standards and aspirations impress others and make it easy to enlist support

for your projects. Tonight: You will want to clear away dead weight and debris.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
HHHHH You receive news about extra money on the way, per-

haps through an insurance settlement or investment income. A

karmic connection with a past life relationship occurs. Others surprise you

with a matter-of-fact attitude about reincarnation. Tonight: You feel that

wonders never cease.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.  22-Dec. 21)
HHHH You seek different partnerships and may feel that a rela-

tionship has run its course. Your versatility allows you to adapt

beautifully. Others comment that they did not know you as well as they

thought. Tonight: A new friend inspires you.

CAPRICORN (Dec.  22-Jan. 19)
HHHHH Adapt and develop an accepting attitude. You will have a

special rapport with pets as well as wild creatures. The loving care

you extend to them will be richly rewarded. They will show appreciation in

unexpected ways. Tonight: Do not push yourself too hard.

AQUARIUS (Jan.  20-Feb. 18)
HHHHH Today your courage and initiative impress those who have

considered you a cerebral, intellectual type. You are genuinely realistic

now. It will be easier to persist with a physical fitness program. You should plan

some vacation time. Tonight: You will feel determined and very constructive.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
HHHH A relative who has been cranky is about to have a change

of heart. Be patient and let time heal a family conflict. Others can

vacillate. Your residence may need some repairs or maintenance. Tonight:

An impromptu talk with an elderly family member goes well.
H H H

Thought for the day

An expenditure of words without an income of ideas will
lead to intellectual bankruptcy.

– RAVI ZACHARIAS

HEALTH CAPSULES®

by Bron Smith

Health Capsules is not intended
to be of a diagnostic nature. Across: 2 Gandhinagar, 7

Salvo, 8 Aerie, 9 Leonine, 13 Hon-
eycomb, 15 Mercurial, 18 Octet,
20 Steward, 21 Adieu, 22 Adverse,
25 Nagging, 27 Efforts, 28 Dogma,
32 Calve, 35 Restate, 40 Acad-
emy, 41 Tyrants, 42 Tithe, 43 Car-
ried, 44 Serai, 45 Emphysema, 49
Geography, 53 Detests, 54 Pay
up, 55 Leant, 56 Subordinate.

Down: 1 Cato, 2 Gory, 3 Deem,
4 Acne, 5 Rahu, 6 Visa, 9 Lob-
ster, 10 Objects, 11 Impaled, 12
Eroding, 13 Hookah, 14 Native,
16 Iritis, 17 Lounge, 19 Turf, 21
Alga, 23 Eft, 24 Sonam, 26 Amity,
29 Eta, 30 Rattle, 31 Laptop, 32
Cede, 33 Lynched, 34 Entreat, 35
Rakings, 36 Studios, 37 Arts, 38
Entrap, 39 Ossify, 46 Moan, 47
Yaps, 48 Me do, 50 Eton, 51 Rile,
52 Hung.

SOLUTION TO SUNDAY

CROSSWORD – 1132

SUNDAY CROSSWORD - 1132

A
ir pollution could be a risk factor for the

development of multiple sclerosis (MS),

say researchers, adding that MS risk

was 29 per cent higher among people residing

in urbanised areas.

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease in

which the immune system eats away at the

protective covering of nerves. Whilst MS can

be diagnosed at any age, it frequently occurs

between the ages of 20-40 and is more

frequent in women.

Symptoms can change in severity daily and

include fatigue, walking difficulty, numbness,

pain and muscle spasms.

The study, presented at the European

Academy of Neurology (EAN) Virtual

Congress, detected a reduced risk for MS in

individuals residing in rural areas that have

lower levels of air pollutants known as

particulate matter (PM).

According to the researchers, it is well

recognised that immune diseases such as MS

are associated with multiple factors, both

genetic and environmental.

“We believe that air pollution interacts

through several mechanisms in the develop-

ment of MS and the results of this study

strengthen that hypothesis,” said study lead
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20:00 Rang Blockbuster

23:00 B2B Music

14:30 IPL HLs

15:00 Vivo IPL

18:30 VIvo IPL HLs

19:00 Cricket COnnected

19:30 IPL HLs

20:30 IPL HLs

21:00 Cricket Connected

21:30 Ind vs Aus ODI HLs

22:00 IPL HLs

22:30 Cricket Connected

23:00 IPL HLs

23:30 Football United Special

19:00 Cricket Connected

19:30 IPL HLs

20:00 Cricket Connected

20:30 IPL HLs

21:00 Cricket Connected

21:30 Ind vs Aus ODI HLs

22:00 IPL HLs

22:30 Cricket Connected

23:00 IPL HLs

23:30 Hero ISL HLs

14:30 WWE Main Event

15:30 Asian Games

16:00 WWE SmackDown

18:00 WWE BlockBusters

19:00 Arena eSports

19:30 FE Race at Home...

20:00 WWE SmackDown

22:00 WWE BlockBusters

23:00 Arena eSports

23:30 FE Race at Home...

12:00 UFC Unleashed

13:00 NBA HLs

13:30 NBA HLs

14:00 UEFA Euro Archieve

14:30 FA Cup Classics

15:00 Best of UEFA Champions...

16:00 Impact Greatest Matches

17:00 Best of UCL

17:30 Dream Teams

18:00 NBA 2K Players Tourney

19:30 UCL HLs

21:30 Football Greatest

22:00 UFC 249

23:00 Immortal

23:30 UCL

12:00 Ultimate Weekends

15:00 Stranger Than Nature

16:00 World's Deadliest

17:00 Hostile Planet

18:00 Wonderfully Weird

19:00 Predator Fails

20:00 Hostile Planet

21:00 Africa’s Deadliest

22:00 NIght Stalkers

23:00 Wild Hunters

12:00 Modern Dinosaurs

12:40 North America

13:25 The Caiman Hunters

14:10 Masai Mara: The Big Hunt

14:50 Earth: Nature/Our Planet

15:50 India's Wild Tales

16:50 Tasmania: Weird...

17:50 Wildest Africa

18:50 Animal Planet Exclusives

19:50 Wild Africa: Rivers Of Life

20:50 How Do Animals Do That

21:25 The Lion Kingdom

21:50 Wild Philippines With Nig.

22:50 One Wild Day

12:00 Adventure: Snakes in ...

13:00 Adventure: Primal Survivor

14:00 Running Wild With Bear

16:00 Cesar To The Rescue

17:00 Snakes in The City

18:00 Running Wild With Bear

19:00 World's Most Extreme

20:00 Earth Day: 50 Days 50...

21:00 Primal Survivor

22:00 Chain Of Command

23:00 Hidden Gems Of Turkey

11:50 Forged In Fire: Knife/Death

12:50 Car Jackers

13:15 Pawn Stars

13:45 Storage Wars

14:15 Modern Marvels

15:10 OMG! Yeh Mera India

16:10 Forged In Fire: Knife/Death

17:05 Storage Wars

17:30 Shipping Wars

18:05 Magician Impossible

19:00 Leepu & Pitbull

20:00 Modern Marvels

21:00 The Food That Built...

23:00 Find Your Great Britain

researcher professor Roberto Bergamaschi

from the IRCCS Mondino Foundation in Italy.

Particulate matter (PM) is used to describe

a mixture of solid particles and droplets in the

air and is divided into two categories.

PM10 includes particles with a diameter of

10 micrometres of smaller and PM2.5 which

have a diameter of 2.5 micrometres or smaller.

Both PM10 and PM2.5 are major pollutants

and are known to be linked to various health

conditions, including heart and lung disease,

cancer and respiratory issues.

The analysis was conducted in the winter,

given that this is the season with the highest

pollutant concentrations, in the north-western

Italian region of Lombardy, home to over

547,000 people.

For the findings, the research team included

over 900 MS patients within the region, and

MS rates were found to have risen 10-fold in

the past 50 years, from 16 cases per 100,000

inhabitants in 1974 to almost 170 cases per

100,000 people today.

Whilst the huge increase can partly be

explained by increased survival for MS

patients, this sharp increase could also be

explained by greater exposure to risk factors.

(Source: IANS)
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Air pollution may up multiple sclerosis risk in urbanites

Poisoned air

45 Abnormal lung con-
dition (9)

49 World surface study
(9)

53 Hates or abhors in-
tensely (7)

54 Honour a debt? (3,2)
55 Tilted over (5)
56 Lower in rank (11)
Down
1 Roman censor (4)
2 Involving bloodshed

(4)
3 Judge (4)
4 Pimples (4)
5 Ketu’s counterpart in

Indian folklore? (4)
6 A travel endorse-

ment (4)
9 Crayfish (7)
10 Disagrees or pro-

tests (7)
11 Pierced with a

pointed object? (7)
12 Decaying or eating

away (7)
13 Water pipe used by

old-fashioned smok-
ers in our country (6)

14 Local inhabitant (6)
16 Inflammation of

parts of the eye be-
hind the cornea (6)

17 Sitting-room in a

house (6)
19 Horse racing (4)
21 A seaweed (4)
23 Another name for

the newt (3)
24 Ms Kapoor of

Bollywood (5)
26 Friendship (5)
29 Greek vowel (3)
30 Disconcert (6)
31 Small computer (6)
32 To give up (4)
33 Executed without a

trial (7)
34 Beseech (7)
35 Garden gatherings?

(7)
36 Places where cin-

ema films or record-
ings are made (7)

37 Skilled professions
(4)

38 Beguile or ensnare
(6)

39 Harden, turn into
bone (6)

46 Grieve or mourn (4)
47 Talks noisily or fool-

ishly (4)
48 “Love _ _” (Beatles

song) (2,2)
50 Harrow rival (4)
51 Disturb or irk (4)
52 Suspended (4)
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CORRESPONDENT

HAFLONG, May 23: The district ofDima Hasao is no longer a corona-freedistrict of Assam since the Chief Execu-tive Member NC Hills AutonomousCouncil Debolal Gorlosa disclosed thatseven people returning from Chennaiand Tripura were found to be COVID-19 positive here today.Gorlosa along with Samuel Changsan,Executive Member in-charge, Medicaland Health, visited all the quarantinecentres like Siksha Bhavan, HaflongHotel and JNV today to take stock of thefacilities being provided and also met theinmates of the quarantine centres.The CEM addressing the media ap-pealed to the people of Dima Hasao notto panic and maintain strict social dis-tance since coronavirus has to be foughtunitedly with full support and coopera-

CORRESPONDENT
DHEMAJI, May 23: Chief Minister Sarba-nanda Sonowal, who arrived at Jonai in Dhe-maji district on Saturday, appealed to the cit-izens to make collective efforts to win thebattle against COVID-19 pandemic. He calledon the people to bear the brunt of this badtime as the entire world is staging a war againstthe dreaded virus.Addressing reporters at Jonai CircuitHouse on Saturday, Sonowal affirmed thatpublic leaders, including MLAs and MPs ofthe State, are working to help the people,while the frontline workers are dedicatedlyserving the people to ease their suffering.Sonowal said that his government has tak-en steps to bring back the stranded people tothe State and they are being dispatched totheir respective home districts in a system-atic manner. He urged the people to obey therules of public hygiene, besides wearing face

STAFF CORRESPONDENT
JORHAT, May 23: A 15-yeargirl of Jorhat, who along withher parents returned fromBarauni (Bihar), tested posi-tive for COVID-19 as resultsof the tests done at JMCHcame out on Saturday.Jorhat Deputy Commission-er Roshni A Korati informedthat Kiran Pachyav of Lichu-bari outskirts here, who alongwith her parents reached here

CORRESPONDENT
DOOMDOOMA, May 23:A returnee from Chennai,who was quarantined atMadhania Bhawan, Tinsukiasince May 18, tested positivefor COVID-19. Identified asSubhankar Dohutia  (24), sonof Kamal Dahutia hailingfrom Malbhog gaon underHahkhati gaon panchayat ofSaikhowa DevelopmentBlock in Doomdooma Reve-nue Circle, Dohutia reachedGuwahati by Shramik Ex-press from Chennai and wasbrought to Tinsukia by buson May 18.

Two youths ofNagaon testCOVID-19positive
A CORRESPONDENT
NAGAON, May 23: With-in 24 hours, two more peo-ple from the district who ar-rived from outside the Stateand were being quarantinedat Bratadrova SankardevaCollege and in a hotel atAzara in Kamrup respective-ly, tested COVID 19 positive.According to sources, Na-zibur Hussain (22), whoreached at Chapormukh rail-way station on May 18 fromChennai and quarantined atBratadrova Sankardeva Col-lege tested positive on Fri-day night last. The districtmedical surveillance teamsimmediately shifted him toNagaon Swahid BhugeswariPhookonani Civil Hospital forfurther treatment as the hos-pital had been already pro-moted to a COVID-19 hos-pital on Friday itself.Sources said that his swabsample was collected on May19 last at Nehrubali field and,thereafter, it was sent toJorhat Medical College andHospital for confirmation.JMCH laboratory late Fridayevening confirmed his infec-tion with COVID-19.Meanwhile, GMCH labo-ratory also confirmed anoth-er youth from the districtwith COVID-19 positive,who was being quarantinedat a Azara-based hotel inKamrup. Jubeir Hussain ofNagaon Rupahihat area, ar-rived recently from outsidethe State and his swab sam-ple was collected at Sarusa-jai stadium.

One more fromDhubri disttests positive
CORRESPONDENT

DHUBRI, May 23: Eight-een-year-old Minati Roy, aresident of Koimari Pt VI vil-lage under Golakganj PS whoreturned to Assam from Bi-har on May 13, tested COV-ID-19 positive on Saturday.Roy worked as a labourer ina brick kiln at Thakurganj areain Bihar, and started her jour-ney from Bihar along with herhusband Monbhola Roy andelder sister Beauty Roy onMay 12 via train. She arrivedat the Assam-West Bengal bor-der at Chagolia on May 13 andwas quarantined at Chagoliamass quarantine centre.Her swab sample was col-lected on May 17, and on thenext day i.e., on May 18 shewas sent for home quaran-tine. On Thursday, her testreports came out as positivewith coronavirus. She hasbeen taken to FAAMCH,Barpeta. It may be men-tioned that on Thursday, fourmore persons from the dis-trict were found to be COV-ID-19 positive.

STAFF CORRESPONDENT
SILCHAR, May 23: A day after nine patientsfrom Barak Valley were detected to be COV-ID-19 positive, two more positive cases havebeen recorded in Cachar district on Saturday.State Minister of Health Dr Himanta BiswaSarma’s tweet at 1:40 pm informed that alongwith 53 new cases in the State, seven cases inDima Hasao district and two cases  in Cachardistrict have been found to be COVID-19 pos-itive as well.Meanwhile, sources in the Cachar districtadministration claimed that of the two new cas-

CORRESPONDENT
HAILAKANDI, May 23:Jakaria Ahmed Mazumder ofHailakandi district turned outto be COVID-19 positive onFriday and was admitted toSilchar Medical College andHospital.Hailing from Bilaipur ofHailakandi district, Mazumderwho was put under institution-al quarantine at Jawahar Navo-

One heldfor rape ofminor girl
CORRESPONDENT

DERGAON, May 23: Po-lice here have arrested a sex-agenarian for alleged rape ofa minor girl at Bokolai underKamarbandha police outpostin upper Assam’s Golaghatdistrict on Saturday.Allegation was levelledagainst a sexagenarian of thesame village that he raped the12-year-old girl over a peri-od of time and later she waspregnant.But finally the matter cameto light as the minor girl wasthreatened not to disclose thename of the accused.The officer-in-charge ofKamarbandha police outpostGiridhar Bora said that theaccused was arrested and wasproduced at the Golaghatcourt on Saturday.A case no. 288/20 has beenregistered and investigationis going on. “We are investi-gation the case and the ac-cused will not be able to es-cape,” Bora said.On being contacted, theGolaghat Superintendent ofPolice (SP) Pushpraj Singhsaid that the accused has beenapprehended and investiga-tion is going on. “The girl willget justice as per the law,”he said.

Over 30villagesin Dhemajiinundated
ANN SERVICE

DHEMAJI, May 23: Inces-sant rain at the catchment are-as of Arunachal Pradesh and inthe district since Thursdaynight has caused Jiadhal riverto flow in spate, thus inundat-ing many villages in Dhemajidistrict since Friday night.The surging waters of Ji-adhal river which enteredthrough the breached portionof Jiadhal embankment haveaffected more than 30 villag-es in Jiadhal and West Dhe-maji areas under DhemajiRevenue Circle submergingalmost all the fields of ‘Ahu’and ‘Bow’ paddy in the are-as. The flood waters haveflooded houses and court-yards of many a families inthe flood-affected areas.The most affected villagesin the areas include No. 1 Ghe-yari, Dulungkan, Jiadhal Chari-ali, Bhajugaon, Bherekichuck,Sarudhekera, Changmaibari,Hatipara, Boruah Pathar, Bor-dalapa, Kekuri, Amulguri, Ka-chari Pathar.

Seven COVID-19 casesdetected in Dima Hasao
tion from the people of Dima Hasao.The persons who tested COVID-19positive are – Utpal Mishra of Langting,who travelled by Rajdhani Express toAmbasa and entered the district on May19. The rest of the six positive casescame from Chennai and entered the dis-trict on May 16 and 18 and were put inquarantine centres. They are – RoshanThapa of Umrangso; Kideube Zeme ofHewangberan, Mahur; Heluiheube Pameof Lodi; Deiangbe Zeme of P Songkhai,Mahur; Pauheujimbe Riame of Laisong;Semiom Zeme of  P Songkhai, Mahur.It is learnt that more than 250 personsreturning from various places like Chen-nai, Hyderabad and Bengaluru are therein quarantine centres in Dima Hasao.Joint Director Health Services, DrDipali Barman, said that all the sevenpositive cases are from quarantine cen-tres, who had recently returned home

by train. All seven of them belong to theage group between 22 to 26 years.Meanwhile, Deputy Commissioner, PaulBarua said, “All the seven patients are be-ing shifted to the isolation centre at theHaflong Civil Hospital. Steps as per COV-ID-19 protocol will be followed regardingcontainment and sealing of the areas wherethe positive patients were quarantined.”Appealing to the people not to panic,NCHAC, Executive Member in-charge,Health department, Samuel Changsansaid that the virus have been found onlyon those people coming from differentdestinations and they were all in quar-antine centres.The Haflong market was closed downimmediately after detection of the posi-tive cases and the Haflong Hotel, thedesignated quarantine centre locatednear the Haflong market was sanitizedby Haflong Municipal Board.One tests positive in Tinsukia dist
After his test results cameout as COVID-19 positive,he was shifted to AMC&H,Dibrugarh on Friday night.He had reportedly moved toChennai in October, 2019.Niluram Sarma, ExecutiveMagistrate in-charge of thequarantine centre at Madhar-ia Bhawan informed that allpassengers who had travelledwith Dohutia have been quar-antined along with other oc-cupants numbering 35 and theentire Bhawan has been san-itized. Though the Bhawanhas a capacity of 54, furtherentry to the Bhawan hasbeen banned, stated Sarma.

Meanwhile, as per the re-port received from the Tin-sukia Deputy Commission-er’s office, a total number of1254 persons of the districtreached Tinsukia by Rajdha-ni Express and the ShramikExpress till 12 o’clock onSaturday. Out of these 1254people, swabs of 860 per-sons have already been tak-en and sent for test. Out ofthese 860 persons, the re-sults of 596 persons havebeen received so far. Exceptfor one, all the other 595persons tested negative.The results of 264 personsare still pending.

Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal visiting a quarantine centre at Jonai in Dhemaji district, on

Saturday.– UB Photos

CM appeals for collectiveefforts to fight COVID-19

masks and maintaining physical distancing asadvised by the medical authority.“Every citizen should work with utmost re-sponsibility in this situation and help the gov-ernment to fight against COVID-19. There isno other option to contain the virus other thanfollowing preventive measures,” Sonowal said,while exuding his hope that local people arecapable to win the battle against the virus.Sonowal also requested the citizens to car-ry on with their agricultural and other incomegeneration activities amid the unfavourablesituation while following the safety rules. Heappreciated the untiring efforts of the front-line workers, including medical staffs and po-lice, for containment of the virus.Sonowal thanked mediapersons for theiractive role in highlighting and focusing COV-ID-19 situation.The Chief Minister earlier visited quaran-tine centres set up at Murkongselek and Si-menchapori Colleges in Jonai subdivision.Bodoland varsity assisting govt in fight against COVID-19
SIVASISH THAKUR

GUWAHATI, May 23: The Dept ofBiotechnology (Govt of India)-sponsoredTechnology Incubation Centre, BodolandUniversity, Kokrajhar, has assisted thegovernment authorities and the commonmasses in their resistance to the Covid-19 contagion through large-scaleproduction of low-cost face masks, handsanitizers, portable sterilization kits, etc.The interventions came particularlyhandy for the frontline soldiers includingmedical staff, cleaners, police, army, etc.,during the initial phase of the lockdownwhich witnessed a paucity of suchmaterials.In addition, it came up with a holistic

solution to do away with the lockdown-induced constraints afflicting local agroproducers and consumers and facilitatingonline door-to-door delivery of products toconsumers.“We identified major agro producingvillages such as Bhowraguri, Maktaigaon,Basbari, Khantalguri  Joima, Salakati,Bandarchara and Nayarchora. Thefarmers were constrained to dispose oftheir mature produce while on the otherhand, people were finding it very hard toarrange for fresh and hygienic vegetablesat reasonable prices. Our Axombazar.comprovides door-to-door delivery of freshvegetables after pooling the produce ofthe rural farmers. The citizens can placethe order of the perishable products

online with cash-on-delivery basis,” ProfSandeep Das, Head of the Dept ofBiotechnology, Bodoland University, toldThe Assam Tribune.The service model is popularly knownas F2C (farmer to consumer) model.Prof Das said that the department aspart of its efforts to combat the conta-gion collaborated with the Kokrajhardistrict administration and police.“The unprecedented situation triggereda huge demand for masks, sanitizers andPPEs. From the common man to those atthe forefront of the Covid-19 battle, masksand sanitizers were an urgent need. Ourlaboratory initiated the production of low-cost membrane face mask, hand sanitizers,portable two-in-one physical-cum-chemical

sterilization boxes, webpage for onlineshopping and LED/LASER-assistedunmanned sanitization tunnel,” he added.Around 1,400 handmade face maskshave been made and distributed whileabout 900 litres of hand sanitizers (5,350bottles of different volumes) have beendistributed.“We have made a two-in-onesanitization box, with 20 more underprogress as is one LED/LASER-assistedunmanned sanitization tunnel,” he added.The hand sanitizers developed by thevarsity are in two formulations – onebased exclusively on WHO directivewhile the other based on WHOdirective and supplemented with herbalcomponents.

In yet another innovation, the varsityhas developed Cordycep capsules from asuper mushroom well known for itsimmune-modulating effect, anti-aging,anti-viral as well as energy booster effect.“These virtues are experimentally wellestablished. The Cordycep mushroomvariety is very expensive at Rs. 8 lakh perkg dry weight but our TechnologyIncubation Centre has been cultivating thismushroom in laboratory conditions since2017 and is a pioneer in the field,” he said.Prof Das added that during the ongoingcrisis, their team had been able to provideCordycep powder for the frontline soldiersstaffs. “It is also being distributed freeamong civilians and its capsulation processis in progress,” he said.

Lakhimpur regional students’ union staging a protest against the government’s decision to allow coal mining inside Dehing Patkai

Wildlife Sanctuary, on Saturday. – UB Photos

Jorhat girl tests positive
on May 19 morning by train,tested positive for COVID-19pandemic.The mother and daughterwere kept under quarantinein a hotel, Korati stated.The Deputy Commission-er said that the girl was shift-ed to JMCH along with hermother, whose test resultwas still awaited. Korati saidthat the family went to Patnafor treatment of Kiran’smother.

It may be mentioned herethat the total number of pos-itive people detected inJorhat till date is 11.Meanwhile, since May 6till Saturday, altogether 3,325persons have arrived fromoutside the State, includingthe 11 positive, after gettingscreened at the zonal screen-ing centre of Jorhat on theoutskirts of Kakodunga here,the Jorhat Deputy Commis-sioner informed.65-yr-old woman, minor girltest positive in Cachar dist
es, one patient is aged around 65 years whilethe other patient is a seven-year-old minor girl.According to Suman Choudhury, DistrictMedia Expert NHM, the elderly woman,known to be from Tarapur Sibbari Road areacame to SMCH with liver complications andunderwent swab sample test as a precaution-ary measure following which she was foundto be COVID-19 positive. The other patient,a minor girl from Kashipur area on the out-skirts of the town, was already in a quaran-tine centre premises having travel history ofreturning from Telengana. The mother of thegirl has given consent to accompany the child.One from Hailakandi tests positive

daya Vidyalaya (JNV) atMonacherra immediately afterhis arrival together with 118other train passengers fromHyderabad on Wednesday, wasconfirmed COVID-19 positiveby Silchar Medical College andHospital on Friday.Joint Director, HealthServices, Dr Ramesh Chan-dra Dwivedy while confirm-ing the case said the 19-year-old youth has been shifted to

Silchar Medical College andHospital for better medicalcare and treatment on Fri-day evening. Quarantine in-charge of JNV, Monacherra,Inspector of Schools, RajivKumar Jha, informed thatMazumder was quarantinedalong with 166 other inmatesat the centre. On being test-ed positive, he was shifted toSMCH by health personnel,Jha said.

Pathetic condition of Barangabari village road, at Gohpur as seen on Saturday. – UB Photos
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BERLIN, May 23: Hosts

Hertha claimed the Berlin der-

by bragging rights over Union

with a convincing 4-0 victory in

their almost empty 74,000-ca-

pacity Olympic Stadium.

Hertha moved up to 10th

place after the opening match

of the second round of games

since the Bundesliga restart-

ed last week under strict coro-

navirus measures thanks to

second-half goals from Vedad

Ibisevic, Dodi Lukebakio,

Matheus Cunha and Dedryck

Boyata.

“It would have been fantas-

tic if we could have played a

game like that in front of 75,000

spectators. But I hope that the

fans at least had fun in front of

their TVs,” said Hertha coach

Bruno Labbadia.

Labbadia started Czech Re-

public midfielder Vladimir

Darida in the only change

from last Saturday’s win at

Hoffenheim in his first home

match in charge.

Union’s Urs Fischer, who

guided the east Berlin outfit to

the top-flight for the first time

this season, brought in four

Hertha hammer Union at
empty Olympic Stadium

fresh faces to his starting line-

up after Sunday’s loss to cham-

pions Bayern Munich.

A minute silence was held

before kick-off at the eerily qui-

et ground in the German capi-

tal in remembrance of all vic-

tims of COVID-19.

The best chance of the

opening 20 minutes, which

were dominated by Labba-

dia’s men, fell to winger

Lukebakio but the DR Con-

go international’s effort was

saved by Rafal Gikiewicz.

Labbadia’s side continued

their dominance into the sec-

ond half. Lukebakio was

stopped two minutes into sec-

ond half again by Gikiewicz

before captain Ibisevic head-

ed home a powerful opener.

Just 70 seconds later Hertha

doubled their lead as Bosnia-

Herzegovina forward Ibisevic

fed Lukebakio who got the bet-

ter of Gikiewicz with a side-

footed effort.

Hertha added a third on

the hour mark as Brazilian

playmaker Matheus Cunha

scored his fourth goal of the

season.

Centre-back Boyata

claimed a fourth with 13 min-

utes to play. – AFP

Hertha Berlin’s Vedad Ibisevic (3rd L in white and blue jersey) scores his team’s opening goal
during the Bundesliga match against Union Berlin at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin.

MELBOURNE, May 23:

The legendary Shane Warne

believes Cricket Australia

should force the states to pick

a spinner in every first class

game to improve the quality

of spin bowling in the country

which is currently “going

downhill fast” due to the in-

crease in drop-in wickets.

“A spinner should play eve-

ry single game, no matter

what the conditions are like,

so that particular spinners can

learn how to bowl on day one

or day four. At the moment,

they (states) only pick them

when the conditions suit,”

Warne was quoted as saying

by The West Australian.

“How are they going to

learn if you don’t allow them

to play state cricket? There

has to be a responsibility on

the states to pick one spe-

cialist spinner in every game.

And if they don’t, well may-

be Cricket Australia has to

step in. Otherwise spin bowl-

ing will go downhill, and is

going downhill fast.”

Warne, one of the greatest

leg-spinners the game has

produced, said there is a

dearth of quality spinner who

can fill in the shoes of Nathan

Lyon and urged CA to ensure

‘Australia’s spin bowling
going downhill fast’

that states include a spinner in

every Sheffield Shield game.

“Nathan Lyon is one of the

best spinners in the world,

and we’re so lucky to have a

great spinner in Lyon. If

something happened to him,

we’ve got a spinner with

very little first class experi-

ence that could be up against

some of the best players in

the world of spin,” he said

during the launch of Advanced

Hair Studio’s new website.

“We have some good spin-

ners in Australia, but they’re

not getting the opportuni-

ties. Cricket Australia should

maybe put some pressure on

the states and say, ‘You have

to pick one specialist spinner

in your team every time.’”

The 50-year-old believes

increase in drop-in pitches is

making the conditions almost

similar, thus affecting the

growth of a spinner.

“Once upon a time, every

state had completely differ-

ent conditions. Now, there’s

a lot of drop-in pitches – Ad-

elaide, Melbourne, Perth is

now a drop-in pitch in the

new stadium. We’ve got to

be careful it’s not too much

the same,” said the spin

great. – PTI

Euro 2020 kicks off
without footballers

PARIS, May 23: Euro 2020 may have been swept from the
calendar due to coronavirus, but UEFA’s video-game eTour-
nament version kicks off on Saturday regardless.

Instead of Kylian Mbappe, Harry Kane or Cristiano Ronal-
do racing around the pitch, gamers will slug it out, contest-
ing the first ever eEuro from their armchairs.

“The weight of the whole thing is on our shoulders,” said
21-year-old Frenchman Lotfi Derradji, who comes from the
Paris suburbs but ‘plays’ for Monaco where he was crowned
French champion in 2018.

“We will represent France not on the pitch but on the
console, we’re getting huge amounts of support,” said Derr-
adji’s international and club team-mate, Walid Rachid Te-
bane, who won the individual European title in June 2019.

“We are disappointed that the Euros have been postponed
but at the same time it switches more attention on to us,”
added Derradji, who has been playing with international French
striker – and gaming enthusiast – Antoine Griezmann.

These two bespectacled eSports professionals earn 2,000-
6,000 euros a month, but can boost that with the 40,000
euros up for grabs this weekend and its commercial tie-ins.

Using a Playstation console, the group matches are a sin-
gle two-versus-two contest.

Matches in the knockout stages will be best of three con-
tests and a mixture of one-versus-one and two-versus-two.
The final will be best of five.

“A Kylian Mbappe will always be more fluid to play with
than a Mitroglou but in the game he isn’t better than him,”
explains Derradji, referring to Kostas Mitroglou a Greek strik-
er who is on Marseille’s books. – AFP

MELBOURNE, May 23:

Australia’s premier fast Pat

Cummins is well aware of

Cheteshwar Pujara’s capabil-

ities, insisting that they will

need to “take their medi-

cine” to outlast the Indian

middle-order mainstay in the

home series this summer.

Pujara’s exploits with the

bat in India’s series win in

2018-19 is still fresh in Cum-

mins’ mind and he would like

to avoid a repeat of the same

in the upcoming tour.

Pujara was the star of In-

dia’s breakthrough 2-1 series

win over Australia, amassing

521 runs from four Tests at

an average of 74.42 with three

centuries and one fifty.

“He (Pujara) had a mam-

moth series for them (in

2018-19). He’s one of those

Need to find a way to outlast
Pujara: Cummins

players who will take his

time, he’s in his own little

bubble and he doesn’t get dis-

turbed by too much,” Cum-

mins told cricket.com.au.

“We’ve got to find a way

to outlast him if he bats the

way he did last time. There

wasn’t too much in the pitch

so you couldn’t manufacture

anything. So I think (we

need to) take our medicine

a bit more and try and out-

last him.”

Cummins hopes the con-

ditions this time would be in

Australia’s favour, saying

they would need to get the

likes of Pujara out of his com-

fort zone to stop India.

“But we’ll wait and see.

Hopefully the wickets are a

bit bouncier (and) we’ve got

a few more options,” he

added.

The 27-year-old believes

that he has evolved as a bowl-

er from the 2018-19 tour.

“I think each Test I play, I

learn a little bit about my own

bowling. I’ve probably played

10 or 15 Tests since that se-

ries and I feel like with each

series I get a little bit bet-

ter,” he said. – PTI

Mexican season cancelled
MEXICO CITY, May 23: Mexico’s top flight Liga MX can-

celled its Clausura campaign with no title winner in a bid to

protect the football community in the country.

Mexico has two championships per year, the Apertura and

the Clausura, and the latter was halted by coronavirus in March

with 10 of the 17 rounds of matches completed.

At a general meeting Liga MX decided to end the term “to

make sure nobody in the football family, players, coaches,

directors, referees, fans or media, get hurt”.

No start date for the next Apertura has been decided.

“Guidelines from the Ministry of Health will establish the

date,” a statement said.

The move comes a day after attempts to restart the league

were hampered when eight Santos Laguna players tested

positive for coronavirus. – AFP

Pochettino wants PL return
LONDON, May 23: Mauricio Pochettino says returning to

the Premier League is his “priority”, stating he is eager to

manage again six months after being sacked by Tottenham.

The 48-year-old transformed Spurs’ fortunes during his five-

and-a-half-year reign but failed to win a trophy and was sacked less

than a year after leading them to the Champions League final.

The Argentine has now ended his six-month “gardening

leave”, meaning he is free to join another club.

He has been heavily linked with Newcastle if their pro-

posed Saudi Arabia-backed takeover goes through, while spec-

ulation over the Manchester United job has never gone away.

“After six months, our tanks are completely full,” Pochetti-

no told various British media outlets.

“I have tried with my coaching staff to review everything

that we did in the last seven years (including Southampton)

because we never had a break until now.”

Pochettino, who still lives in London, said he “loved” Eng-

land and the Premier League.

“I am not going to change (my feelings) now because I am

not involved in the Premier League,” he said.

“Because I am no longer the Tottenham manager, I am not

going to change my vision.” – AFP

Ivanka praises
Indian girl who
cycled 1200km
WASHINGTON, May 23:

US President Donald

Trump’s daughter and senior

White House adviser Ivanka

Trump has praised 15-year-

old Jyoti Kumari, who cycled

down 1200km carrying her

ailing father during the nation-

wide lockdown in India, term-

ing her act as a “beautiful feat

of endurance and love”.

Stuck in Gurugram in Har-

yana due to the COVID-19-

induced travel restrictions

and lockdown, a tenacious

Jyoti asked her father to sit

on the rear side carrier of her

cycle and took him to his na-

tive place in Bihar. Impressed

with the doggedness with which

Kumari pedalled her way to

Bihar from Gurugram, the Cy-

cling Federation of India (CFI)

will invite Kumari to appear for

a trial next month. – PTI

Originating from Japan,

‘su do ku’ is a mind game

and a puzzle that can be

solved with proper

reasoning and logic. Fill

the grid with digits in such

a manner that every row,

every column and every

3 x 3 box accommodates

the digits 1 to 9 without

repeating any.

Solution of last problem

SU DO KU
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Cricket coach killed
in road mishap

GUWAHATI, May 23:

F o r m e r

State-level

cricketer and

a coach under

the Assam

Cricket Asso-

c i a t i o n

(ACA), Utpal

Kalita died on the spot in a road

accident yesterday.

Kalita (36), was on his way

to his Bapuji Nagar residence

in Goalpara from here and met

with the accident at Balbala near

Goalpara. He was a member

of the coaching staff of the ACA

Academy.

On behalf of the ACA, pres-

ident Romen Dutta and secre-

tary Devajit Saikia condoled the

untimely demise of the prom-

ising coach.

He leaves behind his moth-

er and a brother.

‘IPL helped English
cricket grow’

LONDON, May 23: The In-
dian Premier League (IPL) has
helped English cricket grow,
feels batsman Jos Buttler, ad-
mitting that the cash-rich T20
tournament is the best in the
world after the ICC World
Cups. Butler said he was des-
perate to be a part of this year’s
IPL, which now has been in-
definitely suspended owing to
the COVID-19 pandemic.

The World Cup-winning
England wicketkeeper bats-
man, has been a part of two fran-
chises in the IPL. After playing
for Mumbai Indians in the 2016-
17 season, Buttler moved to
Rajasthan Royals in 2018. – PTI

Pujara



PRANTICK MAZUMDAR meets 
upcoming singer Sarodee Borah.

WOMEN PLUS

BRIG. R. BARTHAKUR recalls 
an unusual lockdown.
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MY SPACE IN BLACK AND WHITE

JAHNAVI BARUA takes a drive 
back in time.

I
f we look at today�s world, we 
have NGOs, environmental ac-
tivists, pressure groups who carry 
out agitations, and mass protest 
movements. Some of the most 

eminent movements include the issue 
related to Rain Forest Conservation, 
which was spearheaded by Nature�s 

activist group; the conservation work 
that it had carried out had played a 
pivotal role in influencing the govern-
ment to declare Chakrashila as a Wildlife 
Sanctuary. This environmental group 
also advocated to recognise areas to be 
converted into reserved forests such as 
the Joypur Reserved Forest, the Upper 
Dehing Reserved Forest and the Dirak 
Reserved Forest. It has further gone on 
to request that the aforementioned re-
served forests be brought together and 
converted into the �Joydhing Wildlife 
Sanctuary�. 

The conservators of this particular 
movement have realised that the rain-
forests of the Brahmaputra Valley are 
home to a wide variety of flora and 
fauna and they are also home to the 
Hoolock Gibbon (the only ape species 
found in the world), the Assamese Ma-
caque, the Slow Loris, etc. Apart from 
that, the proposed Joydhing Wildlife 
Sanctuary also acts as an elephant cor-
ridor for Asiatic elephants who move to 
and fro between Assam and Arunachal 
Pradesh, and if such entitlement is not 
awarded, then this rich biodiversity 

Eid in the time 
of COVID-19 This Eid will be unlike any 

other in recent history. 

Nevertheless, it will leave a 

mark in our memory, writes 

NASREEN HABIB. 

Development at the cost of 

Nature is lamentable, writes 

PRAKREETISH SARMA.

F
ang Fang, one of contemporary China�s most celebrated 
writers, has been in the news since the time the central 
Chinese city of Wuhan, with millions of people, was put under 
lockdown due to the coronavirus outbreak. The world was 
in a deep slumber then. When it finally woke up, humanity�s 

survival itself was at stake. That is another story. This is Fang Fang�s 
story, rather �Fang Fang Diary�. When on January 25, 2020, the day 
Wuhan started its 76-day lockdown, she first logged on to her Sina 
Weibo account to write her initial diary entry, she never imagined that 
there would be 59 more entries to follow; nor could she have ever 
imagined that tens of millions of readers would be staying up late each 
night just waiting to read her next instalment. According to an article 
in The Guardian on April 10, 2020, �On Weibo, �Fang Fang Diary� 
has had 380 million views, 94,000 discussions, and 8,210 original 
posts, peaking last week.�

The diary was initially released in daily instalments that were up-
loaded to various Chinese social media platforms and microblogging 
sites like Weibo and WeChat. Fang Fang�s dispatches were blasted out 
each night, offering real-time responses to and reflections on events 
and news reports that had transpired just hours earlier. As the outbreak 
in Wuhan spread and began to attract more attention, both within 
China and globally, Fang Fang�s readership began to grow. More and 
more Chinese readers from around the world found their way to Fang 
Fang�s postings, which provided a platform to understand what was 
happening on the ground in Wuhan. 

HarperCollins has now published the writings, titled Wuhan Diary: 
Dispatches from a Quarantined City, as an ebook on May 15 with the 
audio to follow on May 26 next. HarperNonFiction acquired the U.K. 
and Commonwealth rights, the translator is Michael Berry, a Professor 
of Contemporary Chinese Cultural Studies and Director of the Centre 
for Chinese Studies at the University of California, Los Angeles.

At the height of the diary�s popularity, many of her posts were get-
ting between three and ten million hits in just the span of two or three 
days; those message boards emerged as a virtual biosphere of vibrant 

argue, and often cry.
�So many people have told me that they could only finally get to 

sleep after reading my entry for the day. I also never imagined that 
this collection of diary entries would be collected in book form and 
published overseas so quickly. Just as I completed my final, and the 
60th, instalment of the diary on March 24, 2020, the (Chinese) 
Government, coincidentally, announced that on April 8, 2020, the city 
of Wuhan would reopen. Wuhan was under lockdown for a total of 76 
days,� Fang Fang writes.

The 65-year-old author, who spent most of her childhood in Wuhan, 
has witnessed many of the political movements of Mao�s China, from 
the Great Leap Forward to the Cultural Revolution. A distinguished 

literary figure whose 
novels, novellas, short 
stories and essays have 
appeared in nearly 100 
different editions, she 
has been the recipient 
of numerous honours, 
including the Lu Xun 
Literary Prize and the 
Chinese Literature and 
Communications Prize 
for Outstanding Writer.

What is more aston-
ishing is Fang Fang�s 
daredevilry in question-
ing the very Chinese 
authorities, infamous 
for their secretive and 
authoritarian regime, 
holding them account-
able for many omis-
sions and commissions 
during the course of 
the contagion.The 
author also recounts 
stories of all the 

vicious and vile online attacks that had been waged against her by vari-
ous ultra-leftist groups. It will be hard for any reader of Wuhan Diary to 
imagine being quarantined in one�s beloved city that had become the 
epicentre of a global pandemic outbreak, being trapped in one�s home 
where one of the few lifelines you have to the outside world is your 
computer, and knowing that every time you turn it on you receive liter-
ally thousands of threats and attacks. Even Prof. Berry, who translated 
5000 words in ten hours a day for seven days a week, got a taste of 
this. He writes, �On April 8, I checked my Weibo account to find more 
than 600 messages and comments filled with hateful comments and 
threats against my family and me.�

Fang Fang is upright: �I would like to give special thanks to those 
ultra-leftists who attack me every day. If not for their egging me on, a 
lazy person like me would have probably stopped writing a long time 
ago� Without them, how many people would have even read this 
record? Their attacks have gotten everyone to pay attention.�

As Wuhan Diary 
like that one bit. Aligned with the trolls, there were dozens of perfectly 
timed articles alleging everything from the book being part of a CIA 
plot to attack China to various other conspiracy theories and allega-
tions that Fang Fang was �selling out� to the Americans. She is now 
getting threats of life and even her home address has been leaked 
online.

�The whole thing seemed something like a dream; it was as if the 
hand of God had been silently arranging everything from behind the 
scenes,� the author surmises. 

Chinese author Fang Fang’s Wuhan 
Diary could be a key piece to 
solving the pandemic puzzle.

Failing our forests

UP CLOSE

Partha Pratim Hazarika

 partha.hazarika@assamtribune.com

From 
within 
lockdown

could well disappear in the very near 
future due to a variety of reasons like 
economic activities, encroachment, etc.

On June 13, 2004, the aforesaid 
area was declared as the Dehing Patkai 
Wildlife Sanctuary, but the present situ-
ation in this sanctuary is rather bleak. 
Recently, a lot of unrest has been trig-
gered off and the issue has again come 
to a �boil� as the Assam Environmental 
NGO Forum (AENF) has expressed 
concern over the green signal given by 
the Standing Committee of the National 
Board of Wildlife. Via a virtual meeting, 
it has allowed the extraction of coal 
from the Dehing Patkai Wildlife Sanctu-

ary in eastern Assam. AENF has raised 
serious concerns over this decision as 
it is extremely important to conserve 
the area with its rich biodiversity. They 
have also raised concerns over the fact 
that some areas in the forest fall under 
the �Elephant Reserve� and hence, they 
have pleaded that an alternative source 
for coal extraction be used instead of 
these sensitive areas. 

In order to revive the economy from 
the stagnation inflicted by corona, 
the government has planned to allow 
�commercial mining� in the coal sector, 
along with a plethora of other reform 
measures. We do need to revive the 

economy, but should it be at the cost 
of causing harm to the environment, 
and affecting the biodiversity of Dehing-
Patkai? Last year, the Ministry of Coal 
had issued a statement that it was going 
to establish a Sustainable Development 
Cell (SDC) to aid �environmentally sus-
tainable coal mining in the country�, 
basically to carry out various tasks such 
as planning, and monitoring, so as to 
mitigate the adverse effects of mining 
on the environment. The SDC will help 
coal companies in following environ-
mental mandates. Basically, it would 
try to cater to such needs as to uphold 
the interest of the environment. So, in 
this case too, the authorities should take 
stock of the situation and implement an 
ad hoc expert committee, or an SDC, 
to deal with the issue of coal mining in 
the Dehing Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary. 

The idea is to strike a balance, more-
over, we should not forget our roots. Even 
during the ancient times, different reli-
gions mooted the idea of environmental 
protection and they were codified in the 
form of religious texts, books, etc. The 
word Paryavaranam is a Sanskrit word 
for environment that was prevalent in 
ancient India. Moreover the Vedas have 
also put forward ideas of environmental 
protection and conservation of natural 
resources. Even the hymns of the Rig 
Veda point towards the very fact that 
�Environment is the source of life� and it 
provides us everything for our well-being 
and sustenance.  

R
amzan is the most social of 
all months, when houses 
overflow with relatives, 
neighbours and friends. Most 
of it has to do with the iftaar 

a couple of dates, a small serving of 
fruit, fried Bengal gram with a smat-
tering of coriander or maan dhaniya 
or a kaji nemu leaf for added effect, 
pokoris, yakhni pulao or khichdi and 
at the last iftaar before Eid, parathas 
with korma, a curd-based meat gravy, 
is a welcome addition. 

Eid-ul-Fitr, which marks the end 
of a month of fasting, is also over-
whelmingly about food. �Eid for me 
is mutton! I miss being in Delhi on 
Eid, when my two closest friends 
would cook up a storm,� says Bhaskar 
Hazarika, maker of films like Aamis 
and Kothanodi. He is presently at his 
Dergaon home with restrictions on 
flying still in place. For most of us, 
growing up, Eid meant the one day 
you got to dress up and roam around, 
sampling Eid delicacies at a cousin�s 
or a neighbour�s house, knowing the 
elders wouldn�t mind. Pockets would 
jingle with shiny coins that kind rela-
tives would fold into your palms, and 
you would shyly but eagerly, accept. 

Sabreena Hussain, a Masters 
student of Economics at the Univer-
sity of Copenhagen, concurs: �Eid to 
me has always just been about two 
things: amazing food and great com-
pany. Even when I didn�t have fam-
ily around, I always had my closest 

friends over. But, this year, it might 
just be mediocre food with mediocre 
company, i.e., myself!� Her only 
solace would be the Skype calls to 
her sister in Coventry in the U.K. and 
her mother in Guwahati. Nature, too, 

around nine in the night in Copenha-
gen and the days are moderate and 
sunlit, affording more time for serious 
study and long walks. 

For Hasina Kharbhih, founder of 
Impulse NGO Network, Eid is more 
about cooking, out of her lattice-cur-
tained, spotless kitchen, so charac-
teristic of a Shillong home, �I cook 
chicken korma, yakhni pulao and I 
normally make a lot of Hyderabadi 
mutton biryani, slow cooked over a 
wood fire. I also make kebabs, mostly 
seekh, as my nieces and nephews 
prefer smoked meat. I have also cut 
down on my ghee as the younger lot 
are so health-conscious nowadays.� 
Her Eid gatherings are legendary 
in Shillong but Hasina differs, �Pa 
was actually the better cook. When 
he left East Pakistan to settle down 
here permanently, he also brought 
with him the flavours of East Bengali 
cooking. My favourite Eid memory 
is both Mei (mother in Khasi) and 
him cooking their different dishes as 
friends and family gathered near the 
fireplace.� There will be no sump-
tuous meals this time and Hasina 
will miss sending over a platter to 
the local masjid, now closed due to 
COVID-19.  

Like everything else, Eid, too, will 
be different this year. As Spring mel-
lows into summer, the dusty roads are 
choc-a-bloc with people and vehicles, 
but most are out on errands or going 
to work. The carefree spirit of human 
life has been shackled by chalk circles 
on the ground. A pandemic is raging 
through the State. For the first time 
in more than a 1,000 years, mosques 
across Turkey, including the exquisite 
Blue mosque, has been closed for 
prayers. In Assam, too, the azaan 
(call to prayer) reminds the faithful to 
pray, but within the safe confines of 
their homes. Starched white kurtas 
on rows of bowed bodies, offering 
sajdah, a classic photo opportunity 
for Eid every year, will be missing 
from the newspapers this year. The 
Eid mehfils would be missing, too. I, 
specially, remember the Eid mehfils 
in JNU, a regular part of my student 
days in Delhi. One of my brothers, 
who lived on campus, took me to 
one and I was fascinated. AISA, 
SFI and even ABVP students would 
congregate together to celebrate the 
occasion. I don�t remember the food 
much, but the spirit of the celebra-
tion lingered on. 

Most towns and villages see an as-
sortment of makeshift stalls come up 
on the eve of Eid, where everything 
from brightly-coloured plastic toys to 
fabrics dotted with jewelled stones, 
embroidered prayer caps in black and 
white to something as utilitarian as 
safety pins and torches are displayed, 

under harsh, blinding lights. Hashtags 
like #SayNoToEidShopping have 
gained popularity on social media in 
view of the pandemic. The need for 
austerity is apparent, as also the need 
to maintain physical distancing. �It 
is essential that we wear masks and 
maintain physical distancing. But the 
rural economy is suffering, we need 
to give it a boost and support small 
traders and local artisans. Instead of 
Amazon, opt for the neighbourhood 
dorzi this time to stitch you a kurta 
for Eid,� suggests Anjuman Ara Be-
gum, a researcher and social activist, 
from Garo Hills in Meghalaya. 

An essential, but lesser-known Eid 
tradition involves the ritual of visit-
ing graves of loved ones after early 
morning Eid prayers, to pay respects 
to the dead. As death becomes a daily 
affair, there will be no visits to the 
kabristan this time, but it is a good 
reminder that death is only a pass-
ing over, it is the living that requires 
effort. In the spirit of this festival, 
which involves parting with 2.5 per 
cent of your money saved in a year to 
help those who may need it, and the 
distribution of staple food so as to be 
able to celebrate Eid, I hope, we can, 
all contribute. Syed Abdul Samad, a 
deputy commandant with the 5th In-
dian Reserve Battalion in Imphal East, 
also suggests throwing in a special Eid 
prayer for those at the frontline: the 
healthcare workers and the police. 

nasreenhabib@gmail.com
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BEAUTY

Zarin Saleh Hussain

 zarinsalehhussain.2018@gmail.com
Taking care
Learn some tips and tricks about make-

up, waxing, blackheads and more.

People Speak
Sunday Reading invites all readers to 

speak out on vital issues that touch their 

lives. Our next topic is – “Does India care 

for its poor?” Send in your response, 

not exceeding 100 words, enclosing 

your name, address and passport-size 

coloured photograph – latest by June 

1, 2020, addressed to: People Speak, 

Sunday Reading, The Assam Tribune, 

Chandmari, Guwahati-781003 or e-mail us 

at sundayreading@assamtribune.com

How to 
downsize your 
household 
budget?

“

”

I
n her book All Your Worth: The Ultimate Lifetime Money 
Plan, co-author Elizabeth Warren, the United States' Senator, 

spending into needs, wants and savings to 50 per cent, 30 per 
cent and 20 per cent, respectively. While we cannot compromise 
on the basic needs of food, clothing or shelter, we can undoubtedly 
cut down on personal luxury items or lavish foods. Switching to 

solar energy, using both sides of a paper to write on or 
print, accessing public transportation, gardening easy-
to-grow fruits and vegetables, reduction or elimination 
of consumable habits such as smoking or drinking, etc., 
can not only downsize our household budgets, but also 

help build a greener planet. 
Gaurav Gautam Saha,

M.G. Road, Nagaon. 

W
e will have to adhere to a strict plan and be selective while 
purchasing household items, and focus on reducing, reusing 

and saving. We must plan our household budgets only to meet our 
requirements and not overspend on things we want, 
rather than need. Proper utilisation of resources can 
help us face any sort of economic crisis but for that, we 
will have to restrict ourselves from wasting. Moreover, 
we can curtail our expenses by switching to homemade 

products and make maximum use of the ones we 
already have. 
Parbita Borah,

Chabua.

E
conomic devastation, post-pandemic, would be a colossal one and 
would affect all households globally. Therefore, regulating expenses 

is of paramount importance now. One should tabulate household 
items into essential and non-essential categories and spend 
accordingly. Superfluous trips to the supermarket should 
be avoided. Another priority would be saving oneself 
from the vicious cycle of debt, by modifying our spending 
habits and leading a simple, frugal life. Further, obtaining 

some capital by auctioning unused articles online would 
be a good idea, if the situation permits. 
Rupankana Sarma,

Beltola, Guwahati.

O
ne thing that COVID-19 has taught us is the necessity of 
downsizing our household budgets. A few adjustments and 

tweaks to our lifestyle in view of the current pandemic is the need 
of the hour. Grow your own vegetables and herbs in a kitchen 
garden. We can convert wasteland around our houses into kitchen 

gardens or we can grow plants in pots, depending upon 
the availability of space.

Exercise regularly and avoid junk food; eat 
homemade food to stay healthy and thereby, reduce 
the spending on medication. To reduce electricity bills, 

always switch off lights, fans, etc., after use. Avoid 
the use of personal vehicles to go to nearby places.
Jyoti P. Kanoi, FCA,

Dibrugarh.

T
he outbreak of the coronavirus does not only impact people�s 
health, it is also impacting their finances. Knowing how to bud-

get well during this COVID-19 season becomes essential. 
Here are some steps you can take right now to manage your bud-
get wisely while awaiting a return to something like normalcy.

 Start with your income and assets. There are two sides to budget-
ing: what you spend and what you earn. If your income has already 
taken a hit because of the coronavirus, you simply can�t continue to 
budget your money the same way. The first step in budgeting is figur-

cut or a job loss or layoff has affected your household. This can give 
you an idea of how deeply you�ll need to cut your budget. Next, look 
at what you have in your savings that you might be able to tap into. 

 Categorise your budget expenses. Make a detailed list of 
your �must have expenses�. This includes everything you have 
to spend money on each month to maintain a basic standard of 
living, such as: housing, utilities, food and above all, education 
for the children. Make a second list of �need to� and �have to� 
variable expenses, such as clothing, hobbies and entertainment, 

personal care or self-care, recreation, etc. 
 Spend strategically to save money. While cut-

ting expenses help, it is likely that you won�t be 
able to stop spending completely. But there are 

some ways that you can save money as you 
spend by using cash back apps.

Dr. Swabera Islam,

Academician and economist.

Sharmin Pasha is a food writer currently based in Dubai, UAE, where she teaches privately-

organised cooking lessons on different techniques of cooking. She also hosts an informative 

page featuring Assamese recipes on Facebook, which was created to showcase the culinary 

treasures of Assam to the world and to preserve ethnic recipes for generations to come.

Method:

Marinate the chicken in half a cup of yoghurt for 

an hour. Soak the cashew nuts in a quarter cup of 

warm water for half an hour. Grind the cashew nuts 

to a smooth paste.

In a small saucepan, heat the milk until warm. Mix 

in the saffron and set aside.

Heat the ghee in a large pot, over medium heat. 

Add the cinnamon, the green cardamom, the cloves, 

the peppercorns and the bay leaf, and fry briefly. Add 

the sliced onions and fry, until golden brown. Stir in 

the onion paste, the ginger paste and the garlic, and 

fry until aromatic. Lower heat and mix in the coriander 

powder. Stir in the chicken and salt and cook until 

opaque. Pour in the cashew paste and the raisins 

and mix well. Now pour in the saffron milk. Lower the 

heat and cover with a tight-fitting lid and cook, over 

low heat, until the chicken is tender. Stir in the pure 

ghee and remove from heat.  Add the red chillies and 

remove to a serving dish. 

Serve hot with bread or rice.

(Note: Do not add water, while reheating or cooking. 

If required, add some milk.)

Method:

Wash and soak the rice in cold water for 30 minutes. 

Put the chicken, the green cardamoms, one piece of 

cinnamon, the cloves, the peppercorns, the bay leaves 

and salt into a large pot and cover with five cups of 

water. Bring to a boil and skim off any scum that has 

formed. Simmer until reduced to four cups. Drain the 

cooked chicken, saving the stock.

Heat the ghee in a deep pan over medium heat. Add 

the remaining piece of cinnamon, the black cardamom, 

the shahi cumin seeds and the cumin seeds, and sauté 

briefly. Stir in the onions and fry, until golden. Next, add 

the ginger paste, the garlic paste and sauté until aromatic. 

Add the chicken and the potatoes and fry, until browned 

on all sides. Pour in the chicken stock and the mint leaves 

and bring to a rolling boil. Drain the rice in a sieve, and 

add the rice to the pan. Cover and simmer, until the 

water has been absorbed and the rice is cooked through.

Fluff up the rice and transfer to a serving dish. 

Serve hot. 

CULINARY corner

Sharmin Pasha

Mint and 
chicken pulao

Ingredients:

Chicken ............................................1kg

Yoghurt .........................................½ cup

Cashew nuts ......................................15

Milk ................................................1 cup

Saffron threads   .............................1 tsp

Ghee ............................................¼ cup

Cinnamon stick .....................................1

Green cardamoms ...............................4

Bay leaf ................................................1

Cloves ..................................................5

Peppercorns ...................................1 tsp

Onion (finely sliced) ..............................1

Garlic paste ..................................1 tbsp

Ginger paste ...............................2 tbsps

Onion paste ..................................¼ cup

Coriander powder .........................1 tbsp

Raisins  ..............................................15 

Red chillies (dried)  .......... 5 (to garnish)

Salt  ............................................to taste

WOMEN PLUS

Prantick Majumder

prantick.majumder@gmail.com

S
arodee Borah is a young 
and talented singer from 
Dibrugarh, now based in 
Mumbai, who has lent 
her voice to many Hindi 

television serials and movies as well 
as performed songs for MTV Coke 
Studio. In an interview with The 
Assam Tribune, Sarodee talks about 
her journey so far.

Tell us something about 
yourself.

My birthplace is Morigaon, but I 
grew up and studied in Dibrugarh. 
My father, Pradip Borah, teaches 
Assamese at the Government Boys� 
H.S. School, Dibrugarh. My mother 
was the principal of Chitralekha 
Art School in Dibrugarh. My father 
played a significant role during the 
Assam Movement in the 1980s, 
serving as a central council member 
of the AASU and district general 
secretary of Morigaon.

How and when did you 
develop an interest in singing?

Every Sunday, my elder brother 
Neal used to visit a music institute 
near our house in Dibrugarh 
to learn classical music. When 
I was around three or four, he 
insisted that I join him. That�s 
how I started learning music. After 
studying music at the State College 
of Music in Guwahati, I headed 
to Mumbai. I have a Bachelor�s 
degree in Music and Culture 
Studies from SNDT Women�s 
University, Mumbai.

Tell us something about your 
initial projects.

My first major project was for 
MTV Coke Studio (Season II). 
Mahalaxmi Aiyyar called me, and 
I became part of a song called 
Man patang, created by Ehsaan 
Noorani and Loy Mendosa. 
I got my first movie playback 
opportunity in Santosh Sivan�s 
Ek Yodha Shoorveer, featuring 
Prabhu Deva, Prithviraj, Tabu and 
Genelia D�Souza. I also sang seven 
songs on the Active Javed Akhtar 
channel.

become chartbusters in the Bhojpuri 
world. I also got nominated for the 
Bhojpuri International Film Awards 
in Singapore for the �Best Playback 
Singer Female�. The funny thing is 
they did not know me as Sarodee 
Borah, and called me �Honey Bee� 
instead. 

I also won the Best Playback 
Singer Female Award at the 
Rajasthan Cine Awards for a movie 
called Page 16. Unfortunately, I 
came to know about the win only 
after the function got over.

When did you start getting 
offers for Bollywood films?

My first Bollywood film was Yeh 
Ishq Sarfira, and the song was called 
Sutta party. It was a small budget 
movie but, nevertheless, it provided 
me my first break. A slack season 
set in for a couple of years. I sang 
for many TV serials for almost all 
the channels. Later, I got Ek Yodha 
Shoorveer, 7 Hours to Go, and 
Shaandaar. I also did playback 
alongside Neeti Mohan and Arijit 
Singh in the song Senti waali mental. 
Rangeela Raja was followed by Page 
16, Blackboard Vs Whiteboard, and 
so on. These led to a call from Yash 
Raj Films to sing for Hichki, featuring 
Rani Mukerjee. But they wanted me 
to sing the background score, and I 
said no. Later, my brother convinced 
me to take up that offer.

I also sang for a movie Zindagi 
Tumse. The song was titled Sapne 
jo bhi, which got me nominated for 
the Mirchi Music Awards 2020 in 
the �Upcoming vocalist of the year� 
category. This is by far my biggest 
achievement.

What are you thinking of doing 
next?

I am quite excited about my new 
song in an Assamese movie. It 
would be my first Assamese one 
and it�s a grand feeling. The film 
is Bandhu and the song is Upper 
dipper. It�s a duet with Nayan Nilim.

Our family now has a production 
company, Endless Summer 
Entertainment. We recently 
released the lyrical video of the 
first song that I ever wrote Aji moi 
koina. There would also be a music 
video on that song.

Upcoming singer SARODEE BORAH is 

on her way to cementing her foot in 

Bollywood.

Ingredients:

Basmati rice ............................... 3 cups

Chicken (cut into pieces) ................1 kg

Green cardamoms .....................4 pods

Cloves .................................................5

Black peppercorns ........................1 tsp

Cinnamon sticks ..................................2

Bay leaves ...........................................2

Water .......................................... 5 cups

Ghee ...........................................½ cup

Black cardamoms .......................2 pods

Shahi cumin seeds ........................1 tsp

Cumin seeds .................................1 tsp

Onions (sliced) .............................1 cup 

Ginger paste ................................1 tbsp

Garlic paste .................................1 tbsp

Potatoes (peeled and halved) .............4

Mint leaves (chopped) ............... 3 tbsps

Salt  ...........................................to taste

Chicken korma

Today’s topic

I am 15 years old. How 
can I start with some 
light eye make-up?

Ans: Get the right eye 
make-up brushes and eyeliner. If you 
don�t have a brush, try a gel eyeliner. 
You can alter your natural eye shape 
with an eyeliner.

Always use eye primer first. Sweep 
the primer over your lids before apply-
ing any eyeshadow. You must choose 
the right eyeshadow palette for your 
eye colour and skin tone, and you 
can try various shades on your lids. 
Eyeshadow palettes come with several 
shades. You are too young to get over-
board with make-up, so try to use them 
sparsely. 

I am 25 years old. How 
do I get rid of yellowish 
nails?

Ans: Take some warm 
soapy water in a bowl. 

Use a soft toothbrush and gently scrub 
and buff the surface of your nails. Soak 
your nails for a few more minutes. If 
the stains are mild, try scrubbing them 
off with toothpaste and a damp nail 
brush for a few minutes.

Moisturise your hands and nails regularly. Whenever you are cleaning 
or washing dishes, try to wear gloves. Moreover, try to avoid harsh nail 
polish colours. If your nails swell up or become painful, you should see 
your doctor. Having clean, healthy looking nails is a must.

I am an 18-year-old boy. How do I get rid of blackheads 
on my nose?

Ans: Blackheads on the nose are very common. Wash 
your face regularly. Use a gentle cleanser. Use oil-free 

products. Try to exfoliate or scrub gently.
To remove them naturally, you can apply honey on the area and keep 

it on for a few minutes, then rinse off. An egg white and honey mask is 
also a great way to get rid of blackheads. 

You can also apply fresh lemon juice 
on the area. Leave this overnight. If 
you have dry skin, add a little olive oil 
to the lemon juice. Rinse it off in the 
morning with warm water. After that, 
apply moisturiser.

Please tell me about the 
benefits of waxing one�s 
upper lips. I am 25 years 
old.

Ans: Facial skin is deli-
cate, so you will want to take extra 
care to choose the best facial hair 
removal method for you. Never opt 
to shave your upper lip hair. Wax-
ing removes unwanted hair at once. 
Waxing and threading are the most 
effective methods to remove upper 
lip hair.

Hot wax is better for facial waxing. 
The hair will come out more easily. 
Waxing goes considerably deeper into 
the skin than threading.

Bleaching works for those with fine, 
light hair and skin. If you have sensi-
tive or oily, acne-prone skin, waxing 
may not be the best for your upper 
lip. Facial waxing can also cause mild 
redness and irritation temporarily. 
Waxing provides smoother and long-
lasting result, but it is best done by a 
professional.

Take care to avoid shaving over any 
spots or cuts.

Q

Q
Q

Q

Tell us about your journey to 
Mumbai.

My journey to Mumbai was 
definitely not planned. My brother 
was working on an internship and 
invited my mother and me to visit. 
When we were there, singer Dimpi 
Sonowal informed us of auditions 
at the SaReGaMaPaDhaNiSa 
Academy of Professional Music, 
run by Gajendra Singh, producer 
of reality shows like SaReGaMaPa. 
I was auditioned by Pt. Maniraj 
(gurubhai of Lata Mangeshkar) and 
others. I got selected, and for almost 
one-and-a-half years, I was trained 
by Pt. Maniraj, Ismail Darbar, Abhijit 
Bhattacharya, etc. I took a flat on 
rent and my mother joined me to 
support my struggle.

When did you start singing in 
other languages?

The Bhojpuri work happened 
during this time. I used to sing 
Bhojpuri songs because it provided 
a regular source of income. I 
later realised that my songs have 

The Bhojpuri work 
happened during 
this time. I used 
to sing Bhojpuri 
songs because it 
provided a regular 
source of income. 
I later realised 
that my songs 
have become 
chartbusters in the 
Bhojpuri world. I 
also got nominated 
for the Bhojpuri 
International 
Film Awards in 
Singapore...

“

Singing talent



It was getting dark. I gave up 
all hope of reaching Jammu 
and moved to a mini transit 
camp close by. The camp 
was used by the troops 
deployed for the protection 
of the Highway. There was 
only one room with a single 
bed for the Road Protection 
Officer...

“M
ost of the Defence Service per-
sonnel, particularly those in the 
army, during their services have 
had some lockdown experiences. 
Even though it is not the same as 

the lockdown we are going through at present, 
the tenure at some army posts like the ones at 
Siachen Glacier, or extreme remote areas in 
the North-East, Ladakh, etc., are somewhat 
similar. I have also had a few experiences of 
such postings, the most pertinent being my 
posting at the Indo-Myanmar border, where 
one had to walk for two days to reach the 
post. The ration used to be air-dropped but 
that was possible only during good weather. 
Private mails and newspapers were brought in 
by porters once in 20 days or so.

But now, I would like to write about those four 
days of forced lockdown I had to undergo at 
the Banihal Tunnel (the tunnel that links Jammu 
region with the Kashmir Valley) in December, 
1980. During that period, I was posted in an 
interior area of the Kashmir Valley. In December, 

I was sanctioned a two-week leave to go home. 
It was extremely cold, together with heightened 
militant activities. The only mode of movement 
was the army convoy to and from Srinagar and 
Jammu. The convoy consisted of a large number 
of army buses and trucks along with a Quick 
Reaction Team (QRT). The Road Opening 
Party (ROP) was deployed at strategic locations 
all along the route to protect the convoy from 
terrorist attack. Luckily for me, I got an offer 
to go by a Jonga vehicle which was being sent 
to the Jammu Airport to bring a senior officer 
to our headquarters. Getting a light vehicle (in 
Army terminology) like a gypsy or a Jonga was a 
great privilege for any young officer like me. My 
vehicle was last in the row of the huge convoy as 
I was late in reaching the Srinagar Transit Camp 
from where the convoy was to start.

Though it was snowing heavily, we could 
still continue moving, with Border Road 
Organisation personnel clearing out the af-
fected areas. However, as we approached the 
Banihal Tunnel, there was excessive snowfall 

accompanied by a landslide. All other vehicles 
were lucky to cross the landslide area, except 
the one I was travelling in.

It was getting dark. I gave up all hope of 
reaching Jammu and moved to a mini transit 
camp close by. The camp was used by the 
troops deployed for the protection of the High-
way. There was only one room with a single bed 
for the Road Protection Officer. The troops were 
housed in the nearby barrack. As I entered the 
room, the visibly tired young lieutenant offered 
me his bed and volunteered to sleep on the floor. 
The most important component in the room 
was the oil Bukhari which kept the room warm. 

As I was about to sleep after a quick dinner, 
the Havilder in Charge of the camp entered 
the room accompanied by a very well-built Sikh 
Colonel. I immediately reacted as any junior of-

and thought of looking for some place else to 
sleep. However, the Colonel �ordered� that I stay 
in the same room and the Havilder immediately 
arranged a sleeping bag for me.

Initially, I was very apprehensive of the senior 
officer, however, with a peg of rum accompanied 
by hot pakoras, we got along very well, eventu-
ally finding out that we belonged to the same 
squadron (hostel) in the National Defence Acad-
emy. I enjoyed his company for the next three 
days of the lockdown at the tunnel. Gradually 
our rations, especially vegetables, went missing 
from our menu but we survived on potatoes and 
tinned vegetables.

The Colonel was highly decorated and told me 
about some of the daring anti-militancy opera-
tions he had conducted in the Valley, which 
inspired me a great deal. He had good memories 
of his service in the North-East as well. In the 
evening, he used to tell a lot of Sardarji jokes 
(he himself was a Sardar). His laughter could be 
heard from every corner of the camp. I did not 
understand most of his jokes but had to laugh 
out loud to keep him happy.

But, thanks to the Colonel and his contacts 
in the Army headquarters, I managed my next 
posting to Guwahati.

Fiction entries should not exceed 

1,800 words.

O
n Thursday, at 10:15 
a.m., Tridip slouched into 
his office cubicle. He then 
wiped down his computer 
with Colin, placed his 

lunch-box and water bottle on the 
second shelf, re-arranged his money 
plant and turned on the computer. 
For some minutes, before work 
overwhelmed him, he read the review 
of Extraction. Then the pimply-faced 
peon, Raghu, poked his head over 
the cubicle.

�Boss wants to see you, Saar.� 
He dragged the saar out, as if in 
deliberate enjoyment.

Bose was an old-fashioned Boss. 
He wore suspenders, was addicted to 
antacid pills. As bosses go, he never 
went anywhere. His enormous girth 
made him scarier than he really was.

�Ah Tridip,� he said. �Sit down, my 
boy. How is the missus? The kids?�

�We are all okay, Sir.� He said, 
puzzled; 10.20 a.m. was no time 
for pleasantries with your boss. 
Bose leaned back �This is nothing 
personal. You are an educated man. 
You watch the news. You know 
reality. I�m sorry. I have to let you 
go.�

�Go where? On tour?�
Bose stroked his walrus moustache. 

�How should I put it, Tridip? You 
understand. The economy is flat 
on its backside. The company is in 
the red. Red is not a good colour. 
Hmph� here is your severance pay. 
Goodbye, son!� 

Bose hoisted himself painfully 
from his creaking seat, almost shook 
hands, but then elbowed him in 
the last minute, and the two parted 
company.

Twenty employees had been laid 
off that day. Tridip did not care who 
the other 19 were. There were empty 
cubicles all around. His money plant 
sagged. Darn and blast corona to 
inter-galactic space. He grabbed his 
laptop, tiffin, water bottle and walked 
out through the revolving doors of his 
office. He was enraged, frightened, 
insulted, double-whammied, all 
together. He wondered if he could 
deliver an innocuous vial of the virus 
into Bose�s lunch-box.

His hands were shaking, and as 

A jinxed day
if offering sympathy, his head was 
spinning too. He went to the back of 
the building, where there was a car 
park, yanked out his tie and stamped 
on it. He was a reasonably good man 
but now, the demon in him had been 
unleashed. Using his key, he dragged 
it across car doors, leaving behind 
jagged scars.

He needed to quieten down. 
He went to the park. Due to the 
lockdown there was no one. He 
drank from the water bottle. Renu�s 
fluffy parathas and methi sabji made 
him want to cry. He had lost his job.  
How would the family survive and eat 
methi sabji again?

His phone beeped. �Papa,� Naina 
said in a small voice. �Can you 
come... to school?�

�What�s the matter, are you okay?

�Have they chucked you out of 
school? Tell me. I�ll take it like a 
man.�

�Papa, could you please spare the 
drama? Just come.�

He rushed back to the car park, 
got his car and drove across town. 
Strangely, the Mother Superior was 
the female version of Bose.

�How are you? How is the misuss? 
He had a surreal feeling of deja vu. 
Naina came in and sat near him. She 
looked so normal that it made him 
even more anxious.

�Mr. Tridip, these are delicate 
matters. I had actually called your 
wife, but she has not been answering 
the phone.�

�What has my daughter done?� he 
blurted out, rolling the glass weight 
on the Mother Superior�s table.

�This is a precious moment in 
your girl�s life. Go, take her home 
and share the joy. Take it as life�s 
miracle.�

Like a sleepwalker, Tridip drove 
away from school.

�So, are you or are you not 
in trouble?� He began, glancing 
piercingly at her.

�Dad,� she said in an exasperated 
tone. �You are so clueless. Mom 
would know what to do.�

He rammed the brakes. Naina 
yelped. Was her clueless dad trying to 
kill them both?

�Your mother,� he said grimly� 
why is she not taking calls?�

�How will I know?�
�Has she gone somewhere?�
�What is somewhere?�
�Some place away from home.�
�Why not? She�s a free woman.� 
�I don�t need all that gender stuff.� 
�Did she tell you she was going 

somewhere?�
�Yes, she told me not to tell you.� 
�Are you playing games with me?�
�Look, look, she is crossing the 

street!� exclaimed Naina.
And sure enough, there was 

Renu in a pink sari, wearing shades, 
carrying her best leather bag.

Naina got off, ran to her mother 
and hugged her. Naina saw him and 
waved. She came over and got into 
the car.

�I have something to tell you,� she 
said, glowing with happiness.

�I have something too,� said Tridip. 
�Wait till you hear mine,� he added 
gloomily. �I lost my job.�

�Poor you!� Renu stroked his aim. 
�Listen to me!� Naina chirped 

from behind, �I got my periods. I�m a 
woman now!�

�That�s amazing darling. And you 
are taking it so well.�

�What about you?� He scowled at 
Renu. �You look like the cat got the 
cream.�

�I did!� she smiled. �I got a job 
holding online classes. The pay is not 
all that great, but in these times, who 
are we to complain?�

Tridip�s gloom lifted. His real asset 
was his family. As for the invisible 
enemy, the battle would continue, in 
full throttle. He suddenly felt like the 
Extractor.

Caught in the web
Victims of cyber crime can file a complaint online or 

through the offline mode.
Q. In this lockdown, I have been using 
social media for entertainment and 
to remain connected with friends. 
But I know that there are many risks 
involved in the like cyber stalking, 
making fake and duplicate profiles, 
and posting explicit content. In such 
a state of adversity, how and where 
can we file a complaint against it?

The increasing use of social 
media carries a constant risk of cyber 
crimes. If anyone is a victim of the 
same, the very first thing one must 
do is either click a screenshot or take 
a picture of such an incident, which 
will be needed at the time of filing a 
complaint. Complaints against any 
attempted cyber crime can be filed 
either by online or offline mode. 

For online filing, one can report 
it under the Indian Cyber Crime 
Coordination Centre (I4C) through the 
National Cyber Crime reporting portal  
https://www.cybercrime.gov.in. It 
is a citizen-centric initiative which 
enables citizens to report cyber crimes 

online. In the portal, the complainant 
will have to register himself/herself 
and log in to register a complaint. 
On the complaint reporting screen, 
which appears after logging into 
the portal, one has to submit all the 
incidental details, choose the category 

of the complaint and upload evidence, 
suspect details (if any), complainant 
details and submit it. 

Apart from that, one must also 
register a complaint on the social 
media platform where the offence 
was committed. Most social media 

platforms have their own redressal 
cells and mechanisms, for protecting 
their users from cyber crimes and have 
provided prescribed procedures for 
reporting of any abuse or offence. 

The offline cyber crime complaint 
can be filed with the Cyber Cell India, 
either by calling their helpline number  
or by sending an e-mail complaint to 
them. A written complaint can also 
be filed with the jurisdictional cyber 
crime cell of the district in which the 
person resides. However, as cyber 
crime comes under the purview of 
global jurisdiction, it can be filed at 
any cyber crime cell. 

The name and address for mail 
purpose must be included in the 
complaint which is to be addressed 
to the Head of the Cyber Cell. One 
can also file an FIR in the jurisdictional 
police station or at any nearest police 
station as a zero FIR. Cyber crime 
offences are punishable under the 
Information Technology Act, 2000, 
as well as under the Indian Penal 
Code, 1860.

Autism as a 
spectrum disorder 
Let’s find out what is High-Functioning 
Autism or HFA.

T
he word �autism� often tends to conjure images of children with 
difficulties in social interaction, language difficulties and engaging 
in repetitive, stereotyped behaviours such as flapping their hands, 
rocking their bodies back and forth or playing only with certain toy 
parts like the wheels of a car. However, the Diagnostic and Statisti-

disability, with those existing at different points on the spectrum requiring 
different levels of intervention. It is categorised as a �neuro-developmental� 
disorder to highlight differences in the way that the brain is wired for those 
with autism, compared to the wider population. This term also highlights 
the fact that these differences are present from a young age. 

Professionals trained in understanding and treating autism (now 
officially termed �Autism Spectrum Disorder�, or ASD) typically find it 
easiest to identify and make the diagnosis for those at the more severe 
end of the spectrum, who often also have significant learning disabili-
ties and high care needs. In contrast, individuals with average-or-higher 
intelligence and milder ASD traits can sometimes face a more winding 
and arduous path to receiving the diagnosis. For this group, potential 
misdiagnosis and under-recognition can create additional hurdles on 
their journey to achieving more clarity about the challenges that they 
face, and in gaining access to appropriate support in the community. 

ASD exists across communities, cultures, professions, and socio-
economic levels. Those with HFA typically have more trouble than others 
in understanding the finer-grained �rules� of social interactions that might 
come more naturally to those without the diagnosis. They might struggle 
to follow the usual back-and-forth nature of casual conversations or 
struggle to jump between topics, particularly if the topics aren�t as familiar 
or interesting to them. They might stick to a well-learned conversational 
�script� of certain phrases and topics, but run into difficulty when this 
script is exhausted. People with HFA can find subtle body language chal-
lenging to follow; for example, it can be hard to know how much eye 
contact is too much, or too little. They might seem aloof or �eccentric� 
to others in social settings, and unfortunately this can sometimes make it 
more difficult to establish and maintain friendships and other relationships. 

For someone with HFA, social situations can be exhausting as it 
takes large amounts of energy to carefully navigate through the laby-
rinth of social rules that seem to come more naturally to others. Under-
standably, this can be an extremely frustrating experience; anxiety and 
depression can sometimes follow. 

Behaviourally, HFA is often marked by a desire for clarity, certainty, 
routine, and repetition. Seeking a high level of predictability can be a 
means of keeping anxiety at bay, and a strategy for maintaining a sense 
of control over an otherwise overwhelmingly complicated social world. It 
can also be a response to hypo or hyper-sensitivity to sensory informa-
tion (for example, to certain clothing textures, sounds, smells, foods, and 
so on). Sometimes, those with HFA might have difficulty if their plan for 
a given situation goes �off-script�, or if they find themselves in sensory 
overload (for example, in a loud and busy environment). They might 
have a set of behaviours that they use to calm themselves when they feel 
overloaded (for example, rocking back and forth or shaking their hands). 

Although HFA creates unique challenges, it is by no means a road-
block to living a successful and meaningful life. It is best considered as 
a �difference�, rather than a �disability� (in a similar way to computers 
running different operating systems on the same underlying hardware). 
Celebrities considered to be on the autism spectrum include Albert 
Einstein, Charles Darwin, Sir Anthony Hopkins, and Dan Akroyd. 
With proper assessment, diagnosis, and guidance from an experienced 
professional, those with HFA can develop a roadmap to account for 
their differences and grow a purpose-filled and rewarding life. 
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Movies and TV shows that you 

must stream right now.

GET ONLINE

I AM NOT OKAY WITH THIS 

A sseries based on a comic book 
by Charles Forsman, who had 

also created The End of the F***ing 
World, this new Netflix show runs 
on a similar strain. It follows the teen 
protagonist Sydney who not only 
struggles to come to terms with her 
latent homosexuality, but has to deal 
with the realisation that she may have 
superpowers. Her father�s recent 
suicide also adds to the growing turmoil in her that 
manifests in dangerous ways. 

PAATAL LOK 

A
lmost every streaming loyalist may 
have watched this already and the 

verdict is unanimous: it�s a blockbuster 
(if we can use that term in this con-
text). The plot revolves around a Delhi 
cop looking for a big case to get his 
long overdue promotion, but it only 
draws him deep into the hinterland 
of UP politics and crime. What works 
here is the script that doesn�t meander too much, and 
the actors have been cherry-picked to perfection. 

LITTLE FIRES EVERYWHERE 

R
eese Witherspoon is a champion of women produc-
ing women-based shows and here 

she teams up with Kerry Washington 
to create this engaging mini series. 
It is the early �90s and the seemingly 
peaceful Richardson household of 
Shaker Heights gets unsettled with 
the arrival of Mia, a Bohemian artist 
who moves from city to city, taking 
her teenage daughter Pearl with her. 
As one mother settles down to give 
her daughter the stability she wishes for, another mother 
struggles to keep her �perfect� family together. 

KAAMYAAB 

T
he Bollywood dream has lured many an artiste into 
the annals of Hindi cinema. And 

this tale captures that emotion to the 
T, even though the protagonist here is 
not a newcomer. Sudheer, a character 
actor from the �80s and �90s, wants to 
make a comeback only to complete a 
personal milestone. But the industry is 
not the way it was in his time, so his 
struggle continues.

WHITE LINES 

F
rom the maker of Money Heist (Álex Pina) comes 
another English-Spanish murder 

mystery that�s garnering positive 
reviews since its recent release. It re-
volves around the death of a DJ, Alex 
who had run away from Manchester 
to land up in Ibiza, the Spanish club-
bing capital. But his sudden disappear-
ance and death draws his sister to Ibiza 
to unearth the people responsible for 
his death.

D
adara-Pasariya-

Sualkuchi, about 
35 kilometres from 
Guwahati, is a de-

lightful destination. Not only 
are these villages home to 
two-thirds of the world�s pop-
ulation of the Greater Adjutant 

Hargila in 
 they also boast of 

the acclaimed �Hargila Army�, a 
troop of 150 women conserva-
tionists raised by Purnima Devi 
Barman. 

Popularly known as Hargila 
Baideo or Stork Sister, Purnima Devi 
Barman, the winner of the Green Oscar 
or the prestigious Whitley Award for 
her efforts to conserve the Greater 
Adjutant Stork, has inspired what is 
a once-in-a-lifetime experience for 
tourists. The sights and sounds of her 
army singing hymns to the clickety-
clack of looms, weaving Hargi-
la
an avian species on the verge of 

for a long, long time.
A unique endeavour, it has been 

born of the artistic culture that is the hall-

at the centre. The air here resonates with the 
constant rhythm of shuttle looms crafting the 
most beautiful of finery. In fact, Sualkuchi, the 

for its dazzling mekhela sadors and skilled 

exclaim: �Assamese women weave fairy tales 
in their clothes!� 

 The neighbourhood, however, is not only 
about the warp and weft of weaves. Art finds 
expression also in the walls of a 400-year-

old mon-
astery Iswar Hati 
Satra known for its daily naam prasan-
ga (community prayers), the Holi festivities 
and the celebration of the birth and death an-
niversaries of the two great saints of Assam, 
Srimanta Sankaradeva and Madhabdev; the 
monastery is an intricately-designed, white cy-
lindrical building adorned with a dome (doul), 
colourful wall sculptures of Lord Krishna in 
different poses, and a long passage whose 
walls are filled with miniature art in green, 
yellow and blue.

Compiled by: Bidisha Singha
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FOOD TALK

Dr. Ritu G. Goswami

ritugeu_goswami@yahoo.in

"If I completely empty my mind, I weigh 
one-half ounce less!"

"Heads, you empty the litter box. Tails, I do 
it but make such a fuss that you step in and 

do it for me."

"Stanley's diet isn't going well. Today 
I caught him chewing the air outside 

Hoffman's Bakery!"

"Since we don't have two kids to send to 
college, why can't we spend $100,000 on a 

really cool stereo instead?"

S
ince pregnancy is a period 
which requires extra food 
and care for the developing 
foetus, the family, as well 
as the mother should try to 

fulfil the nutritional demands with 
whatever resources available during 
this pandemic. Here are some of 
the tips that can be followed by a 
pregnant mother to increase their 
immunity:

Start the day with one cup of 
lukewarm milk. Include honey and 
two biscuits.

Breakfast should contain cereals, 
pulses, vegetables, non-vegetarian 
items like roti, dal and sabji, rice, 
dal and vegetables, pani-pitha with 
vegetables/gur, bhapot diya pitha 
with gur, khichdi with vegetables, 
chira, muri, etc., with curd. 

A cup of milk/curd and one egg 
is a must at breakfast.

Include some kinds of pulses and 
vegetables.

Mid-morning meal should include 
fruits, dry fruits such as dates, al-
monds, raisins, walnuts, etc., with 
one cup of lukewarm lemon juice.

If fruits are not available, then 
cucumber, beetroot, vegetable soup 
or non-vegetarian soup can be in-
cluded.

A soup can be prepared with xingi 
mas, vedailota/morisa/manimuni, 
drumstick leaves, beetroot, sweet 
potato, other vegetables, and can 
be included in the day which will 
not only increase the immunity of 
the body, but will increase the hae-
moglobin level as well.

Being Assamese, we all like to 
have rice at lunch. The raw quantity 

Pregnancy 
and diet

of cereals for the day is 275 gms/
day. With rice, we should include dal, 
non-vegetarian curry, vegetables, 
etc.

A katori of green leafy vegetables/
chutney like pudina, etc., must be 
included with one slice of lemon. 

In the evening, a cup of green tea, 
herbal tea, tulsi water, dalchini water, 
etc., is a must.

The late evening meal should be 
small but healthy. One can include 
steamed sprouts, badam milk, om-
elette, suji halwa with ghee, coconut 
barfi, besan barfi, badam gur barfi, til 
laru, steamed cake, gajar ka halwa, 
pani pitha, payas with gur, kismis 
and badam, lassi, etc. 

A healthy dinner is recommended 
with cereals, pulses, and vegetables. 
It�s better to avoid non-vegetarian 
items at dinner if you have had it 
at lunch.

Include one cup of milk with one tea-
spoon of haldi at bedtime.

DOs and DONT's

Include Vitamin C and A-rich fruits 
and vegetables like amla, guava, or-
ange, mousambi, lemon, pomegran-
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Assist a relative or a good friend by setting up a bud-
get for them. It will be all around you. The danger of 
minor accidents will increase with the turmoil. Don’t 
fall into the trap.

You can come into money that you don’t necessarily 
work for. The emotional state of peers may cause a 
problem for you. Take care of the needs or respon-
sibilities of elders.

A passionate party for two might be just the remedy. 
Romantic opportunities will be plentiful this week. 
Don’t be afraid to lay your cards on the table. It is 
best to be discreet.

Be creative in your pursuits. Sooner or later, your 
partner will have had enough. Do your best, but 
don’t make too many promises or you may exhaust 
yourself. You might find that co-workers will support 
your endeavours.

You should sign up for creative courses. Concentrate 
on your work. You can make gains if you work in con-
junction with others. Get back to basics. Bring work 
home if it will help you get caught up.

Be cautious who you deal with financially. This 
could be a difficult week to deal with co-workers. 
Exercise discipline when it comes to controlling 
bad habits.

Don’t let your family put demands on you. Any reno-
vation or home decoration should include the whole 
family. Don’t count on getting any help from those you 
live with. They will not have the patience.

You have two choices: get out on your own, or bend 
to your mate’s whims. Your home environment may 
be hectic, which could result in emotional disappoin-
ment if you aren’t well organised. You need time to 
think things through.

Pushy people must be kept at arm’s length. New 
romantic relationships will develop through group 
activity. You can solidify your relationship if you plan 
a special evening with your loved one.

Avoid functions that will bring you in contact with those 
you find difficult to get along with. Take time to help 
a friend who hasn’t been feeling well. Put aside any 
decisions concerning your finances.

Be sure to catch up on overdue correspondence and 
help those you love find solutions to their dilemmas. 
Don’t be too eager to buy things for those who really 
don’t deserve it.

Attend to things that you should have done yester-
day. Don’t involve yourself in the emotional problems 
of those you work with. This might not be a week for 
hasty decisions. Keep busy and let them fume while 
you’re not around.

Jahnavi Barua is a writer based in Bengaluru.

After the lockdown 

seized me. There was something new about 
this city. Yet, at the same time, it was some-
thing familiar. I could not quite place it and 
it irked me like a kernel of sand stuck inside 
one�s shoe. Just before the final turn to our 
destination, we went past the old beloved 
Koshy�s food factory just outside which 
there was a bakery outlet. Not surprisingly, 

smell of fresh bread baking and we caved in 
and picked up two hot loaves. The last time 
I had bought a loaf of freshly baked bread 
here would have been 15 years ago. Traffic 
jams and time constraints had stolen these 
special things from us.   

That was it! We had travelled through 
time as we set out from home. The Ben-
galuru that lay before us this day, quietly 

O
n Thursday, I stepped out of  my 
home for the first time in two 
months. The night before, I had 
been surprised to find myself 
excited, as if I was setting off on 

a holiday or a journey the next day. When 
our car took the turning onto the main 
road, I was even more surprised to feel a 
buoyant sense of freedom inside me. My 
toes tingled!

Before us stretched the old road leading 
into the centre of the town, but strangely 
it was now unfamiliar. The road was so 
empty of its usual heavy traffic that it 
seemed naked and vulnerable. It unfurled 
far into the distance, leading the eye to 
views that had not been visible before. A 
new concrete divider now separated the 
two sides of the wide and once busy road; 
the wall was high and now you could not 
see the cars on the other side. One�s focus 
now was solely on the side of the road the 
car was on. The shade trees had grown in 
the past months. Planted just a few years 
ago, they were not mature yet, but during 
this lockdown, they seemed to have grown 
vigorously. Lush new cloaks of green 
adorned them. In a matter of four minutes, 
we were at a notorious signal that normally 
took us anywhere between 20 to 40 min-
utes to reach. Half a minute later we were 
on the other side! 

A few cars now sailed into view. I say 
�sailed� deliberately because they coasted 
along as if they had all the time in the 
world, a feeling that had been lost in the 
last couple of decades. Again, even before 
you could say abracadabra, we were at 
Ulsoor Lake. This time it had taken us a 
mere five minutes to negotiate a normal 
20-minute distance. While we waited at 
the traffic lights, I looked up through the 
windscreen at the sky. It stretched vast and 
cloudless above us. Was I mistaken? Or 
was it bluer than I had remembered? 

The final leg of the journey into the town 
centre was as leisurely as the beginning. 
We sped along deserted streets that were 
visibly cleaner and brighter than before 
the lockdown had started. An odd feeling 

basking in the afternoon sun was the one 

city that we had also lost years ago and that 
had receded from our memories. This af-
ternoon, quite unexpectedly, that gracious 
tranquil town had emerged from wherever 
it had been. With growing excitement, 
we finished the chores we had set out to 
do, and decided to indulge in a ride down 
memory lane.

We drove down St. Mark�s Road, a 
favourite food destination all those years 
ago. The lamb burgers at the iconic Ice and 
Spice had been a regular treat followed 
by vanilla ice cream and litchis at Richie 
Rich a few doors away. These venerable 
establishments no longer existed but on this 
afternoon, roads free of snarled traffic, we 
could almost see them as we drove past. 
From there, we went to pay our respects to 
another landmark, one universally known, 
the Vidhana Soudha, the State Legislative 
Assembly building. Always majestic, the 
building seemed even more imposing as it 
gazed over empty roads, the sky darkening 
dramatically above. There seemed to be a 
storm brewing or was it just the sun setting? 

We turned around and headed back 
home. Past the beautiful building of the 
General Post Office, then past Chinnas-
wamy Stadium, where so much excitement 
had been generated over the years. To our 
right, the trees of Cubbon Park stood green 
and elegant, draped in new leaves. Finally 
down the main artery of the city, the much 
loved MG Road. As we turned off it, head-
ing down to Ulsoor Lake again, a blaze of 
colour appeared before us. The Gulmohars 
had bloomed and I hadn�t even known! 
Summer was officially here.

The mood was sombre as we drove 
back home. The loaves of bread were still 
warm on my lap. Something magical had 
happened that afternoon. The years had 
peeled away and briefly, for a moment, we 
were 25 once again. Hopeful and excited 
and happily unaware of what the future 
would bring.

“We sped along 
deserted streets 
that were visibly 
cleaner and 
brighter than before 
the lockdown had 
started. An odd 
feeling seized 
me. There was 
something new 
about this city. Yet, 
at the same time, 
it was something 
familiar.

ate, pumpkin, carrot, mango, etc.
Include three major meals and three 

to four minor meals.
Expose yourself to direct sunlight 

for minimum 15 minutes.
Limit tea and coffee and don�t have 

it along with the meals.
Use 20 gms. of mustard/refined 

oil and 10 gms. of ghee/day.
Vegetarians can include paneer 

and more pulses in their diet.
Stay hydrated with ten glasses 

of warm fluids like milk, soup, dal, 
water, etc. 

Include garlic, turmeric, jeera, black 
pepper, ginger, onion, dhania in your 
cooking, which will increase immu-
nity of the body.

Clean fruits, vegetables, milk pack-
ets, etc., thoroughly.

Eat freshly cooked, warm foods.
Home remedies like honey, ginger, 

pepper, clove can be taken for cough 
and cold.

Avoid eating cold foods like ice-
cream, iced tea, foods kept in the 
freezer, etc.

Avoid by using too much cold water 
for bathing, using A/C, fan, etc.

IN BLACK AND WHITE  

Jahnavi Barua
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Day excursions
A lesser-known day-trip from Guwahati.

Here’s how 

pregnant 

women can 

increase their 

immunity 

during this 

pandemic.


